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KNOX COUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL

Class of '94, Rockland High

And Forty Men Have Been Added To the Payroll At
the Thomaston Mill

This Campaign Is To Raise

School, Has Jolly Gather The Story Of Its Present Condition With a Practical Plan
ing At Colson Cottage

COMMUNITY CHEST

For Carrying It On

Do you realize that Rockland’s Sewer System is

$3000 By Voluntary Sub
scriptions

Twenty-nine years ago a class of
| Rockland's Community Chest Ls en
If the Industrial Recovery Act, I manent one can be considered and 29 pupils was graduated from Rock
BY THE FINANCE COMMITTEE
gaged in a canvass to raise $3000 for
land High School—the class of 1904.
i the help of the Home for Aged Womcommonly called N.I R.A., is to be sue- . accepted.
many of its units are privately owned?
This temporary code went into ef Yet in all these years no class re To the People of Knox County:—
J en and to retain here the service of
cessful in accomplishing the things
fect Aug. 1. In accordance with it union look place, even though the
,
,
,
. , ,
,
, | the Red Cross, which without this
Under the City Manager Charter this condition
for which it was enacted, it must have the Thomaston plant of the Law- greater part of the graduates re
I he past three years have been a period of tremendous stress and immediate help must be withdrawnthe support of every employer and rence Portland Cement Company is mained in Rockland and vicinity. difficulty to thc Knox County General Hospital, as well as to all othei which would be a calamity, in par
would be remedied through consistent work under
ticular to the less fortunate classes of
citizen affected by it, and that means now paying a minimum wage of 40 Once in a while the desire for a re relief agencies and to business at large.
the city.
the Planning Board.
pretty nearly everybody. The inter cents per hour, and using a basic 36- union would be expressed but noth
hour week. The temporary code per ing took place until a few days ago
The following contributions have
It
has
always
been
the
policy
of
this
Hospital
to
admit
all
patients
pretations of the President and Gen mits men to work 42 hours ln any one when "Becky" Davis took the matter
been received. Others may be sent
applying
for
admission,
whether
emergency
cases
or
not,
and
whether
or
VOTE FOR THE NEW CHARTER SEPT. 11
eral Johnson are interpretations of or more weeks, provided their aver in her own hands and inspired by
either to the Chamber of Commerce
the Act, and should be considered a age over a six months’ period does the presence of Miss Ellen Tolman not the applicant or his family were able to pay any part of the Hospital or“tL* thl/paper** Checks should be
This advertisement is sponsored by Rorkland Home Owners
not exceed 36 hours.
of Auburn, Mass., and Wendell charges. Although a relatively small number were admitted with the made payable to Community Chest,
part of it.
This action by the cement company Hodgkins of Winthrop, Mass., home
Realizing this to the full, and know has resulted in giving jobs to about 40 for their annual summer visits, frank and clear understanding that they were charity cases, a very large Received to date:
$ 25.00
and increasing number, admitted as pay cases, have been unable to pay in Mr and Mrs. Wm. T. Cobb
ing also that the acceptance of a per additional men. and to that extent ls named Aug. 9. as a definite date.
Leroy Chatto
..............
100
manent code for most American in relieving the unemployment situation
And so on Wednesday evening the full, and hundreds have been unable to pay even a part of the charges.
Mr and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett .
1000
dustries is a matter of time, the ce and bringing about a wider distribu first reunion of the class of 1904
500
Contrary to a widely held opinion and belief the Hospital is in no real W S. Rounds .......................
ment manufacturers of the country tion of pay-roll money in the com took place, at the charming cottage
Miss Addie Rogers .............. ... 1.00
have offered to voluntarily put them' munity, as well as increasing buying of Fred P. Colson, "The Open Door," sense a public institution, lt receives no support wliateversfroin any city Anonymous .........................
25 00
________ THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Knox County sportsmen who selves under a temporary code ol power and improving the local retail at Ash Point. The grounds were or town; no support from thc County treasury; and only a very small Miss Kate Wendell ............. .... 500
wages
and
trade
practices
until
a
permerchandising
situation.
colorfully
decorated
ln
ships
’
flags,
Subscriptions *3 00 per year payable ln angle for salmon will be interested in
Mrs. W W Gregory.............. .... 500
advance: single copies three cents.
and the interior, in a blaze of light, and uncertain annual stipend from the State, insufficient to cover 15% Edna Gresrorv .....
9nn
Advertising rates based upon circula the following clipped from the Lew
of the charity work done at the institution. Its extremely liberal credit Auxiliary Huntley-Hill Post,
presented
a
cozy
and
homelike
ap

iston Journal:
tion and very reasonable.
pearance. The evening was spent policy, with its resulting large deficits and losses, has been made possible
V. F. W.......................
... 500
"Now that the fish and game laws
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
in reminiscing. The only regret was only by the generous and consistent support of individuals who have so Carrie E. Brainerd ................ .... 10 00
The Rockland Oazette was established for all Maine say the legal length for
the
absence
of
Miss
Anna
Coughlin
Evelyn M Hix ..................... ... 25.00
ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab catching salmon shall be 14 inches,
beloved teacher, and the other class ■often contributed from their private purses.
lished and consolidated with the Oazette experienced fishermen, even some of
Dr. A. W. Foss ..................... .... 10.00
Cong. Moran Want* the Federal Government To Have members unable to be present.
In 1882 The Free Press was established
In normal times it was possible to carry on thc Hospital in thi,s manner, Mr and Mrs Willis Ayer .... .... 10.00
ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to those who advocated the law. are
Greetings
were
sent
by
Mrs.
Laura
]
Mrs. Sadie Dennison ...........
1.00
the Tribune These papers consolidated wondering if a mistake has been
Formal Look-See Of Quoddy Project
Dowling Flye of Woodfords. and although losses from uncollectible accounts ordinarily caused an average Mr. and Mrs. W O. Fuller . .... 10.00
March 17. 1897
made. What they didn't figure on
from Mildred Emerson (Mildred deficit of $5000 annually, which had to be made u^by thc gifts of public- Central Maine Power Co...... ... 50.00
was how long it takes for a salmon
Clarki, the latter reading:
to reach a length of 14 Inches.
spirited citizens, both those solicited in the various money raising cam E. L. Toner .........................
5.00
Those who are following the prog- the Quoddy project in Maine, utlliz
“How I wish I could join you
Miss Ellen Daly ..................
“A salmon may grow to six inches ress of the "Quoddy project” will be ing part of the new appropriation
10.00
paigns
and
those
offered
voluntarily.
But
gifts
to
charity
have
necessarily
•••
If we work upon marble, lt will
Shall be with you all in spirits and
i in a year, may be nine inches long
perish; lf we work upon brass.
shall plan to join you next summer. become less frequent recently, and the number of patients who are unable
interested in the following statement that is available for such purpose.
Total to date .................... $215.00
Time will efface It; lf we rear -• i in two years and might reach the
"What we are after is the facts. Does it seem 29 years ago since we to pay their, own hospital bills has increased to such an unprecedented
length of 12 inches in three years. last night issued from Congress
•— temples, they wlll crumble Into
We are going to find out if the pro all graduated. I do not feel a bit extent that it is no longer possible fo continue the policy of unlimited free
dust; but. If we work upon lm- ♦ But right then, the fishwise say, man Moran's office:
STATE TOURNAMENT
ject is technically feasible and eco older, but am still going strong.
comes
a
period
when
growth
comes
mortal souls, lf we Imbue them —
"The Public Works Administration nomically practicable. If it is, then ' w;!h sorrows mixed with the joys admissions unless some substantial and regular additional support is
{slow
to
the
salmon
On
extraordinar

••• with principles, with the Just
has allotted the sum of $400,000 to it fulfills the important qualifica of life to make one thankful and provided.
Golfers Galore To Be Seen
—• tt&r ot Ood and love of fellow. ♦ ily good feed—which usually the the Federal Power Commission for
tions for a public works project, es appreciative of all that comes to us.
landlocked
salmon
has
not
—
he
might
men. we engrave on these tab- ♦
In
the
past
five
years
the
Hospital
has
accumulated
on
its
books
approxi

the
purpose
of
making
an
immediate
My
sincere
love
to
you
all
and
tell
pecially since it ls obvious that such
On the Rockland Course
'jump to 14 inches in length but
—• lets something which wlll brightsurvey on which to base a national a tremendous project would draw off them to write to me."
mately $50,000.00 of accounts, absolutely uncollectible, on cases which
— en all Eternity.—Daniel Webster. ♦ usually growth goes to depth and plan for electric power development.
Saturday of Next Week
the Maine unemployment pool. It
Pleasant recollections arc mine,
circumference in the fourth year
were ostensibly and supposedly paying patients. This in addition to the
The Federal Power Commission would employ approximately 8000
Of my class of nineteen four.
they say.
many who werc admitted explicitly as charity cases, and on which a partial
Sealed by age and time.
The Rockland Country Club wil!
"One old angler said he saw many points out that up to the present men for two and a half years.
In my mem'ry's "scrapbook” score.
time the development of the water “It is expected that the Federal
reimbursement could be obtained from the State.
be the scene of the State handicap
salmon
hooked
and
thrown
back
on
CARNIVAL PROGRAM a recent trip because honest fisher power resources of the United States, Power Commission will grant* this
tournament August 19. with a stel
Buffet lunch was served, and rem
Obviously, the Hospital cannot continue to operate on this basis. It lar cast of well known amateur
men found they were 12, 12ti, 13, both public and private, has been request and send an engineering staff iniscing continued until a late
would mean a steady building up of debt to a point where it would golfers expected to enter. Included
1.30 Outboard motor and Oannet [ 13U. 13:li but seldom quite 14 inches carried on without reference to any to examine the project promptly. hour.
Those present were: Graduates. eventually be obliged to close its doors. One remedy would be, to put will be Ike Merrill, four times hold
I long. And his contention is that comprehensive or integrated national Further action will necessarily deTrophy races.
i pend upon the decision of the Fed-IMrs Reta Patterson Coburn of the institution upon an absolutely cash basis, refusing admission to any er of the State championship; Jack
most thrown-back fish soon turn P'an.
7.15 Band concert.
Leddy, runner-up in past tourna
The Federal Power Commission eral Power Commission after the en- 1 Warren, Clarence Barnard, Mrs.
belly-up.
8.15 Entertainment feature.
patient except upon payment of a deposit in advance or the furnishing of ments; Jack Boyd, present state
“•I think this 14-inch salmon law will be formally requested by me at gineering report is received in Wash- Plorence Thomas McMillan. Miss
9.15 Illuminated yacht parade.
Elma Ireland. Mrs. Helen Thomas a substantial guarantor or endorser who would be compelled to meet the amateur champ; Charlie Webber of
■ is the wrongest game law yet,' is the onoe to make a complete survey of, ington."
10 00 Musical treat.
Lunt of Thomaston, Mrs. Merle Doe bill on a definite date if the patient failed to pay. In view of thc loyal the Bangor Country Club, a potent
10.45 World's Fair announcement. way he puts it.”
factor in any tournament.
Bartlett, Wendell A Hodgkins of
Also our own home boys: Judson
Winthrop, Mass.. Fred P. Colson, and generous support given by thc public in thc past, thc directors have
Mrs. Elizabeth Whitman Davis, been reluctant even to consider such a step, but this very plan may become Flanagan, who was the star of the
Raymond S. Bird, Miss Ellen Tol- necessary unless the following system, designed to keep thc Hospital open Providence College golf team, hav
ing been defeated but once In two
wt
Tl ’
•
re- c. i
a
n
o-i
. man of Auburn, Mass.. George B and effectively serving thc public, is given prompt and adequate support.
now i ney re Going 1 o btudy Aurora Borealis, Through Clarke, Bert WardweU, Mrs Oladys
years of college competition; Albert
Jones Morgan. Mrs. Evelyn McEmery of the University of Penn,
Observatory Prof. Barton Will Build
DETAILS OF THE CHARITY FUND PLAN
Kusick and Mrs. Frances Butler
golf team; Edward R. Veazie. who
Phone, Rockland 385-4
*
Sherer. Guests. Scott Coburn, Mrs.
l hc alternative proposed by thc Finance Committee of the Board of has been shooting great golf in the
past two weeks; L. E. McRae, an
Clarence Barnard. Frank Lunt. Mrs.
CHICKEN DINNERS,
75c
An astronomical observatory for i be in readiness for dedication by the W A Hodgkins, Mrs. F. P. Colson Directors is simple in its outline, but countywide in its scope. It is other local golfer who has been hit
i special study of the Aurora Borealis Lions sometime next summer. He and George B. Davis.
proposed that there be set up by thc Treasurer a separate and distinct ting them in masterful style; Bill
LOBSTER DINNERS,
$125
■ will be established by the Stoning- will set to work immediately upon Other graduates, not present, are: account,to be known as the Charity I'und, no part of which is to be used for Oiendenning and Soap Rogers, two
Complete With All Fixings
ton Lions dub under the direction ihe building of a large telescope, and Mrs. Florence Haley Cowie of Fort
building, equipment, maintenance or general expense, hut interest and other local members who will be
™
William E Barton, director in addition next summer hopes to umu
-w.., Texas.
*»-«««. Mildred Emheard from when the Anal standing
Sam sswu
Houston.
Special atlention to bridge parties and transient
•of the Theodore Hyatt observatory secure the loan of the big Hyatt, tube erson ofNew York.
Mrs. Laura principal of which is to be devoted to payment for patients who arc other Ls announced -and not forgetting two
at Pennsylvania Military College, from Col. Frank K. Hyatt, president Dowling Flye ofWoodfords.
David wise unable to meet their hospital hills. Insofar as this fund is adequate real dark horses, none other than
guests
*
an<* commandant of Pennsylvania Crockett of Camden. Luke S. Davis. to the purpose, the Hospital will continue its long established policy of Charles Wotton and Emery Howard,
_
Barton was a member of the Military College. A weekly public Mrs. Emma Cobb Havener of Morwho may be real factors before the
j Franklin Institute (Philadelphia! night will be established next sum- cantown. W. Va.. Mrs. Alzira Went- admitting any applicant, regardless of his or her financial means, and tournament is over.
EC
t0 ^*r^>Ur8'' N **•• mer which will give the residents of worth Sandwall of East Newton, giving to the indigent or unfortunate patient, as in the past, thc same
A gallery of golf enthusiasts are
in 1932, and had entire charge of the Stonington and Deer Isle an oppor- Mass. Mrs. Bertha Cates Vezina of painstaking and skilful service and care that is rendered to the wealthiest. expected to overflow the club course
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
setting up of the big telescope in tunlty to star gaze through t.he Auburn, Miss Lou Belle Jackson,
when all these featured players par
that expedition. He is also vice lenses of two fine telescopes. Prof. Donald H Fuller. Nahum Weeks
The utmost care will be taken to prevent the abuse of the privilege ticipate, in the hope of seeing some
president of the Rittenhouse Ast.ro- Barton, who is an enthusiastic mem- (address unknown). ' Two members thus offered, and no person who is reasonably able to pay, in full or in real par-breaking golf, which no
JEFFERSON—ON DAMARISCOTTA LAKE
nomical Society of Philadelphia.and ber of the Lions Club hopes to stimu- have died—Mrs. Ethel Pitch Rogers
doubt will be seen before the tourna
WE INVITE YOU TO TRA' OUR DELICIOUS 40 CENT DINNER
co-author of “A guide to the Con- jate interest in star-gazing in Ston- and Mrs. Emma Lawrence Stanford part, will be permitted to depend upon the Fund, and if any patient whose ment 1s at an end.
EMERY OGILVIE, Manager
90*lt-S99
stellations with S. C. Barton of tne ington by the organization of an The class parts were: Valedictory. bill is so paid is subsequently able to reimburse the Hospital, such money
University of Pennsylvania. He is amateur astronomical society.
Frances Butler; salutatory. Evelyn will he returned to the Fund from which it was taken. Necessarily, since
The club room of the Boys and
considered to be one of the best
“With the wide horizons and clear Richardson; first essay. Ethel Fitch;
known authorities on the Aurora skies/’ %said prOf. Barton, “that seem .second essay, Emma Cobb; prophecy. the support of this Fund must come primarily from local and summer Girls' Service Club. Tillson avenue,
Borealis in this country. He is^also to characterize t.he locale of Deer
residents of Knox County, thc benefits of it must be reserved for applicants now boasts two fine wall maps. One
8fWb Pld kn°tWn ^^Tnvineerin^al
11 sl™uld make an excellent lo- Hodgkins; Sprize essays “ *
of the United States, which covers
Ellen Toi- from this territory, with such extensions to adjacent towns as may later one wall, was presented by Represen
_________
and
Alzira
Ca,1On f°r thP eS'ab,iShmen' Of
ReU Patterson
prove justified by the support given from such towns.
tative Moran and the other, a map of
__- „ 4
amateur astronomical observatory Wentworth; class poem. Florence
Maine, was sent from the State
Prof. Barton re<*n y.
With the return of the sunspot Haley. This class was the first to inTo acquire and maintain this Charity Fund, the most general and House. Oeorge Leadbetter making the
Cyrus
Thompson
place
at
Tea
Hi
1.
ma
ximum
within
the
next,
five
or
six
troduce
music
into
t.he
graduation
ENROLLMENT FOR SEPTEMBER
Stonington, where he will_^abnsn years> the Aurora Borealis, or North- exercises — Miss Clark singing and consistent support of the people of Knox County will be necessary. At presentation. Magazines and books
the new Lions observatory which will ern Lights, should show greater Emma Lawrence playing a piano the present time, no large annual contributions can be expected. Each continue to be received and are much
enjoyed both ijy children and adults.
NOW BEING MADE
activity than they do at present. S0i0
family in Knox County must do its small part to make the plan practical. One of the members of the club. John
during the sunspot minimum. Thc
it was heartily voted to hold a re- It is hoped and confidently expected that pledges and payments of one, Nystrom. is on a notable trip. The
relation existing between these two union next summer, which will mark
Latest Equipment and Courses in Secretarial Science
two, five or ten dollars a year, in proportion to means, will be made by captain of a barge which recently
phenomena is a subject which I the 30th anniversary.
came into Rockland took a great lik
should like to study, and I believe
substantially every household in the territory. With this wide and even ing to Johnnie, age 11. and when he
Lena K. Sargent, Principal
Stonington would be an exceotional- wrtDI rYC FAIR CfYNTFST distribution nf thc burden, there arc few indeed who will be unable to do set sail he took the lad along with
ly good location for its pursuit As wUKLU □ r AIK GGRN 1 U
THURSDAY EV’G
their share, the plan differing sharply in this respect from previous cam him for a trip of several weeks, dur
soon as the new suspension bridge
— .
ing which they will visit Boston,
AUG. 17
Hours Daily 8.30 to 12 Noon
is built, connecting Deer Isle with Century of Progress 1 rip paigns in which it was attempted to secure thc largest possible individual Philadelphia and New York.
8 00 o’clock
the mainland, we will be able to ex-1
gw. • 1l« l F__
contributions.
tend the membership to our prorinds High ravor tint r
: at : :
94-104
Properly accredited agents of the Hospital will soon start canvassing YOUR FAVORITE POEM
posed amateur astronomical society
Your Name Today
Universalist Vestry
to other communities in the State
thc County, prepared to record the pledges and to explain the details of
Program to be given by talented of Maine.”
If I had to live my life again I would
A Century of Progress contest
out of town artists
I James I. Stinson, King Lion of the ‘ponsored by a group of local mer thc plan to any w'ho have not read this announcement or who desire to ask have made a rule to read home poetry
and
listen to some music at least once
Tickets 25c
Stonington Lions Club said in re- chants ir. which two Knox County any questions as to points not fully covered herein. Wc bespeak for these a week
The loss of these tastes la a
96-lt
: gard to the new project : "Stoning boys or girls between thc ages of 12 agents a friendly greeting, a patient hearing, and as generous a contribu loss of happiness—Charles Darwin.
ton and Deer Isle are rapidly estab- and 18 inclusive will be given a free tion and pledge as vour means will reasonably and comfortably permit.
MY MOTHER'S QUILTS
I lishing projects of vast importance
OFFERS
to Maine and the rest of the coun- 12 to 14 day trip to the World Fair at
Within our sitting room a table stood.
SATURDAY NIGHT
try. AU these things make strong
in Oct"ber
uCOm™Z«,
Made by my father out of cherry wood.
On which through summer day and
the argument for a new suspension
m°rn^|gh qih r .n n anrl
winter night
bridge which would contact us with “ ,ta managed by Sid Cullen and
A basket rested full of patches bright.
the mainland and give our state th» Dlc* Recd' * 11 ,'aSt fOr elght *'CekS'
And from those scraps of variegated
EAST UNION, ME., PAVILION
benefits of advantages peculiar to the | enmn8 on Oct 14.
shade
A Home Company and Local Investment
8.00 Standard
Deer Isle region of beautiful Islands. Tlle participating stores which will ‘Queer Looking Rocks” On the Starrett Farm In Warren My mother planned thc many quilts she
made.
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
bays, harbors and inlets. With a
advertised tn each Issue of this
Under New Management__
Found To Contain Lithium
From muslin and cretonne by some deft
man
of
Professor
Barton's
ability
aPaP"
will
glve
votes
with
each
purspell
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
LORD'S BROADCASTING
Forming thc flowers that she loved so
the head of the new Lions observa- chase of 50 cents and over and the
ORCHESTRA OF BANGOR
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
well;
tory we hope to collect, scientific data customers will cast their vote for
A few years ago Hollis G. Sterrett
At the Congressman’s request Mr.
crimson tulip, and the wild rose too.
Round and Square Dances
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
of great value in the study of the their favorite contestant.
Ballot discovered some “peculiar looking ■ Smith visited the Starrett premises The
Was
fashioned
each ln Its own shape
Don't Miss These Big Events
boxes will be available in each store
and hue;
Aurora Borealis.’
February, May, August and November 1st. Callable
Refreshments
and the counting of the votes will rocks" on his farm at Warren, and later In the day, and his report to Thc drooping Illy bent Its modest head.
Admission: Men, 35c; Ladies, 15c
] take place in public, weekly, when the since that time has been shipping the Mr. Moran indicates that Mr Star- And pink carnations perfume seemed to
as a whole or in part at $ I 05 a share.
FROM THE BUBBLE FARM
shed.
95* lt
rett has the mineral known as 11thstanding of the contestants will be ore at a nominal recompense.
the brass-bound chest her
This stock, issued under the approval of the
Thlnklng that the matter would ium and that the mine would become Oft from
' announced.
quilts I take
Yesterday
a
truckman
landed
a
bear
a
further
Investigation
he
wrote
a
valuable
proposition
with
the
in

And
from
their
folds the scented herb
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
The managers state that thc con
--------------------------------------- 4PT“ large load of vegetables at Knox
leaves shake.
to Congressman Moran. Mr Moran stallatlon of machinery by which It
test
will
be
absolutely
above
board
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
Then
on
her
own
great, square fourHospital.
received his letter yesterday and its could be separated from its alloy,
poster bed
"Where do these come from,” in and that the only votes to be had at arrival was coincident with that of
Congressman
Moran
sent
a
prompt
yielding a little more than 6% Per annum.
The cunning labor of hcr hands I
quired the superintendent. Miss Daiy any time must be secured from thc George Otis Smith of the Federal request to the United States Geologispread;
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
l “From the Bubble Farm,” replied participating merchants. The win Powcr Commission, who had come cal Survey to send one of Its experts With lingering caress I softly touch
ners
will
be
chaperoned
on
the
trip
The
beauty,
oddly quaint, she prized so
the truckman
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock
by an elderly person who will see that here to discuss the Quoddy power to Warren for a formal Investigation,
much.
“And where is that?”
project
with
Mr.
Moran,
and
who
is
and
the
result
may
be
a
new
industry
While memory brings back the homely
land, Maine.
| “I am not supposed to know," was they have the best of care and at an expert geologist.
I of some moment for Knox County.
room
tention.
Specialize en Chimes and French ' the answer.
Where those bright blocks of flowers
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
The
contest
is
often
to
every
boy
Clocks
flamed In bloom.
i That the bubble may never burst is
.
109-S-tf
long years her—patient toll ls
All Work Guaranteed
the wish of the grateful recipients. and girl of the eligible ages and the closes and $5 for fourth place. Every I The recent death in San Francisco Now for
o'er;
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
managers request that all who would contestant will be brought a sou- of Gen. Charles Gould Morton U S A. Her quiet
hands create her dreams no
Jeweler like to take the trip to send in their venlr from the World Fair by the (retired) recalled to some of the local
more.
Beneath
a
quilt
of pinks and lilies too—
Now Located at
names to either Cullen or Reed im winners.
Spanish War Veterans that he was
from which her patterns
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
Those who enter by Monday night -Arith the Maine regiment at Chicka- The prototypes
mediately. A list of the contestants
ADMISSION 25c
ADMISSION 25c
grew—
404 Main Street
Rockland
will be announced Tuesday and votes wlll be given 50 free votes to start t mauga, and that on one occasion an She rests In*peace. There while she
received
on
Monday
’
s
purchases
may
off
with.
adv.
{officer
was
sentenced
to
three
calmly sleeps.
DAILY TRIPS
mystic coverlet above her creeps.
months' confinement in his regi- Ood's
6.30 A. M. and 2.00 P. M. (E. S. T.) be cast at any time. Among the
Thts be my faith; That some day I
youngsters
who
have
already
signified
WARREN
PHONE
KATES
mental
area
for
referring
to
him
as
THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS
shall see
$4 One Way; $7.20 Round Trip
their Intention of entering are Tom
“a tough old bird." An amusing let Life's complex pattern growing plain to
BE SURE YOU’RE SAFE
me;
Pletrosky,
Ralph
Rawley,
Edward
M
A
public
hearing
to
be
held
in
ter
from
Philip
Howard
which
is
Ride Only in Bases Operating
That somewhere I shall clearly under
TUESDAY, AUGUST 15
Under Railroad Standards of Hayes Jr., William Cross, Robert Hall Warren Aug 22, was called by the having currency among his Spanish
stand
Wrapped Caramels, lb 15c
and Richard Anderson with many Public Utilities Commission Thursday War comrades cites an instance ln The great design worked by the Master's
Safety and Responsibility.
SPECIAL DANCE—SCOTCH NIGHT
hand;
more
trying
to
make
up
their
minds.
on
complaint
by
H.
D.
Post
and
other
which
he
was
a
victim
of
Oen
Mor

1 lb Box Chocolates,
25c
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel.
somehow love's thread may
“We would like to have at least 15 residents of Warren against the ton's ire because he elected to wear And that
LEO DOUCETTE BAND
Chisholm
Bros,
and
R.
R.
Station
reunite
1 lb. Pep’mint Patties, 25c
boys and 15 girls to try for this trip." "exorbitant" rates of the Warren Tele a shirt more suited to Chickamauga's Our oroken
lives Into a fabric bright.
That Sweet Dance Music
No Other Charge
Our Ice Cream Parlor Always Open
stated one of the managers. A cash phone Company. The complainants intense heat than it was to the Gen And ln celestial arabesque restore
The
ties
that
bind us here on earth no
ADMISSION 25c
ADMISSION 25c
Corner Main and Pleasant Streets
prize of $10 will be given the boy or ask that both private and business eral's conception of Army regulamore.
TEL. 98
94-96
92-105
Rirl in third place as the contest telephone rates be reduced $5 a year, tions.
-Carrie O'Neal,

notoriously inadequate and incomplete and

that

40:

40
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ASKS A COMPLETE SURVEY

THOSE STONINGTON LIONS

OWL'S HEAD INN

BEACH FARM INN

ROCKLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE

CONCERT

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock

MAY HAVE VALUABLE MINE

DANCES

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

Oakland Park

BOSTON

JACK GREEN’S

Maine Central Trans. Co.

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_______
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NOTICING i

SCORES GREAT HIT

Sky Writing

Rockport Carnival Is Proving
Highly Successful — Last

And wisdom and knowledge shall
+1
be the stability o’f thy times, and X
****4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4strength of salvation: the fear of the
Have any of this paper’s
Lord ts his treasure—Isaiah 33:6.
readers, gifted with the
noticing faculty, noticed—
T1IE NEWSPAPER CODE
«■ <i>
A meeting of the Maine Editorial , THAT when those Rockport, or
Association, held yesterday in Bruns- Camden folks have a community
wick, saw a large and representative matter on hand the whole shootingattendance of the newspaper men oi 1 match turns to and makes a sucthe State, brought together for con-1 cess of it.
sideration of the National Industrial
Act in its various phases as the>
relate to the weekly newspaper and
the feature of job printing, which the
chief part of tnese papers carries on
m association with their general
activities.
Speakers of National
distinction presented to the meeting
an analysis of the Act and its declared
purpose to deal equitably with the
humbler publications, whose problcms are distinct from the publishing
and printing crafts of the metropolitan areas, and to lay upon them no
form of a code that shall prove to
them a costly burden.
The National Editorial Association,
meeting in Chicago next week, is to
take on the adjusting with the Ad
ministration of the code in its rela
tion to these features discussed at
Brunswick. The code in its then
completed form will be submitted to
the Maine publishers and without
question will by them be unanimous
ly adopted. In this action will be in
cluded Tlie Courier-Gazette, which
was represented at the Brunswick
meeting and shared in the pledge of
the newspaper men of Maine to support loyally the obligations laid upon
them by the National Recovery Act

ROBBING THE POOR
The other day a sneak thief broke
into a Boston church, and when a
nun caught him robbing the poor box
he knocked the sister down and made
off with his stealings. This robbery
of church boxes whose contents are
designed for the poor of the parish is
a form of crime which has always
seemed to us to be the lowest manifestatlon of the urge to thievery. The
wretch who would steal small moneys
from the needy is just the sort of a
poor fish who would knock down a
nun that got in his way.

Every-OtKer-Day
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Sessions Today
Rockport's Big Carnival-Regatta
opened Thursday afternoon with a
bang and the crowd for the first day
exceeded all expectations. Proml| nent among the spectators were many
from summer camps and various I
clubs including the Portland Boys'
Club. Camp Koda of Bridgton, Camp [
Smith of Litchfield, Manchester,
Conn., Athletic Club, Camden Y. M.
C A. A. Y. D. Club of Rockland.i
Penn Athletic Club of Philadelphia I
and the Women's Swimming Associa
tion of Portland. Tlie program for
the afternoon was given over to wa- |
ter sports with the following results:
i Canoe events—Double, senior men.
250 yards, 1st prize, C L. Knight
and H. B. Putnam of Boston; 2nd,
W. C. Robbins and B. Boya of
schooner Bowdoin; 3d. John Creigh
ton and Albert Gould, Thomaston;
double for senior women, won by |
Cook sisters. Camp Paysock of
Brooks: doubles, intermediate boys,
won by Boynton, Glldden and Charles
Lowe, Camden; 2nd, W. Chatfield,
i Wing, Chatfield, Camden; 3d, H.
Uphani and E. Robinson, Thomaston.

THAT speaking of burdocks, there
quite a crop of 'em in the neighborhood 0( the new high school
tennis courts that might with advan^jge be removed. A few of those
actiVe boys could clean them out in
no time
that there is a beautiful flower
gstr<jen all(j ]awn connected with the
Knox Hotel premises, and that diners
Hjere have a feast for the eye as well
m&n

THAT you can prevent moisture ad
hering to the windshield by cutting ;
an onion in half and rubbing it up ’
and down the shield, inside and out.
The wet end of a cigar will accom- j
plish the same purpose, but not all
lady drivers are equipped this way.
<$>
THAT the way the big teams split
even on the double-headers opens the
suggestion that they arrange it that
way so not to hurt each other's feel- I
ings.
■r <®>
THAT when you are admiring the
beauty of
automobile styles the
present season you recall that you
admired with equal fervor the models
that
put doaen years agO to
which you now give the ha-ha.

ST. GEORGE IN THIRD PLACE

LED "FINNAN HADDIE"

The HAJ Races At Camden

*25

00

MEN’S SUITS!
1 and 2 Trouser Styles

Swimming—25 yard dash, midgets,
won by Marjorie Hagen, 12. Portland
Women's Swimming Association; 2d.
Irma Kent, 11, Rockland A YD Club;
25 yard dash, midget boys, Delano of
Thomaston; 2nd Anderson, Thomasten; 25 yard breast stroke, junior
girls. Alicia Crosby 14. Smith Camp.
Litchfield; 2nd Marjorie Hagen; 25yard back stroke, Intermediate girls,
Natalie Hutchinson, 14. Portland W.
S. A.; 2nd Elizabeth Butterfield. 15,
Smith Camp; 25 yard breast stroke, i
junior boys. Ernest Robinson, Thom- j
arton; 2nd. F. H. Chatfield. Rockport;
25 yard back stroke, intermediate J
boys, M'-lville Hutchinson, Portland •
Beys' Club; 2nd. Robert Weinstein.
Camp Koda. Bridgton; 50 yard dash.
Junior toys. Knox County residents |
only, Upham of Thomaston; 2nd,
Charles Wadsworth, Camden Y. M
C. A.; 50 yard dash, senior men. Knox |
County residents only, Upham.
Thomaston; 2nd, Granville Carleton
Rockport; 50 yarei dash, junior girls,
AUcia Crosby, Smith Camp; 2nd.
Natalie Hutchinson, Portland W.S.A
50 yard dash senior boys, Walter
Sylvester, PBC; 2nd, __
Santo D'AspBC; 50 yard breast stroke,

Thursday Had Close FinTHAT there are yet people in the Yes, Sir, It’s a Real Race In the Twilight League Now—
.'ok
I MrUr
c^y wbo can remember when it was
Champions Blanked At Waldoboro
ish and New Leader
a custom of the Rockland housewife
Julia Henry's Finnan Haddie,
make up her pot of beans Saturhits were made by Westberg. and the which has been having things pretty
Coming Games
day and
tbe bakeshop for
miinh its
she own wav
ngx H
A.T raPPC
*
.
. _
.
way in
in tthe
HAJ
races
other was made by Archer. "Sukey' much
cooking over night and delivery fori This afternoon — Thomaston at has lots of speed and twisters, and I at Camden finished third in Thurs- ‘‘
paVSOCw 9nd Marjorie Hagen
Camden.
the big home crowd enjoyed itself day's sailing and A. Osgood's "Crag 'Camp Paysock. 2nd. Marjorie Hagen,
the gunday breakfast.
Sunday afternoon—Thomaston at
50 yard back stroke for men. Bud I
Rockland, and Camden at Waldo hugely. Lowell was in the box for led the way across the line by a Leister. Camp Pessagassawaskeag; 2d.
St.
George
and
likewise
pitched
a
matter
of
20
seconds,
pushed
in
by
Wilbur Lunt. Portland YMCA.; 50
THAT there is a Main street busi- boro.
brilliant, game, holding the Brownies Betsey Ross' “Flicker II ' As "Fin- yard dash intermediate girls. Augusta
Next Week's Games
ness building showing in stout
to five hits.
nan Haddie" was only 16 seconds beMonday—Waldoboro at St. George.
Waldoboro's first score was made ' hind Flicker it will be seen that this Timberlake. P W.S.A.; 2nd, Irene |
cement figures the.year of the openTuesday—Waldoboro at Camden.
on a single by Sherman and Suke- ; race had its thrills so far as com- Allen, Rockland A.Y.D. Club; 50 |
lng of the world War. but you've
yard breast stroke, intermediate boys.
Wednesday—Camden at St. George. forth's triple, which the St. Oeorge , petition went. The summary:
Thursday—Rockland at Camden.
never noticed it.
outfit stoutly insisted was a foul—
"Crag." Osgood, A. 2 hours, 9 min- Nino Grampitruzzi, PBC.; 2nd,
Thomas Pender, Portland. B. C.; 50
Friday—St. Oeorge at Waldoboro. a position which was also taken by utes. 20 seconds.
♦♦
yard back stroke, senior girls, Annie j
VOTING ON REPEAL
a
number
of
disinterested
spectators
"Flicker
II."
Ross
Betsy,
2
hours.
THAT one of the most beautiful
L. Smith. Camp Smith; 2nd. Madalin '
Umpire Wcodlock was behind the 9 minutes. 40 seconds.
, The League Standing
houses in the city is that story and
"Finnan Haddie." Henry. Julia, 2 Lovett. PW.S.A.; 50 yard dash, in
Rockland and Thomaston are tied
a", that tlme’ and bad3 ver?
Until we are fully disabused of that a half cottage on Broad street the
termediate boys, Hutchinson. P.B.C.;
difficult decision to make. The re- hours. 9 minutes. 40 seconds
for
first
place
today
and
St.
George
"Vixen " Hutchins. J. G., 2 hours. 2nd, Cochran, Passagassawaskeag;
conviction we shall continue to have hQme pf Maurice
= . „
x,. -------------------- HU1' one of
Wts has been pushed down the ladder to
was immaterial however as Wal50 Xard dafih- senior men- Oeorge
falth that Maine on Sept. 11 wfil by o{
an old house, third.'with Waldoboro only a game doboro scored cleanlv in the fifth 11 minutes. 26 seconds
"Pezzazz " Taylor W 2 hours, 13 Maynard, schooner Bowdoin; 2nd.
-Phe
on
Boggs' timely single.
vote of the people register ito intensimplicity of its archiiec- ana a 11311 behind the leaders
Alton Blake Jr Waterville.
St. George had men on second minutes. 30 seconds.
tion to remain on the water wagon. tpre which
off by
four standing:
“Viking." Chatfield, W. H.. 2 hours
....
p c and third in the last inning, but a
It is true that the Democratic party noble elm£
the cntranc? Rockland
.
°n
2
6gg score was prevented by a brilrihhei
w
n
50
>
’
ard
breast
stroke, Roda
senior. men.
"Thousand Eyes Gribbel W. O.. Hgl Wetostfin Camp
2nd
ggg liant one-hand catch by Jack
is officially lined up to repeal the dQOr
Thomaston
"Sl-rE.^' Ch^e J Thturs. 16
<irampetruzzi. PBC ; 50 yard
625
Benner.
In
the
same
inning
a
nice
eighteenth amendment, and equally L
;>
St George
40g running catch was made by M
si
dash, senior women, Virginia Wadstrue that many Republicans believe
thAT the National Geographic Waldoboro
'—g Brewer
Another feature was the
Camden
"Sauna
II
Uttl.
W.
J..
Ja..
2
*crth. Winchester, Mass.; 2nd. Anna
splendid throwing by Bums. I Sim hours. 12 minutes. 18 seconds.
in joining hands with them for that Magazlne Wwks a clever idea. In
SmlUl- Camp Smith; 200 yard swim. !
mons
made
two
nice
catches.
purpose. As a party the Democrats st€ad of subscribing to the magazine,
"Time." Watson, A. K . 2 housr. 18 enior men George Maynard, schoon- ,
1 The score:
Thomaston 4, Camden 1
minutes. 54 seconds
er Bowdoin; 2nd, Robert Duncan.
have usually been in opposition to you
M dues each year
Waldoboro
A dropped throw at third base,
"Tide" Watson, Jane, 2 hours. 19 ^hccner Bowdoin; 100 yard swim. |
Maine's prohibitory law; but not come a member of the National Geo- ( after two men ___
ab
r
bh
tb
po
a
had ___
been_______
retired..
senior women, Natalie Hutchinson.
minutes. 17 seconds.
every Democrat has stood with his
society which sends you the Paved the way for the three scores Burns, c ........... 10 11 8 3
•Fin" Borland. C. B.. 2 hours. 19 PW.S.A.; 2nd. Sally Lowe. Boston
party upon that issue. Republicans
, free And this oemiits vou Thomas‘:in made in
fifth inning Bcjgs. 2b ............ 2 0 11
minutes. 25 seconds.
and Camden; womens fancy dive;
.
u-—.
in... magazJle Iree- Ama tms permits you at Community Park Thursday night Sherman, ss .... 3 111
•Twells III ' Sailer. Betty. 2 hours. 'P’am front dive, plain back dive,
as a partyhave supported tne law, among other titles written after your and put at naught the excellent Kuhn, lb ........... 3 0 0 0
20 minutes. 45 seconds.
front Jackknife and optional dive.
but this is not to say that every voter name to add “Member N. G. M." fight which Camden's home-bred Sukeforth. p
3 0 13
Wildflower." Hutchins. A.. 2 hours won by Alice Doughty P.W.S.A.; 2nd. |
team had been making. This was Hilton. If ........... 3 0 0 0
of that political faith has been its g^.ge 0(
nke to (j0 that,
Alice Crosby. Smith Camp; Men's
21 minutes. 49 seconds.
the only inning in which the Thom- Benner, cf ......... 3 0 0 0
advocate and stood consistently for
"Bubbles III," Good. John. 2 hours. faney diving, same as for women with
aston batters got at Greenlaw seri- R Brewer, 3b .... 3 111
27 minutes 21 seconds.
back iackknife and two optional dives
the enforcement of it. The lines
THAT mostly men make a sad? ously. and aside from it he pitched M. Brewer, rf ... 2 0 0 0
added. Santo D Ascanio, PBC.; 2nd.
have been only loosely drawn with ^nsh oj arranging a bouquet which a j sterling ball.
Walter Filtola. Fitchburg. Mass.; C. |
23
2
5
7
*
23
4
1
play
the
game
which
was
cancelled
both these chief parties. It is likely wcman
tWQ or thrw waves of .
wa!
L. Knight of Boston was also winner
St. George
las’, week on account of inclement in the canoe tilting contests.
to be that way with the approaching her flngers ^11 create into a thing on the slab for Thomaston. Onlyab r bh tb po a
weather. They beat St. George in Floats for these events were loaned j
election. There will be Republicans.
beauty.
! seven Camden men reached flrst, Ricker, ss ........ 3
their last game.
by Mrs. EdwarAW Bok and Mrs. A
3
and Ray always seemed able to pro- i Monaghan. If
many of them, who will vote for repeal
<& 4>
H. Chatfield, summer residents of the |
3
i duce a strike out when the visitors Westberg. 2b
The Sunday game in this city will town. Wendell Thornton of Newton
for reasons to them satisfactory; and
thAT it u some time since anyc'a^e in'the Archer, c Z...
2
find Rockland face to face with that Mass Oliver Hamlin of Rockland I
on similar grounds Democrats will
bedy hereabout has a night blooming
fjrst second and sixth innings. M Simmons, cf 3
rejuvenated and determined Thom- Harold Paulsen of Portland and
vote for the law's retention.
cereus that was on the point of dis- M. Sawyer was showing the young- Davidson, lb
3
aston team. As both are tied for Frederick E Richards served as
The other states are not dealing tingu!shlng ltself by bursting into:
how to hUJhe baU.but^se- Wh^3^....... 2
second place the sparks are apt to Judges During the races a large
By
hydroplane was almost constantly
with problems Just like Maine s
bloom.hlin t0 the bench after he had Lowell, p ........... 2
i circling the harbor, many people takThe rum forces want to get rid of our
doubled in the fifth. Maurice cerNotice those youngsters practicing j ing advantage of the opportunity to
23 0 3 3 18 4 1
prohibitory law in its entirety. Too
THAT Glenn Lawrence indignantly Itainly has his eye on the ball this
on the St. George diamond before Jee the waterfront and harbor from
each game—not fooling but practic- the air, a sight made even more las
long, they argue, has it stood in the denies that the 1844 washing machine se“°^amden player who attracted bunt on third strike
path of their ambition to be the in his show window is the one they much attention was McFarland, a Waldoboro ......... 0 0 0 1 1 0 x—2 ing. There's the secret of St ! cinating by the yachts and boats
Nation's chief ruling power. The used to give him his bath in when \ high school boy who showed sur- Three-base hit. Sukeforth. Base George's success. Dollars to dough- which had come for this occasion,
nuts that Manager Rawley can es-1 especially the McMillan boat, Bowappeal situation presents to us the he was a little boy.
! prising form at short, and__«*<»<?
clean single brought in Camden's Struck out. by Sukeforth 9. by Lowell timate what their batting average doin, and the Korana owned by E K
first line of our defence. Defeat
.j.
.
(Leighton of Rockland which with
1 2. Hit by pitcher. Burns 2. Sacrifice will be three years hence.
solitary run.
• • • •
flying colors made a beautiful pichit, Boggs. Double play, Ricker
there lays us wide open to assault; THAT when it comes to agility in
scoreWestberg and Davidson. Umnires.
Early in the season there was a,ture.
Thomaston
upon the Maine Law and our future manipulating a pair of temporary I
Woodlock and Lee Walker. Scorer. great hue and cry for young blood
• . • •
ab r bh tb po a
domination by the forces of hard crutches there's nobody can make
3 0 0 0 0 0
I Winslow.
Well l’lethe??sI‘BhGeo^eagUeBoynt^S. At 6.30
lbe big parade with
•
•
•
•
liquor.
a better Job of it than Lawrie Crane,
rf
3
Maurice
Sawyer.
Lawrence
Sawyer.
.
a
Twilight
Twitterings
1
❖
j Walker, rf ....
Dimick among the veterans c d ?“
°”£-f lredepaUment of
LENDEN'G A HAND
Probably the best known player in Walter
THAT when to the grandson of Hall, lb
3
Is there anybody bold enough to say
"J?," “
Rockport, and a large
'he
circuit
is
Walter
Dimick
of
the
Adam there was given the name of i Ray- P
that they are not more than hold- '1“mb€r of
and girls from var‘Rockland Texacos. Like all aggresing their own with t.he colts at bat °J*S “m,Ps
“ni or™ led bV a Poup
The appeal of the Community Enos there was not the least sus- , Merender c ...... 4 0
1 13
| sive players he comes in for lots of or
in the field?
°f
‘
Chest in behalf of Red Cross and the p;Cion of the boon that name would Felt.. 2b
kidding, and over in Waldoboro that
, . , .
The evening s entertainment drew
loquacious humorist who launches
Home For Aged Women is meeting prove to the makers of cross-word L. Sawyer, ss .. . 2
one of the largest crowds ever in
Crowell. 3b ...... 3
; his sallies from the grandstand has
Hats off to Manager Daly's boys town,, due in a measure, undoubtedly
with a response which we do not puzzles.
clubbed him "Baby Doll." Having who know they are outclassed in this 110 the first appearance in Maine of
doubt will take on even livelier pro- ;
29 4 7 9 24 8 0 been “kidded by experts" over a long league but who have the courage to Tessie the Typist, and her Jack of
Camden
portions as the situation out of
THAT another crime Commisperiod of vears Dimick is not the finish the season with a purelv local ra<jj0 fame
Tney were heartily
ab r bh tb po a
least disturbed and whether he *s team, contesting every inch of the! sheered and gave a delightful sketch,
which the appeal takes rise is more isior.er Crie can charge against the
McFarland, ss.... 4
on the bench or in the game works ground.
....
A tap dance by Priscilla Tobin, of
generally understood. Large contri- .seagull ts that daring performance of Plaisted. 2b
4
every minute for his team. No quitBoston, who is summering in town,
buttons are not looked for but in one of 'em at the Country Club, who Wadsworth, lb
2
I ting in that corner.
The writer has had his last say I was also much appreciated. The
• V • •
their place small amounts from the swooped down on the course and flew Thomas, c ........ 4
concerning seven-inning games, but! Rollickers gave several band selecBoynton, rf .... 3
By a curious quirjt of the schedule merely points to the existing situa- , tiens, Clarence Fish leading. Mrs.
many will provide the succor which off with Harry Buffum's golf ball,
Dailey, cf ........ 2
! j there is no Twilight League game tion—no game going nine innings I Stella Lenfest of Camden was at the
these valued institutions stand in
<?><?>
Lord, 3b .......... 3
01 in Rockland between tomorrow and and nobody knows just what to ex- piano for the evening, accompanyneed of. Perhaps some distant readTHAT the welcome sound of the Leonard. If ...... 3
0 , the following Sunday. This will give pecU The days are shortening very ing Tessie in her vocal numbers
___ I the fans a chance to visit the other rapidly and a seven-inning game is Taxi dancing completed the program
ers may find opportunity to lend concrete mixer is once more heard, Greenlaw, p . . 3
m
6 7 21 7 21 towns and "holler" for Manager about all that can be played, if be- for the day.
here a hand. Contributions sent to pouring the walls and base of the
“8 n n n 1 a n 0—4 Allen's boys, who with proDer har- gun after 6 o'clock.
The awarding of a trip to
this paper will be passed on at once elevator well in Everett Spear's Thomaston ......... b
; mony in the ranks and the solid
the World’s Fair or an alternate prize
Camden
riamden
...............
oiuu
backing
of
the
local
fans,
are
in
a
apartment
building.
to the Chest.
of cash created the usual excitement.
Two-base hits, M. Sawyer, Stone, remarkably good position t.o have a
<8> $>
HAVE YOUR
Mrs. Clemeret Walden was the win
Thomas. Base on balls, off Ray 3. lcok-in for the championship purse
ner. A midway lined with attractive
THAT more and more the cheerful off Oreenlaw 2. Hit by pitcher, L.
Wilbur Frohock. who has been
season.
FRAMING DONE AT
booths, displaying various wares,
studying in Franc* this summer feeling lights up the business street as Sawyer. Sacrifice hit, Pelt. Double in this half of •the
• • •
games of skill, etc. received its share
would have his little joke, so he sent the released money increasingly mani play, Felt and Hall. Umpires. Tal
of attention.
There is no game at Community I
Willis Ayer a French newspaper con
bot. and Quinn. Scorer, Dick French.
Park this afternoon and the fans |
Friday afternoon's program was
taining an account of the flight of fests a liveliness in passing itself
* s ■ . , \ '1 *'
• • • •
have their choice of seeing the
given over to the kiddies with vari
Oen. Balbo's squadron along the New around.
Waldoboro 2, St George 0
ous parades, etc. and in the evening
Camden-Thomaston league game at
England coast. It was not only
«■ <?>
St. George suffered its second Camden or the exhibition game bea grand display of fireworks was fol
French but Greek to Willis, who did __ .
however espv the word Rockland in rHAT on an extended motor trip shut-out of the week at Waldoboro tween St. George and Waterville at
lowed by several R.K.O. vaudeville
the story. The article told how two with two passengers riding much last night, when Manager Rawley's St. George. Both games begin at 3
acts, a more detailed report of which
of the 24 planes had gone astray, comfort is insured by reducing the champnons were able too collect o’clock.
406 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAWD will appear in next issue. This aft
»
•
•
•
ernoon will occur the outboard races
one of them landing at Rockland and prcssure ,n the rear tires from 2 to only three hits off Clyde Sukeforth,
he all-around ex-leaguer recently
The Augusta Millionaires come to Over Crie Hardware Co. Tel. 254 with three prizes to be awarded for
later rejoining the squadron at
5 pounds lower than the front tires. signed by Waldoboro. Two of those I Rockland next Tuesday night to
class A, B, and C boats and In the
Shediac,

GREGORY’S
Picture and Framing
Shop

Men! We won’t be able to
duplicate this value again!

Newest Models.

styles.

Single and double breasted

Worsteds, serges, twists in smart new

colors and patterns!

Regular and special sizes to fit every size and
Every suit faultlessly hand-tailored.

shape.

Collars, lapels, coat fronts, trouser tops, hand

worked.

Silk-like celanese linings.

Rich new

browns, grays, blues, and oxford-grays.

GREGORY’S

BR0NK1E BOY HAS A CHANCE
The festivities at Rockport were
marred Thursday night by the seri
ous accident which befell a Rockville
bicyclist, Rogie Bronkie, when he
was in collision with, an Ohio car op
erated by Lee Ault.
At Knox Hospital it was found that
the lad was suffering from a fraqtured skull, a broken leg, and sev-

oral cuts and bruises He was attend' ed by Drs. Popplestone and Fogg, the
former having charge of the case.
The belief that the victim would
not survive was held yesterday, but
i his condition this morning seemed to
! be considerably Improved,
j The boy is 15 years old and a son
foi Frederick Bronkie.

free-for-all a large trophy will be
SIMMONS FAMILY
given the winner. An Illuminated
boat parade will take place at 9.15
The annual reunion of the Simmons
followed by Mildred Holmes, formerly
family will be held at the home of
on Keith Circuit, in xylopnone num Mrs.
W. J. Bryant, Union Common,
bers and other interesiing acts.
Wednesday, Aug. 16. All come. No
NORWOOD-CARROLL FAMILIES postponement.
96-11
Mrs. Mabel S. Heald, Sec.
The annual reunion of the Nor
wood-Carroll families will be held at
FOGLER-PAYSON FAMILY
\
Jefferson Lake, Aug. 19.
|
95-97
Marguerite Carroll, Sec.
The Pogler-Payson reunion will
be held at Penobscot View Orange.
GILCHREST FAMILY
Olencove. Wednesday, Aug. 23. No
postponement.
The Gilchrest family will hold its 96‘lt.
Martha Pogler Clark.
annual reunion in the Orange hall
at. St. George, Aug. 17.
LIGHT FAMILY
95-96
Marianne Gilchrest. Sec.

“Now, if I write 'n-e-w' on the
blackboard, what does that spell?”
“New.”
"Now I'll put a 'k' in front of it and
what, have we?”

"Canoe.”—Boston Transcript.

The annual reunion of the Light
family will be holden at the home
of W. W. Light, Washington, Aug. 20.
Basket lunch. All descendents of the
Light family cordially urged to be
present.
95-96

Lotta Jones, Sec.

Every-Othsr-Day
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Col. Basil Stinson is driving a new

TALK OF THE TOWN'-Pontiac.

BOB PACKARD S RING

Mrs Sherwood Williams is having
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD, EVENTS
Aug. 16 — Martinsville — Ladles Circle her annual vacation from the store
j of F. W Woolworth Co.
annual sale at Grange hall
Aug. 16-17—"Breezin' Along" at Lib
erty.
The appreciated blooms that grace
Aug 17—Concert at the Unlversallst
the desk of the flower editor are from
Church.
Aug. 17—Warren—Annual midsummer ; the attractive Middle street garden of
concert at Warren Baptist Church.
1 the Misses Burpee.
Aug. 17-26—Pentecostal Convention In
Rockport.
Aug. 18—Camden—Concert at opera [ Are you a barnyard golfist? If so
house, Curtis Memorial series.
maybe you would like to participate
Aug. 18-16—Rockland Dollar Days.
Aug. 21-24—Eastern Maine Fair. Ban in the horseshoe pitching tournament
to be held in Medford. Mass., Aug,
gor.
Aug. 22-23—Tenant's Harbor. 8t. George 26.
Lodge. I.OO.F.. presents three act come
dy, "Aren't We All";
Ncrman W. Lermond is asked to
Aug 23-Thomaston—Annual fair of
American Legion and Auxiliary, on the come to this office and establish the
Mall.
identity of a brown and white sti Iped
Aug. 23—Thirteenth annual State beetle which was found on the lawn
field meeting of Knox Academy of Arts
at 110 Broadway yesterday.
and Sciences at Knox Arboretum.
Aug 24—Rockland Oarden Club an
nual flower show.
' The monthly meeting of the Past
Aug. 24-25—Play "Hay Fever" at high
school auditorium. Public Library bene Orand.". and Noble Orands Associa
tion of Knox and Lincoln Counties;
fit.
Aug. 26—Three-Quarter Centurv Club takes place on Wednesday, with
holds annual meeting at Fort Williams. supper at 6.30 at Community Sweet
Aug. 28—Camden—Third ooncert of
Shop.
Curtis Memorial series.
Aug. 36—Kitty McLaughlin In concert
at the Congregational Church.
Scotch night will be observed at
Aug 31 — Religious Festival under
atjsplces of Knox County Association Oakland Tuesday with many special
for Rural Religious Education, at the features and Leo Doucette and his
Congregational Church.
'band for music. An unbelievably
Sept. 2—Eleventh annual fair of Sim [small charge, 25 cents, will cover all
onton Community Association
the big show.
Sept 4—Labor Day.
8ept.4-6—AU Maine Fair. Lewiston.
Sept. 16—Day of prayer for No-Repeal
The semi-annual meeting and la- |
forces.
dies night of the Forty Club will|
Sept. 11—8peclal State election.
Sept. 26-28—North Knox Fair. Union. take place Monday night at the
Oct 3-5—Lincoln County Fair. Dam Camden Yacht Club. The affair will
ariscotta.
be in the nature of a dinner dance '
Oct. 16-12—Topsham Fair
with music by Al Rouglefs Orchestra.

WHERE
TO GET YOUR

VOTES
IN THE

CENTURY OF
PROGRESS
CONTEST
These merchants are co-opcrating to send two Knox Coun
ty boys or girls to the World
Fair, Free, in October. With
each purchase of 50 cents or
over you will receive votes to
cast for your favorite contest
ant. Votes can be obtained
only from the concerns listed
below. Ballot boxes are avail
able in each store.

MARKETS

Perry’s Foodland
428 Main St.,

Rockland

DEPARTMENT STORES

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
328 Main St.,

The older boys at Hatchet Moun
Aug. 16—Cxlderwood family at William
Kennedy's. Waldoboro.
tain Camp presented the pirate play
Aug 16—Slmmons family at W. J. and entertainment, which won so
Bryant's. Union Common.
Aug 15—Smalley family at home of much approval at Maine State Prison
last Saturday, at the Katherine
Mrs Amelia Taylor. Tenant's Harbor
Aug 17—Sterrett-Spear families at j Ridgeway Camps In Jefferson. Tues- [
Reunion Orove. Warren
Aug 17—Gilchrest family at St. George day. Their performance gave high
j pleasure and the boys were royally
Orange hall
Aug. 18 Norwood-Carroll families at entertained.

Rockland

GARAGES

WEATHER
The wind this morning is in the
east, which Mr Jamdyce In “Bleak
House," you will recall, found a con
dition that gave him great mental
disturbance. Moreover the heavens
are clouded, temperature In Boston
this morning is 60 and with Rock
land a trifle above that. Further
radio advices mention scattered
showers to prevail through the day
in Maine, with slightly warmer in
the interior, with tomorrow overcast
and also warmer. The Weatherman's
guess iszthat conditions will be all
right for this afternoon's golf match
between the Rotary and Forty Club
artists.

tdragger Friendship of New Bedford.
Mass., with Capt. Cleveland Burns of
Friendship.

Twelve members of Edwin Libby
Relief Corps met at Grand Army hall
Thursday afternoon to sew patchwork. remaining for picnic supper.
In the evening impressive memorial
services were conducted for the late
Julia Huntley. Another sewing party,
with picnic supper, is planned for
Thursday afternoon, August 24, at
the hall.

Kent’s
584 Main St,

Rockland

LADIES' WEAR

Cutler’s
369 Main St.,

Rockland

MEN'S WEAR

j
1

Gregory’s
416 Main St-

Rockland

RANGE, FUEL OILS, OIL
BURNERS. ELECTRIC RE
FRIGERATORS. WASHING
MACHINES

A. C. McLoon Co.
503 Main St-

ANSWERING CODE QUESTIONS

Telephone Employes Make

COMING REUNIONS

Jefferson Lake
Aug 26-Llght family at home of W.
I Wendell Snowdeal of Ash Point,
W Light. Washington
Aug. 23 — Fogler-Payson families at I who was one of the crew of the dragPenobscot View Orange hall. Olencove. )ger Virginia R.. which was sunk on
Aug 24—Hoffses reunion at Faille Oeorges Banks, has been visiting his
Farm. North Cushing
Aug 36—Hills family fiftieth reunion ! father, C. K. Snowdeal, for a few
at the home of Frank Lenfest In Union. days. He has now shipped on the
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Rockland

COLLISION WORK

Rockland Body &
Fender Shop

Handsome Gift At New
port Gathering
Robert M. Packard, was one of the
seven retired telephone employes
honored at the recent field day in
Newport, and is wearing the hand
some ring presented to him on that
occasion. The occasion afforded him
further satisfaction, as he won the
prize waltz, with Hilda Levensaler
as partner
Rcckland was also represented at
the field day by Mrs. Madeline
Hanscom. Miss Anderson, chief op
erator, Charles Lake, Fred P. Col
son. Oilman Seabury and “Spud''
Murphy.
“Spud" won the prize tor throwing
the baseball farthest in the men's
division, and Miss Anderson was the
winner in the women's division.
“Spud” also played on the Bangor
district, ball team which was de
feated by the team from the Port
land district.
Au excellent dinner was served at
the Pavilion.
Since this field day Mr. Packard
received a certificate of retirement,
the presentation being made in be
half of the company by Supt. P. J.
Bell, district plant manager.
Rev. Francis H. Tees. D D„ of
Philadelphia is to occupy the pulpit
at the Methodist Church the next
two Sundays. Dr. Tees, with his
family, is spending the summer at
the Gregory cottage. Northport. He
has the distinction of being pastor of
the Old St. George Church in Phila
delphia, the oldest Methodist edifice
In use in the world, having been built
in 1767. It is possible that Dr. Tees
may occupy tlie pulpit of the local
church the final Sunday of the
month. This will be definitely an
nounced,
Dr. Howard Hanson, director of the
Eastman School of Music, and one of
the most brilliant American compos
ers and conductors of today, will be
at the Eastern Music Camp Wednes
day, and will conduct the Andante
movement of his own Nordic Sym
phony with the student orchestra of
100 pieces, at the concert at 3.30 p. m
Dr. Hanson has won acclaim abroad
as conductor. His opera “Merry
Mount," to the book by Richard
Stokes, announced for flrst stage per
formance by the Metropolitan next
season, was given its first concert
presentation May 20 at the Ann
Arbor. Michigan, festival. Two of his
choral works had their premiere at
these same festivals—"The Lament
for Beowulf" in 1926 and "The Heroic
Elegy" in 1927. It is an achievement
for the Camp to be able to present
such a noted musician.

SERMONETTE

“When He Came to Himself"
In the parable of the Prodigal
Son there is one sentence that
separates Itself from the others.
It compels our attention, for it ls
the critical point in that boy's
life. Your boy or girl may reach
a similar place. Most of us do in
the course of a lifetime. Some,
early In life, step out for the flrst
time onto the broad highway, the
easy road, the primrose path that
promises much but. whose end is
despair. How aptly it is de
scribed in Virgil, “Facilis descen
sus Averno."
Some sudden misstep, some in
terposition, some warning, arrests
them and they step from danger
to safety; but there are many
young men and women who once
started have to drink the cup of
folly to its very lees. It was so
with this lad; down he was swept
over the road to death, until the
condition of the swine he fed
was merciful as compared to his
own.
Then, and then only, was he
stopped; and these are the words
in the sentence: "And when he
came to himself!" Nothing could
be done until then.
As you note the tragic events
of today do you not ask yourself
when your boy or girl will comf to
themselves? When our country
will come to itself and play a
greater role among the nations
rather than isolate ourselves?
When Russia and Japan will come
to themselves? When men every
where will come to themselves in
the new days ahead? We must, be
very patient.
William A. Holman.

9

•

9

•

Rev. Harrv C. Leach, pastor of the
First Baptist Church of Hackensack.
N. J., will preach morning and eve
ning at the First Baptist Church of
| which he was a member before enter
ing upon missionary and ministerial
work. His subjects are, 10.30, "Tlie
witnesses to the glory of Christ" and
7.30, "The Lord Jesus, the man with
out a friend.” Miss Marian Leach
will be the soloist at both services,
one cf her solos being "He that
dwelleth in the secret place of the
most High," MacDermid. The Chris
tian Endeavor young people's service
at 615. The usual "big sing” will
precede the evening service. The
prayer meeting with the slogan, “not
less than 100 at prayer meeting dur
ing vacation," will be led by Deacon
O. A. Palmer Tuesday evening at T+-H.4-++4"K4"H"F*«4-54-+4-4-4-4“> sugar, salt, butter, prune liquid and
| OUR HOMEMAKERS I bring to a boil. Dissolve cornstarch
7.30.
• 9 9 •
in two tablespoons eold water, add to
Rev. L. O. Perry, pastor of the
4444
+ boiling mixture and cook until thick.
Littlefield Memorial Church, will use J Hints Housewives Should Heed J Pour into baked pastry shell, cover
as his subject at 10.30, "What shall it ? ■i-!-4-!-4-i-4-t-4-4'4-4-!-i-4-!-4-i-4-44-4-!-t with meringue and brown in a mod
erate oven <300 degrees F.) for 15
profit me?" Mrs. Grace Dorman and
minutes.
(Miss Mildred Brewster will sing a
U nasual Prune Recipes
I duet, “The life giving water.” Junior
Chocolate Prune Cake
The recent, increase in popularity
church meets at 10.30 under direction
of Mrs. Perry and Sunday school at of the prune is due to two things:
Two cups cooked prunes, It4 cups
] 11.45, everybody welcome. Ac 7.15 First—Chefs and smart hostesses granulated sugar, two-thirds cup
Mrs. Perry will give a review of the have discovered new, delightful ways shortening, two one-ounce squares
i book. "In His steps or what would of serving this fruit for breakfast, blttor chocolate, three eggs 2% cups
j Jesus do." These book reviews are luncheon and dinner. Second—sci flour (pastry or cake), four teaspoons
very interesting. Tuesday evening at entists have found new important baking powder, one-half teaspoon
7.30 is the mid-week prayer-meeting. health values in prunes—in the soda, one-half teaspoon salt, one cup
source of vitamins A, B and C. milk. Remove pits from prunes and
Prunes promote growth -contain iron cut prunes into small pieces. Cream
THE ST. GEORGE CHURCHES
and copper—and build resistance to sugar with shortening. Melt choco
Tenants Harbor and Wiley Comer infection. They are good for you— late over hot. water and add to
and they're mighty good to eat. Why
At Wiley Corner Church at 9.15 not cook a week’s supply of them in creamed mixture; mix. add welland Harbor Church at 10.30. Mr. Bar an hour's time? Serve them every I beaten eggs and mix again. Sift,
flour with baking powder, soda and
ton's subject will be “Wisdom vs. day—in some way.
salt and add alternately with the
Foolishness." The Scotch Quartet
milk a small amount at a time.
Gelatine Prune Whip
will sing "The Way of the Cross,"
Add prunes and vanilla and bc.r.
There will be a service of christen Gabriel; Bible school as usual.
Three cups cooked prunes, four thoroughly. Pour into three greased
ing tomorrow morning at the Con
The Christian Endeavor will be com slices pineapple, one cup combined cake tins and bake 25 to 30 minutes
gregational Church. The subject of bined with the 7 o'clock service at the
Mr R-junds' sermon will be "A hier Harbor; E. M. Lawrence, State chair- prune and pineapple Juice, one in a moderate oven <375 deg. F t
tablespoon granulated gelatine, 18 Put layers together and spread top
archy ot values."
j man of the Dry Forces, and Mrs Law marshmallows, one-half pint, whip and
• • • •
sides with chocolate butter
rence. will be the speakers. The Ridge ping cream, one teaspoon vanilla. frosting.
At St. Peter's Church (EpiscopalI, I church will unite in this service. Song
Pit prunes and cut into pieces. Cut
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the services service led by John Reid.
Old Favorite Salad
pineapple int.q pieces. Soften gela
for tomorrow will be appropriate for
Supplies during the pastor's ab tine in one-fourth cup of the fruit
Twenty-four
cooked prunes, threethe ninth Sunday after Trinity; Holy sence for two Sundays will be Aug.
[Communion at 7.30; choral eucharist 20. Rev. Guy Mark, of Concord, N. juice, boll remaining Juice and dis fourth cup grated raw carrot, threesolve softened gelatine In it. Cut fourth cup shreddod pineapple (fresh
and sermon at 10.30.
H.; Aug. 27, Rev. Mr. Vinal, brother marshmallows into pieces, whip or canned), one-third cup shredded
*999
of a former much beloved pastor.
cream, and when the gelatine begins cocoanut, one-eighth teaspoon salt,
At First Church of Christ., Scicn• • • 9
! tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster Martinsville and Port Clyde Chapel to set. combine with other ingredi lettuce, mayonnnaise. Remove pits
ents. Blend thoroughly; chill and from prunes. Mix carrots lightly
| streets Sunday services are at 10.30
Regular service with Charles Mar serve in glasses.
with pineapple, cocoanut and salt.
; and the subect of the Lesson-Ser staller
as speaker in the morning at 1
Stuff the prunes with liberal amounts
mon will be "Soul." Sunday School
Prune Pie
the
Ridge
Church,
and
at
Port
Clyde
but do not pack the filling. Leave
■ is at 11.45. Wednesday evening tesI tZmony meeting is at 7.30. The read- Chapel in the afternoon. There will 1 Two cups cooked prunes, one or carrots fluffy. Arrange prunes on
be no service at the Ridge in the eve ange. one-half cup brown sugar, oneI ing room is located at 400 Main ning. as that church ls uniting in the j fourth teaspoon salt, two tablespoons lettuce, allowing four prunes to a
serving, and garnish with mayon
(street, and is open week days from
service at Tenant's Harbor, where E. 1 butter, one cup liquid from prunes. | naise.
2 until 5 p. m.
M. Lawrence, county and state chair two tablespoons cornstarch, baked
• 9 9 9
•Dr. Francis H. Tees, pastor of St man of the Dry Forces and Mrs, Law pastry shell. Meringue, flavored with
a few drops lemon extract fuse two
Georges, the oldest Methodist Episco rence arc to speak.
• • • •
egg whites!. Pit. prunes and cut in
pal Church in the world, located at
• 'BuyAHome*
half.
Peel orange, removing white
I»ng Cove
Germantown, will preach at Pratt
11Her *
St. George's Church <Episcopal), ' inner peel completely, and dice or
Memorial Church for the next two
Sundays at 11 o’clock. St. Oeorges Rev. E O. Kenyon, pastor. Vespers ange. Combine prunes, orange,
was organized by Capt. Webb, of the and sermon at 7 p. m. All are welBritish army in 1769. Bishop Asbury- i come.

655 Main SL,
Rockland
There wUl be a public card party
DRUG STORES
at Odd Fellows hall Tuesday after
noon at 2 o'clock, followed by a sup
per for members of Miriam Rebekah
Corner Drug Store
Lodge and friends The committee
422 Main StRockland
Miss Alena Young will lead the will furnish the hearty food, and oth
meeting at Ingraham HUI chapel ers are asked Vo bring cake or pie.
McCarty’s
The business meeting of the Re
Sunday at 2.30.
606 Main St,
Rockland
FRIENDSHIP
bekahs will take place at 7.30. and
there wUl be nomination of officers.
BOOTS AND SHOES
H H. Flint who has for many
The Thomaston - Howard Head
years been in the grocery business on
bridge tournament, continued from
The Lions baseball team extended
Park street has retired.
last Saturday evening, was played og
Boston Shoe Store
’ Its warfare into Warren territory
Tuesday, according to schedule. In
Main StRockland
.Wednesday night and there resulted
The Ladies' Aid of Cushing will a 4 to 4 deadlock which could not be
the absence of Miss May Oould. who
hold a public supper at the town hall j broken because the shades of night
was called to Boston, her place in the
WALL PAPER
Wednesday at 6, daylight.
match was filled by Miss Priscilla
i were being mercifully drawn over the
Armstrong of Winchester, Mass., and
scenes of carnage While the RockC. M. Blake Store
It is reported that Ur. Edwin Scar i land service club could not bring
Friendship. Miss Armstrong is a
662 Main StRockland
lott has bought the Osgood-O'Neil- ) home a victory it was immensely
sister and was maid of honor of Mrs
Davis house on Summer street.
Richard Wilder, who is now on her
| proud of those two foul catches made
FISH MARKET
wedding trip in England. As this was ELMER ALLEN'S CHAT
by King Lion Elliot.
Miss Armstrong's first attempt at
A new bus arrived for the Rock
Fred Haskell
tournament play, the contest was
Schooner Annie C. Stubbs., one of
land, Camden and Thomaston line
Main St,
Rockland
eagerly watched by the Mount Which Has To Do With Base
Thursday and ls attracting its due the real oldllmers. well known along
Deserers who were so fortunate as to
the coast went aground on Beal’s
share of attention.
ball, Lightning and Gulls,
AUTO ELECTRIC
be in attendance. Bidding from
Island near Jonesport the other day
three
and
four
card
suits,
this
pinch
and
broke
in
twe.
One
by
one
the
George Burns, who has a hand in
All Well Told
hitter was able to score sufficient
Farrel Co.
almost everything, was in pert re , few remaining windjammers are
slam
plays
to
put
herself
and
Henry
j
making
their
last
port.
It's
a
sad
643 Main St,
Rockland
sponsible for the decorations of this
O yes Thomaston beat St. George
Benedict well in the lead. After they 3 to 0, but. St. George beat Thomas
story to those of us who recall the
week's carnival at Rockport.
had
won
two
rubbers,
the
Longleyglory' of the splendid coasting fleets
RESTAURANTS
ton 5 to 0 in their previous game ss I
Buckeley combination took the third. that evens it up.
Harold Morris of Dorchester. Mass., in New England harbors.
Their opponents, however, were nine
• 99.
who is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Newbert’s
points in the lead, and were an
More than 100 students have al
Condis. is confined to the Dondis
This is a real league race now. and J
306
Main
St,
Rockland
nounced the victors. The award of the games are getting to be very
ready registered at Hebron Academy,
home by a strained neck and back.
the bridge crown will be made in the exriting. Everyone is playing bill
which is to open Sept. 11. Present
FRUIT
near future and it is hoped that this now, even the spectators.
A reunion is one of the matters to students and "old grads" will be inevent will take place in or near
9 9 9 9
be considered by the Spanish War I terested to know that many improve
Friendship.
Naum & Adams
Veterans at a special meeting to be ments have been made. Atwood hall
How time flies! A little less than
220 Main St,
Rockland
held in the American Legion hail has been renovated, Cook gym has
four weeks and the baseball season
BORN
1 been put in good repair and the
Wednesday night at 7 o'clock.
will be over as far as the Twilight
athletic field has been improved—
EVANS
—
At
Knox
Hospital.
Rockland
JEWELRY
League is concerned. People have
Aug
8.
to
Mr
and
Mrs
David
Wendell
particularly
the
track,
on
which
There will be a meeting of the Con
enjoyed the games and it is good
Evans
of
Milwaukee,
WIs..
and
Frlendstitutional Organization Against Re Knox County students have won hon
advertising for any town to have a
ahlp, a son.
C. E. Daniels
peal of the 18th Amendment at the ors in past years.
good bail team.
370 Main St,
Rockland
9 9 9 9
First Baptist chapel Monday night at
MARRIED
These attractions are billed for
7.45. and a full attendance is desired.
If
I
had
a
million
I would move
HUSE-STANLEY—At Wallingford, Vt.,
WATCH FOR ADDITIONS TO
iStrand Theatre next week: MondayJuly 30. by Rev. Ola Roberts Hough the old house away up to the north
THIS
LIST
ton, Herbert Willard Huse of New York end of the ball ground and fix it up
Labor Day this year falls on Sept. ; Tuesday, "When Ladies Meet,” with
•
96-119
city and Mias Eunice Harriet Stanley
4. and incidentally displaces the City Ann Harding and Robert Montgomfor the boys to change their clothes
of New London, N. H.
Government meeting, which through Jery; Wednesday. "Mama Loves Papa,"
HATCH-CALDER—At Camden. Aug 12. in. I would build a nice score board.
a provision in the ordinances will be ] with Charles Ruggles and Lillian
by Rev Ralph Hayden Loranus Pen- I would put a top over both grand
Thursday,
"Midnight
held on the following Wednesday jTashman;
dieton Hatch, and Miss Katherine stands, and a wire screen in front
The annual meeting of the ThreeMargaret Calder of Camden
I Mary,” with Loretta Young and
night.
! of both stands. I would put a nice
j Ricardo Cortez; Friday, "Mayor of Quartor Century Club will be held at ORANT - BRAMHAI.I. — At Friendship. concrete top on the old well and
Aug 9. by Rev. E. H Timberlake.
The overnight hike, scheduled for I Hell,” with James Cagney; Saturday. Fort Williams, near Portland. Aug.
Charles Lewis Orant and Miss Beatrice put a good pump in same. I would
Monday night by Troop 2. will start J "The Big Bum," with Fay Wray and 26. Details will appear later.
Alice Bramhall, both of Friendship.
have two good wide entrances to the
at 4.30 o'clock instead of 6.30 as pre Philip Holmes. Variety enough there
-SIMMONS—At Port Clyde. ball field with a handsome sign
A few shooting stars were dis ANDERSON
Aug 5. by Rev. Sidney E Packard over each, reading "Riverside Ball |
viously planned. There will be a hike j to suit anybody.
cerned by skygazers last night, but
William John Anderson of Glenmere
____ '*
or regular meeting every week from I
the Rockport Carnival fireworks at
and Miss Vera Simmons of Port Clyde Park.” It would cost, about a thou- i
I Rehearsal for the Chapman Day tracted
now on.
much
more
attention.
BENNER-SNOWMAN—At Damariscotta «and. What a present that would j
| concert will be held next Tuesday
July 2. Henry Benner of Port Clyde be for the town baseball boys.
9 9*9
Huntley-Hill Post, Veterans of evening at 7.30 at the home of Miss
and Phyllis Snowman of Rockland.
E.
W.
Pike
has
been
appointed
Foreign Wars, has been granted the Caroline Littlefield. 96 Limerock attorney for Knox County for the STRONG-FRENCH— At Plymouth. N H
I recently took a trip over to Glen-;
May 27. by Rev Mr Prince. Leo F mere to get a look at. the home of
use of the Oen. Berry hall. Junction street. The numbers to be used are Home Mortgage Loan. Leforest
Strong and Bertha P. French, both ot
of Main and Water streets. The City the Hallelujah Chorus, Sextette from Thurston was named appraiser.
Mrs. Marshall Bond that was struck
Camden.
Government so voted at its monthly Lucia. Inflammatus from "The
McKINNEY-SMITH—At Bangor, Aug 5. by lightning in the last thunder j
meeting Monday night.
Stabat Mater" and Mr. Chapman's
by Rev. Mr Marshall. Frank E Mc shower. Mrs. Bond was in the house ;
The Camden-Rockport Lions Club
Kinney of Rockland and Miss Nina alone at the time, and happily was
Waldorf-Astoria March. All singers will have a ladies' night next. Wed
Smith of Dexter.
In Judge Dwinal's court Thursday 1 are invited. Help swell the chorus.
not. injured. On the east side of the i
at the Yacht Club, at 7 The
Eino Mattson of Thomaston pleaded Chapman Day will be Sunday Aug. 27. nesday
, house there is not a whole square
Rockland Lions will omit their
DIED
“not guilty” to a drunken driving with rehearsal at the music camp at noonday meeting and meet with the
j of glass in any of the windows. AU
charge, but was convicted and given 2 o'clock; concert at 3.30.
SMALLEY—At Rockland. Aug. 9. Emma 1 the finish was torn off this side. |
Camden-Rockport Club that, night.
M . widow of Joshua Smalley, aged 81 There is a black streak across the ■
the alternative of paying a flue of
years, 1 month. 18 days. Funeral Sat
$50 or serving 30 days in jail. His
An automobile arrival in the city
urday at 2 o'clock, from Bowes & whole side of the house about a foot:
All employers of labor must soon»r
license was suspended.
Crozier's funeral home.—(Correction.] wide. On the inside it seemed as
this morning is the Rev. J. L. Pinker j or later conform to either the
ton, former pastor at Thomaston, blanket code or one peculiar to their
'.hough it tried to get into every i
If there is any one thing calculat now at Dresden, entering on his third line. "Isn't it better" asks a Rock
room without much damage. 11
ed to give Alfred C. Hocking as great year. Mr. Pinkerton is staff chair land business man, "to come under
noticed a picture hanging by one |
a thrill as baseball, it is the arrival man of the East Livermore Camp j it voluntarily than to be forced into
J wire. The other had been cut off.
of mackerel at Tenant's Harbor. meeting which will be in session Aug. I it later when it might be even less
j It tore the frame off three sides of ,
Local anglers get some frantic calls 18-28. He is accompanied by his ! easy to .meet its provision than it ■
< this picture and it was hanging by I
from him when the toothsome fish daughter Grace. They are guests of J is now?"
one corner. In the sitting room I
school in that locality.
noticed it took the gilt off one side j
the son, Forest Pinkerton, and on
of a large picture hanging on the |
return will bear off with them his
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Post have 1
Motorists who are using that new two lively girls for initiation into the bought the Dewey Call house on
wall. Where it went from this room
section of highway between Warren activities of campmeeting.
nobody knows.
Summer street and will reside there.
• • • •
and Damariscotta are lavish in their
—Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Vining have j
praise of the Improvements which
“My dear Boze speaking of
Roy Peaslee is spending the month bought the Osgood Gilbert cottage
have been made, and think that a of August with his uncle, Levi (formerly the ABfred Murray cot
those gulls that stole food out of
very speedy Job has been done this Moulden and his grandfather. James tage) at Crescent Beach.
the dining room on board the Bos
summer. The cut-off is now in com Moulden, at Swan's Island. Nathan
ton Bangor boat, I am postive they
mission.
got on board in Boston. (I think
Peaslee is having his vacation at the Tickets are now on sale for the
MRS.
Capt. Ed. Rawley will bear me out
home of Charles Carver, Cedar ' Congregational
concert,
starring
HOME-MAKER
Everybody on Ted Perry's route street. Nathan will also spend a Kitty McLhughlin, dramatic so
in this). The gulls In Rockland arc
knows his dog Trixie, which so faith few weeks with his aunt, Mrs. LeRoy prano, to take place Aug. 30, and may
Its the best place to find too busy overhauling that "dump"
fully accompanies him while he is Cook of Stonington. Harold Peaslee be procured from members of the
unusual bargains . . . and near the kilns. They tell me they
delivering mail, and everybody is is enjoying a happy vacation at the committee and at the Maine Music
the best place to dispose won't even look at any steamer com
missing her on the afternoon deliv Y.M.C.A. camp in Winthrop and Company. SUsby's Flower Shop and
ing into Rockland, besides they
of unwanted things.
ery. Accoraing to Ted the new code will be at home with his mother, Carint's. In Camden at the Camden
don't associate with Boston gulls.
Speaking about, humming birds, I
regulations have shortened the dog's Mrs. Della Peaslee, the last week of Drug Co. and Village Shop, and in
Thomaston at McDonald’s drug store.
wonder if you ever tackled two of
activities.
August.

The Courier-Gazette

preached his first sermon in America
in this church the day after his ar
rival Oct. 28, 1771. Dr. Tees is vaca
tioning at Northport.

What does the N.R.A. mean?
ceive the minimum weekly wage
The following questions were de- j prescribed for him by the President's
veloped and answered by officials of j reemployment agreement.
• • « •
the National Recovery Administra
Is an employer expected to dis
tion.
charge employes where he has been
Are small businesses, employing | spreading work by means of the
only a few persons, required to pay "share - the - work" movement so as
stated wage scales and observe the 1 to give regular work for a less num
ber of workers?
hours specified in the blanket code?
No.
They are.
9 • 9 •
• 9 9 9
Compensation of employes above
How are unchartered home in the minimum wage group, whether
dustries, such as home laundries, af now fixed by the hour, day, week
or otherwise, shall not be reduced,
fected by the N.R.A ?
Where only one person is engaged either to compensate the employer
in such industries he or she is not for increases that he may be re
affected. Where more are at work, quired to make in the minimum wage
the business is expected to come group in order to comply with the
President's reemployment agreement,
in under the blanket code.
or to turn thts agreement into a
9 9 9 9
mere "share-the-work" movement
What about firms having curb without a resulting increase of total
servioe and employing several small purchasing power.
9 9 9 9
boys or young men to serve cars at
the curb?
Is an employer who has signed the
The minimum wage for a part- President's reemployment agreement
time worker in such businesses ls abiding by its provisions if he turns
expected to be such that if the off any of his employes?
employe worked at that wage for a
He is not complying with the spirit
full week or 40 hours, he would re of the agreement.

these birds single handed. I don't
know what I would have done if I
had not found that broom. It 's
a great weapon. I read not long ago
where a store clerk drove two burg
lars out. of a store with a broom.
If he had had two humming birds
to deal with instead of the two
burglars I think he would be in some
hospital nursing his wounds. In the
near future Boze I will tell you some
more about gulls and humming
birds.
Tenant's Harbor. Aug. 11.

tClKNTHhe

Wonderful Shoes for tho«e
tired feet
They hold up the arch
Ask your neighbor about
them

SUMMER
V

*

A Style For Every Foot
AAA to EEE

CLEARANCE

Straps or Ties

Hurry in to choose smart new

BEACH SANDALS
Cuban or Flat Heels

shoes for the remainder of the

98c

summer season. You’ll find all

the smartest styles at a price
so low that it will amaze you.

R. E. 1NUTT

White*,

SHOE STORE
436 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

3

$1.95
AND

Black and Whites, $2.95

Work Done Anywhere
PROMPT SERVICE
Water pipes repaired and relald.
Inside and out, digging includ
ed. Pipes wired out. Sewers dug,
laid out and clraned when plugged.
Cesspools dug and rocked, and sep
tic tanks. Shallow cellars dug deep
er. Floors cemented and walls re
paired. Cellars whitewashed. Lawn
work, etc.

S. E. Eaton
TEL. 1187-Y

ROWLAND, ME.
93* it

Men’s Work Shoes, $1.98, $2.98, $3.95

M'LAIN SHOE STORE
432 MALN STREET

NEXT TO PERRYS MARKET
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Rev. A O. Henderson of FarmingRecent guests of Mr and Mrs. F, C.
Mr. and' Mrs. Herbert Larrabee and
Arline Hills ls visiting Miss Mari guerlte Robbins.
Mrs. Rose Post of Rockland were re ton. and former pastor in this town? Maloney were Mrs. Fred Allen and
cent visitors of Mrs. Isadore Hoffses is spending a few weeks here and children of Conway, N H.. Mrs.
Mrs. J. C. Simmons was guest Tues- J
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Jenks and will fill pulpit at Union Church Sun- Thomas Bryant and daughter Patricia
day of her daughter Mrs. Henry J
3
4
Z
b
9
8
1
7
5
Chester Jenks, Jr., of Manchester, N. day morning at the 1130 service of New Jersey. Mrs. Douglas Vinal
Brown of Appleton.
H.. are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge His subject will be ‘The Touch That and family of Thomaston and Mrs.
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
1 Mrs. Etta Luce spent Priday with j
Releases Power." Mrs. Henderson will Ernest Richmond and son of Winter Howard.
IO
il
II
13
j Mrs. W C. Perry.
The Garden Club met with Mrs. be soloist. It ls expected Rev. Harold port.
Mr. and Mrs Bert Brayer of South
L. T. Weston Tuesday afternoon. Oould will preach at the evening
Mrs. Robert 8. Ooodwln and daugh14
15
lb
17
Waldoboro. Mr. and Mrs. A. Esancy.
Plans for the flower show to be held service.
ter iMlss Drusilla Ooodwln of Waterof Hope were visitors at Mr. and Mrs. 1 it was my pleasure tp spend a de- phases of music during his travels ln at the Baptist parsonage Aug 22 were
Marguerite Chapter, O.ES., has re- bury. Conn., who have been guests of
Charles Esancy's Sunday.
I lightful afternoon wtth Mr and Mrs. the different countries. Questioned discussed and committees named.
ceived an invitation to visit Golden Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Sherer several
IS
19
Mrs. Alice Robbins was in Rockland H. Wellington Smith at Pleasant as to how he found musical conditions
Mrs. Florence Knowles, who has Rod Chapter. Rockland, Sept. 8. All days this week are returning home by
Monday
Point, where they are slowly but sure- in Italy. Mr. Smith stated that a great been guest of Mrs. Jessie Achorn, has wishing to attend are asked to notl- motor today.
id 21
w
21
23
24
fy the worthy matron, Mrs. Eleanor J i Mr. and Mrs. W. A Barrows of
The annual picnic of the Methodist ly "'P^ng a
colony that will change has taken place in music ln returned to Revere, Mass.
S
Sunday School will be held at Sandy |
an ‘"'P^nt P^ce along with that country in the past few years.
iMr. and Mrs. H. A. Hall. Miss Ella Oregory, as soon as possible
i Newtonville, Mass., have been spendThere
was
a
time
when
music,
partic

2fc
Kennedy Crane of Rockland was ing a few days at their summer home
Shores. South Pond. Warren. Aug. 15.
°4?ers “J this s<*tlon,°f M‘ n'
Hall and Miss Carol Spurltngof Ban
25
2b
17
ularly
opera,
flourished
on
every
street
gor have been guests of Mrs Lilia M. ln town Wednesday.
Transportation will be furnished all Wlt* th£m at p£*nU\re fo“r £tls ’
here.
W
who have no other way of getting PuP^Eunice Truesdale and Geor- corner. The La Scala seasons were Blaney and Miss Marcia Blaney.
Ellen Clark of Rockland who has
Miss Lottie Ewell sipent Tuesday and
29
30
The Star Club held an all-day been guest of Mr. and Mrs. William Wednesday with Mrs. W. P. Richard! there and it is earnestly hoped every- ^Thomas. sopranos; Edita Merritt, most brilliant, and every city had one
I son ln Camden.
w
one who can will attend Cars will ™ntr^ °Lan? ^■'ge Tinker tenor important opera house devoted to meeting Wednesday at the summer Lawry, returned' home Friday.
W'
35
Mr and Mrs Oeorge O Norwood.
Miss Mabel Oxton who has been
31
31
leave the church grounds at 9 a. m. Mrs Tinker is along, too, and there noteworthy performances. Now great home of Mrs. J. H Miller at Me
34
are occasional house guests. A bit < discrimination is being shown ln domak.
daughter Eleanor and sons Russell, visiting her sister Mrs. Jesse Kellar
standard.
W
w
: later these pupils will take the home- , artists and music in general. Pew
Miss Carrie B. Stahl of Portland ls Robert and Oeorge, of Worcester in Milton, Mass., returned home Sat35
3b
37
| ward trek and others will come to reach La Scala. and Indeed La Scala passing a vacation with her mother, have been guests of his parents Mr. urday night. Monday Miss Oxton and
APPLETON
RIDGE
: put in a few weeks of intensive study seasons in recent years have been Mrs. A F. Stahl.
and Mrs. Ernest Norwood.
Mrs. Nellie Perry accompanied Mr.
W
i with Mr. and Mrs. Smith. Right by rather pinched. There are a few
Clarence Reed of New York has
Arthur Chapman, who has been and Mrs Edward Oxton of Rutland,
4°
41
41
Ruth Moody was a weekend guest the Smith home is that of Laura traveling opera companies which com been passing a few days at the Reed visiting his mother Mrs Stephen Mass. who are at their summer home
w
j of Mr. and Mrs. Alanson Bryant in Littlefield, soprano, and across the pare in rating with our traveling the homestead.
Lewis, returned Monday to Portland in Thomaston for a short stay, on a
43 44
45
| cove is that of Carl Webster, 'cellist. atrical companies—going about from
’ Searsmont.
4b
W. Y Fossett returned Thursday motor trip to Bar Harbor and up
The Lions and their ladies had an
b
town
to
town
and
playing
in
the
small
AU
attractive
places,
but
to
me
Mr
enjoyable meeting at "The Lohster from Round Pond
Cadillac Mountain, Northeast Harbor,
Mr. and Mrs. Moody NewhaU and
opera
houses
or
theatres.
—
mediocre
Smith
has
the
gem
of
them
all.
Pot." Friendship. Tuesday evening
Rev. Harold Gould of Massachu Southwest Harbor and home via Ban
49
Miss Cooper of Stoneham. Mass,
47
48
artists
and
mediocre
performances.
King Lion William O. Reed presided setts is guest of his uncle, F. H Wins gor
were guests Monday at L. N. Moody's.
Mr. and Mrs Arthur N. Fitzgerald
His property embraces above five But the abundance of music that for the first time since his election low.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Keller
and
son
jf
50
flourished in Italy not so many years
51
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Buck of and children William, Joyce and
Lincolnville Beach and Mrs. Howarc ■ acres, right down on the tip end ol ago has gone. The educated trained and spoke ln an interesting manner
on several topics of the day. Ouy I Schenectady. N Y., were dinner guests i Ernest of Brackvllle, Ont., who have
I and daughter of Connecticut visited Pleasant Point. The cottage is loPriday at Mrs Elizabeth Newbert's. , cated close to the shore, with wide “senate and critical Oni? Waltz gave original musical selections. Sunday of his uncle, Wilbur Coombs. > been in the United States for ten days,
HORIZONTAL
' HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Mr and Mrs. Earl Bradford and; windows of generous number over- the best suits him now—the debut of accompanying himself on the harp Pleasant street. Mr Buck ls assistant left Tuesday morning on their return
1-Exprestes gratitude 40-A fabulously rich
15-The Scandinavian
son Alden, and Mr and Mrs Harlow looking the broad stretch of bay. It Rosa Ponselle In La Vestale at Flor and also led tn the assembly singing manager of the Oeneral Electric Co. trip home. Enroute here they stopped
6-Endures
man
in Norway to see Mr. Fitzgerald's
people
Bradford of Augusta, were visitors doesn't boast antiques, nor is it ol ence is a convincing point of this Those present were Mr. Reed. Mr of New York.
10- Eternity
42- Even (Poet.)
and Mrs. W. C. Flint. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Robinson and sister Anna Jacobs, and while ln this
17-A wager
in town Sunday.
I modernistic design—just comfy and statement.
43A
pad
11- Bird of prey
L. T. Weston, Dr and Mrs. T C Ash sons of Wbrcester are visiting her par vicinity they were with his aunt Mrs.
19-Treverses
with tempting chairs, a deep
Brooks-Appleton nines play base cozy,
13-Period from dawn 45-Restrain
worth, iMr. and Mrs. C. B. Stahl. Mr. ents. Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Johnson. j Ernest Perry. A delightful time was
21-Relieves
broad couch, hangings of gay chintz,
Aug.
13
on
Appleton
grounds.
ball
till dark
47-Before
24-Records
and Mrs. S. H Weston, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Beulah Oilchrist entertained j spent one day at Port Clyde where a
copies of current magazines and
While
we
are
telling
you
of
Edna
14-An antique musical 48-Wants
26- Raw metal
The talk given at the church Sun. books scattered about, a few prints.
Everett Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs at bridge Monday evening at her flsh chowder was made on the shore
Wellington
Smith
at
the
very
end.
T
j
o
Mr
and
Mrs
j
H
Miller
49- Look
Instrument
27- Part of the body
home.
a
and bathing in the Atlantic ocean was
• day evening by J Asbury Pitman of some dishes of delft blue against a
elev
O V , le f eve(Hot
"
50- Javellnt
18-Bestows
30- More tender
Rev. W. J Hutchinson will preach a rare treat. Mr. and Mrs. Perry and
Salem. Mass., on hls recent trip to j
—ajj homelike and liveable. A piease do not think for a minute that Mr. and Mrs Porter Soule and guest,
she
is
a
second
fiddle
Far
from
it.
51Pertainlng
to
teeth
18- A kitchen utensil
31- Separated
Mr. Fitzgerald and family had sup■ Eurcpe was much appreciated and well-kept lawn stretches down to the She is a brilliant musician in her own Mrs Ambrose. Dr. and Mrs. J. B. at North Haven Sunday.
19- To furnish food
32- Wood suitable for
Kenneth Dailey who has been visit- per Monday night with hls aunt Mrs.
VERTICAL
enjoyed.
shore, and on the very edge is one right, and her work with her husband Nicholson and guest. Mr. and Mrs.
20- Wither
building purposes
Abner Grant. A. O. Pitman, Nel-( beautiful oak tree with graceful is Incomparably valuable. She was a W. O. Labe, Ouy Levensaler. Mrs. ing his aunt Mrs. John Chilles re- Fannie Brewster and a happy family
1- Examinea
22- Eagle
r 34-Most lucid
gathering was enjoyed. The 600 mile
(ton Moody. Lawrence Moody and ; spreading limbs. A natural hedge of student at the Vienna Conservatory Fannie Burns, Ouy Waltz, and Mr turned to Rockland Thursday
t 36- To be sick
2-Jump
23- Combining form.
and Mrs Charles Stenger.
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Hennigar are Journey home is to be made by a
,
Johnson
Pitman
are
picking
blue1
low
trees
forms
the
background.
Far
3- Beast
37-Ta rdy
and also with Leschetizky. and had
home from Oreen Island. They were route differing from that taken when
| berries for Black & Oay.
1 against which grow tall larkspur, of one year with the elder Buonamlci in
4- Hold
25-Besldes
39-Tave rn
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs Merle coming here and three days are al
The
W.C
T.U.
met
last
week
at
the
:
the
most
vivid
blue,
fronted
with
cosFRIENDSHIP
28- Pale
5- Perehed
41-Lairs
Italy. She is an intelligent voice
Hutchinson and son Richard who re lowed for the trip. Mr. Fitzgerald was
home of Mrs Blanche Davidson.
mos. marigolds, candytuft, snap coach, an impeccable accompanist
29- Rubbers
6-A band worn about 42-The language of the
Mr. and Mrs Joseph Moody and dragons and other summer flowers, and shines as soloist at the keyboard.
31-Fondle
the waist
Last Sunday afternoon Mrs. Arthur turned with Mrs. L. C Smith and son obliged to take this vacation because
Scottish
of ill health. Seeing his relatives and
33-Greatest number
son and Mrs. Gertrude Mcody were and along one side in a bed grow Her democratic manner, her easy Peabody Pratt and Dr. Robert Arm Walter as their guests.
7- Worthlpped
Highlanders
Mrs John Mathleson is in Roxbury, many friends is sending him back
35-Largeat continent
8- Uncooked
at Owls Head Sunday.
gladioli, phlox and other annuals to charm, delight all who come in con strong Pratt received a call from Col.
44- A constellation
Mass., guest of her sister Mrs. John with renewed vigor.
37- A support
9- Plan
Rev. Frederic Emerson of White-1 bloom later in the season.
45- Augment
tact with her—and in short everyone and Mrs Wilson B. Burtt of Fort Leav Moran.
38- Reekless
12-Thin
46- Ocean
field, a former pastor, will be the ,
• • • •
enworth, Kan., who are spending the
who meets the Smiths say:
Harold Gllmour who has been guest
speaker at the Baptist. Church j A roomy garage docs more than
NORTH HAVEN
"They are great people—hard to summer at Sprucewold, Boothbay of Mrs W P. Greenlaw, has returned
isolation to Previous Puzzle)
Aug. 13.
Harbor.
After
being
entertained
at
double duty, for it not only houses beat!"
At
the
Pulpit Harbor Church Sun
to
Boston.
Mr. and Mrs W M Newbert. cars but contains two rooms, one a
dinner by the Pratts, the Burtts en
CUSHING
The Needlecraft Club met Wednes day morning the preacher will be Dr.
Hattie Hatch and Mr and Mrs. O practice studio, the other a bedroom
joyed a delightful moonlight sail in
Hutchins of the Boulevard Avenue
A note from Dion E. Woolley who ls Hatchet Cove. Friendship Harbor and day with Miss Eugenia Carver. The Church of Cleveland, O. Dr Hutch
Miss S Jessie Smith of Lexington. W Currier attended church at South j for guests. Passing back of the cotbirthday anniversary of Miss Fay Co
Montville
last
Sunday
morning
Mass., is to be at her farm here for
tage through an opening ln the hedge summering at Pleasant Beach tells of Morse s Bay
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert was In and over a flagged walk, one comes to the death of Adam Oeibel, organist
Miss Signc Ogren of Worcester is a bum was observed and she was re ins is spending the summer at Vinal
the remainder of the summer
membered with gifts. A covered dish haven and he will be heard with a
M J. Maloney is at Knox Hospital Rcck.and ^sda'
“tten<£ 9?’ a cozy house remodelled from an old and composer, on Aug. 3. Mr. Woolley guest at the Logan cottage.
great deal of interest and pleasure.
here he has had an operation per- meeting at the ^eth^tet Churcn
Mrs Ralph Vinel of Winchester, supper was served.
where
part serves as the comments—"Mr. Oeibel was one ot
Mrs. James Oregory and grand Sunday night there will be a social
r while overhead the most charming characters—al Mass, arrived Wednesday to spend
formed on his nose and a growth re under t.he auspices of the Woman s | common dining room,
Educational Club and the W.C.T.U. are five commodious sleeping rooms ways gentle and lovable. It was my the remainder of the summer with daughter Mrs Oeorge Swears at- sing at the Thoroughfare Church and
moved from one eye.
tended the Hall family reunion at j a brief address by the pastor. The
Mr and Mrs. Chase of New York
There is nothing elaborate, but it Just privilege to know him well and to Mrs. J. W. Butler.
selections by Foster Morrison and
Olencove Aug. 9
Mrs
Andreas
Hartel,
Jr..
Mrs.
H
were weekend guests at the Rock
makes
qne
glory
in
living
the
simple
participate
ln
the
publication
of
many
SWANS ISLAND
Mrs. Will Oregory and daughter Stanley Quinn, Mabel Bray and Mar
well cottage Bird's Point
life in close communion with nature., of his compositions Including the fa W. Davis. Miss Eleanore Hartel, Miss Lillian of North Haven, a family of jorie Huse have been very much ap
Miss Ella Maloney of Portland who
On a sunny day. such as that of my mous Kentucky Babe. He also wrote Dorothy Davis and H W. Davis. Jr., five from New York are enjoying a preciated and enjoyed.
ls visiting her sister Mrs B S Oeyer
_
_ ___
„„,|Vlsit. the broad stretch of blue bay an operetta "Maid Marion" in 1887 or motored Wednesday to Boothbay Har- month's vacation at Sunnybank cot
Aug. IS, at 3.30, daylight, on the
made the trip to Cadillac Mountain Imogene Conarj
«« with the islands in the distance ls m- '88. which was probably the forerun- bor.
church lawn there wltt be a display of
parents Mr. and Mrs
lovely
Camden ner of DeKoven's Robin Hood."
Mr. and Mrs. Granville T. Brow tage.
Wednesday with a party of Thomas euest-‘ °f
Mrs Henry Day has returned to rugs by the Sea Coast Mission super
ton friends, motoring there with Mrs Lew Conary.
From the clipping we note that he motored to China Sunday
Mountains set in a blue haze are disRockland
after a visit with Mr. and intendent. Rev O. J Ouptill. At 8 30
«
•
•
*
Luther Clark.
W'ill Holmes 1s at. home again after
tn the background,
died at Philadelphia aged 77. He lost
an illustrated address. Cruising With
Mrs.
Austin
Calderwood.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Spear, four having employment at Vinalhaven I
• • • .
hls sight in infancy through an acci
Grant-Bramhall
Miss Avis Mae Johnson entertained the Sunbeam." will be given by Mr.
children and Mrs. Ware of Westville. for several months.
1 Questioned as to his plans. Mr dent. and lived to perform prodigious
The marriage of Miss Beatrice Alice friends at supper and for the evening Ouptill. The public is invited
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
Mass. are spending two weeks ln W
Miss Leola Barbour of Portland is 1 Smith told a bit about the develop- works of musical composition without Bramhall. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tuesday at the home of Mr. and Mrs
to colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar cause*.
Mrs Elizabeth Greenlaw, daughter
Chi-chce-ters Diamond Brand Pills are effective, F Flint's cottage.
at Rose Hill Farm for a few weeks ment of hts property as he visions it visual aids. He was proudest of hls William E Bramhall of this place to W Y Fossett.
Carolyn and son Donald are visiting
reliable ai.-l
■' QUICK RELIEF Mdb>
Harold Wotton and son Harold of
religious
cantatas
and
hymns,
but
The
present
studio-garage
wifi
be
Mrs. Daniel Cole of Rockland is
Charles Lewis Grant, son of Mr . and
alldrugpstsforovcr45year». Aikfoi—J
Mrs. E C. Mclntosti and Mrs. Ever Mrs. Greenlaw's parents. Mr and Mrs.
New Harbor were recently at F W. visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. turned into one large studio, with per was more widely known for two popu Mrs. Welden R. Orant. of Brewer,
ett Libby recently entertained at Asa Smith, at Squirrel Point Light
Atkins'
lar
songs.
"Good
Night,
My
Love
CHICHESTERS PILLS
haps the main dining room in back, or
took place Aug. 9. at 2 o'clock in the
opposite Phippsburg Center and her
Mrs I aura Wotton of Portsmouth, Lewis Stanley.
Night” was written in 1876; it Advent Church. Rev. E. H. Timber- Camp Mcrrie Macs. Shore Acres, the sister Mrs Frank Bunker at Wood•JHI SIAMOND
SAAKS" .
Mrs. Lewis Butman entertained possibly a small concert hall. A Good
following guests in honor of Mrs Helen
N. H.. spent the week end with her
was
an
immediate
triumph.
Twenty
recently Lucy Smith. Margaret garage farther back on the land, "out years later he composed the melody lake. pastor, performed the ceremony (Wanser: Mrs. Joseph Headley. Mrs. fords.
daughter. Miss Sylvia Wotton.
of sight and sound." There will be
using the double ring service.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Huse who
Oeorge Strachan, Mtss Mettle IngerMrs Lillian Marshall of Portland Sprague. Mrs Ella Kast and Misses three or four practice huts, and pos for •
The bride, who was given away by Mn Mrs Marion Sholes. Miss Sara have been guests of hls parents. Rev.
ts in town looking tip old friends and Virginia and Bessie Kast. Lunch sibly more quarters for pupils and
" 'Skeeter am a-hummln' on de honey her father, wore a gown of white taf- gunner Mrs parker Williams. First and Mrs. H F Huse. left Thursday
with her sister Mrs. Eldrean Orff was served on the porch.
guests. The land will be cleared, not
suckle vine.
feta with lace cap and tulle veil caught honors at bridge went to Mrs Wanser, for their home.
Mrs. Alden Joyce of Rockland is to remove its natural beauty, yet
was a caller at B. S. Geyer's.
Sleep Kentucky babe!
Mr and Mrs. Edgar York go-today
Sandman am a-comln' to dla little coon by orange blossoms. Her shower bou- second to Mrs Libby
Alvaro Olson has been getting hay guest of Mrs. Edward Scott.
enough so that the sweep of the bay ' of mine.
______
________
DAY | for D. O Young
quet was of pink roses and white lark- ' ___________
PauUne Lawry.
daughter
of Mr. and to Rockport where they will be guests
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Stinson of will include the Camden Mountains.
Sleep. Kentucky babel"
spur. Miss Blanche Tibbetts ot Mrs Charles Lawry, ls seriously ill at, of relatives and attend the Carnival
Harry Young is getting hay at C. Rockland are visiting Mr and Mrs. And you should see the blueberries
Thomaston, maid of honor, wore pink j k,10X Hospital,
Earl C. Marden is the first to dis
H. Wales and Clarence Freeman's.
Isaac Stinson.
right at their back door—conjuring. which, first sung to children . of —that georgette with white lace cap. and
Edward Condon and Mr. and Mrs play the Blue Eagle of the NJi.A ln
Rev F C WTheelock and family
Capt. Emery Joyce had the mis up visions of fresh blueberries for PWiod. is stiU being hummed by them carried a bouquet of pink sweet peas Rudolph Condon, who were guests of this place, having received the em
with Mr Phillips and family climbed fortune to fall from the roof of a breakfast, luscious blueberry pie for i to a new generation.
Miton B. Steeves of Bangor attended
blems the first of this week.
Mt Battie Wednesday.
building which he was repairing. At dinner and feathery blueberry cake t Dr. Getbel once wrote cf himself: the groom. Miss Lucille Mank of Mrs. Elizabeth "Urquhart. have re
Austin Joy who has been employed
turned to Pennsylvania.
S. H. Olson and Tom Rivers are rak present no signs of serious injuries for supper God's country, indeed!
"I am not a great composer, nor a
i
, one. ubut. »I have a place to
in Rockland,• cousin of the bride, was
Mr and Mrs Benjamin Roberts and for a short time at Corinna has re
ing blueberries for Albert Orff
classical
seem to have been received. Mr
The Smiths have been coming to
Charles^Kaura s two sons are tward- joyce
employment at Margaret Pleasant Point for nine summers. fill." Millions of persons in this flower girl and was dressed in pale daughter Barbara who have been turned home.
THINK OF ITI Only $2-50
j Mrs. L.
, B
o tt
,~— j Munaelj.s during the summer.
ing with Mr and
Ulmer
of all ages and stations, have green silk with matching bandeau and guests of Mr and Mrs. F L. Roberts, j Unity Ouild held its annual sumThey came, as many of our now per country,
___ _ cr hummed or hoard
a basket of phmp
mixed Bramhal
flowers. , have returned to Worcester
| mer fair Thursday on the parsonage
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Savoy and
sung
heard hia'
his dpiidel^ carried u&h<>rs
o day single .... and $4.00
The ladies of the Methodist
Miss Dorothy Johnson, daughter ol lawn A more complete account will
Mr. and Mrs Chappel of Waban, Church held their annua! fair ln manent summer colonists have, first cate, sentimental compositions
as guests of someone here. They were
double for this smart centrally I Mass. are at the Egerton farm for
brother of the bride. Paul Simmons Mr and Mrs Vaughn Johnson, enter- be given later.
Redmen’s hall last Saturday after captivated and returned thereafter to they cover the wide field of Sunday and Myron 81tnmons, the bride's tained friends Tuesday at her home
Miss Elda Lermond is weekend
! their annual outing.
located hotel
school .songs, hymns, love songs and
noon. The committees in charge
cousins, and Donald R Knapp. Music in honor of her fifth birthday anni- guest of her sister Mrs. Carrie Nichols
Miss Ethel Browne and nephew were: Supper, Margaret Sprague. be one of the permanents. In more lullabies.
recent
years
the
idea
of
conducting
He was born in Frankfort-on-the- rendered before the ceremony and the versary. In the company were Mary, in Rockland.
j Louis Forsburgh left Wednesday for Laura Stinson and Hester Freethy;
s s s s
summer classes was taken up. with
marches were played by Helen and Irene Ames, Jane Libby,
! a two weeks' stay at Old Orchard.
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Richard
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1 he was permanently blinded through
_
.
coming increasingly Interesting
but what rooms they oral _Patten,
At the parsonage of the First Cona physician's mistake when he was The church was
w*“ tastefully decorated Junior Greenleaf, Francis Bums,
spent the weekend with his M0Uiden; variety table. Bessie Joyce;
Clarence Thompson. Gardiner Wil- gregational Church at Wallingford,
parents Mr. and Mrs. Leon Ames.
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fancy table. Sadie Gross and ulna
A word about Mr
liams, Albert Carver, Jr., Kenneth yt. July 30. Herbert Willard Huse of
Cheerful, colorful, cory, each with
Sprague; cooked food table. Lucy that he is active in teaching, for which
Hopkins, Bobby Dalzelle and Charles New York city and Miss Eunice HarSmith
and
Hester
Freethy:
enter

private bath, showe r, radio, a revhe shows a decided forte, in Boston,
Doughty, aged six months. Games r)et Stanley, New (London. N. H.. were
taining committee. Winnie Newman. New York and Providence. In Bos the Pennsylvania Institute for the ful mixed flowers.
Instruction of the Blind, from which
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attended by a large number of relafeatures you'll be happy about
The proceeds netted 62
has been merged with the Boston Con-I mtertet and talent for tnus^
Qf (Qwn
cloflp ridge bowl from her great-grand- , daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Horace C.
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™ , friends. The house decorations were ments included two decorated birth- j years at the University of Illinois,
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beCam<- artistically carried out in baskets and day cakes presented by Mrs. Charles ant) a ycar of study at Smith College,
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UnS *arlands of cul and »'lld
Th'
Chilles and Charles Young
The ’ thP past year she has been assistant
Arthur Richards
fall he will go to a new studio apart- "J11?™1 delnhia Brides filling these R‘ft room was filled with tables laden mothers present were Mrs. Elliott Hall. librarian ln the New London Library.
with gifU which were admired by the Mrs. Edward Greenlaw, Mrs. Law- The groom is the son of Rev and Mrs.
The tragic and untimely passing ment at 237 West 74th street. I"
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in
Fnua
and shocked with genuine grief.
cakes, a large bride's cake, which was Mrs. Ralph Thompson. Mrs Parker College in 1929 he has been a re
51st STREET
Wednesday morning Mr. Richards He has been notably successful as a Phia. taught a Bible class and lectured cut by the bride, and individual pieces Williams. Mrs. Ralph Doughty and search chemist in the laboratories of
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
departed for his work as granite cut soloist, having repeatedly appeared j on religious subjects.
of wedding cake were served. The Miss Dorothy's grandmother, Mrs. the Duponts at Wilmington. Del., and
ter on Crotch Island apparently ln the with the Handel and Haydn Society, j He became president of the Adam groom's mother wore blue flowered Ethelyn Trefrey.
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reprinted
obtained employment and this was
We advise the immediate purchase bridge, Bowdoin classmate of the
WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE ROOKltV
In England and Is wen known there. mother rase biege silk crepe.
his first day at work. As the echoes with various combinations of the Bos It is estimated that he composed at
Mrs. Grant is a graduate of Thom of all staple dry goods before the ' groom, and Mrs. Todd, sister of the
of the whistle faded denoting the ton Symphony and many of the Im least 3000 hymns and Sunday school aston High School and Rockland sharp increases bound to come from bride. After a wedding trip to Montclose of the day's work—he dropped portant choral organizations and songs, besides songs of other categor Business College. Mr. Grant is a process taxes and cotton taxes. We I real. Quebec, Pleasant Pond, North
on the stone upon which he had been music festivals. He has had engage ies. One of his best known hymns ls graduate of Brewer High School and are holding a special sale on sheets. Haven and New London, Mr. and Mrs.
working; he had finished his day's ments with symphony orchestras as
Washington State Normal School, and blankets, and towels. Senter Crane [ Huse will take up their residence in
work and life's work with the blast of eoloist—such as the Cleveland, De "Stand Up, Stand Up For Jesus.”
has had teacher's training in New Co—adv.
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troit,
New
York
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etc.,
the whistle.
York and University of Maine. He is
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the
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The

Mr Richards was born at Clark
at present employed as teacher In the
BIG FIVE LEAGUE
Island although he had worked In u.is atre Opera Company and the Phila
Friendship Junior High School, which
locality at Intervals for the last 20 delphia Opera Company. Many ol
position he has held for the past five
North Station
Past week's results: South Thom years.
] years. Eight years ago he was mar- his advanced pupils are prominent In
I rled to Mrs Annie M. Goss of this concert, opera and radio Louise aston 6. Clark Island 3; Rockport 5,
The bride's going away costume was
BOSTON
town arid had since made his home Bernhardt, mezzo-contralto, of the Snipers 2; Battery F 5, South Thom a light grey suit with white hat. After
•\A*
Chicago Opera and well known on the aston 2; Snipers 5, Pirates 11.
o< „or*
here.
a week's motor trip to Montreal and
sets
He was a man of the finest calibre. concert and recital stage and m
Quebec Mr and Mrs. Grant will re
' unquestioned Integrity, and an asset radio work, is one of hls outstanding
side in Friendship.
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j to the community; a member of the pupils. Another is Woods Miller,
to”"L., .
Won
Lost
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| I. O. O. F. Lodge and the Rebekahs, baritone, who has made a sensation
5
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V,th BATH
WEST ROCKPORT
and president of the local branch of ln radio work—Mr. Miller was fea So. Thomaston .... 12
6
ZiOO
700
BOSTON, MASS.
1EACON STIUsbl
tured on the "Evening in Paris" pro Rockport ....._.... 9
the G C. I. A
6
.538
Mrs. Emma V. Leach and Henry
The profusion of beautiful floral gram for a' time. The artist-pupils Roctoille .......... 7
7
.522 Crawford were guests Wednesday of
pieces served as mute evidence of hls who are now at Pleasant Point have Carle Island ..... 8
8
.429 Mrs. Laura Packard and other rela
worth as a friend and’ citizen. He been successful ln music in many Battery F .......... 6
Snipers ............. 6
9
.400 tives in Olencove.
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Pirates ............... 4
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EXTRA PERSON
Mr. and Mrs Pendlc <Ruth Altoneh)
oa Bcocor
four sisters, Mrs Walter Seymore of
are guests at John Altoncn's.
Non to tho
During the World War Mr Smith
New York city. Mrs. Mabie Allison of
Mrs. J. F Heal entertained the
i Houoo.
Rockland. Mrs. Edith Cameron and was engaged In an unique work. Un
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I Mrs Robert McGee, both of Clark der the command of Admiral Wood, South Tnomaston; Clark Island vs. Mission Circle Thursday afternoon.
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.... as ,sort
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, , a , morale Snipers, at Rockland; Rockville at church with an all-day session, dinner
1 Richards, William Richards and officer in this naval district-journey- i
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t Wednesday, open date for
and quilt tacking.
ing from port to port, organizing ( u teYms
Richard Richards of Clark Island.
IxMuflv* OK1««
The Electric Home exhibit, or
Just a fe« minutes' walk to tho theatre, hnaxxctal,
j sings, choruses and general musical
HOTEL MANOER
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him tell of this work convinces that he
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a
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Miss Shirley Blake who spent the
found it inspiring
Last summer Mr Smith toured “To Rent” Advertisement month of July with her aunt Mrs.
Rooms without bath, ^TOO up; with bath,
NaooErnest Tolman, returned last Sunday
France. Italy, Belgium, Oermany and
Complete Ri 'aurant and Cafeteria Sendee
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’ to her home In Beverly, Mass., with
Switzerland. While in Paris he gave
tlroot| her father who motored here for the
recitals in two private homes, and of
Telephone 770
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STANDS SQUARELY BEHIND PRODUCTS

THOMASTON

Sharing honors with Searsport as Maine's most beautiful town, has an interesting historic background
to enhance its present charm. Stately homes set well back from wide, cool elm arched streets set Thomas
ton apart as an ideal residential 'town. Here is found the famous Knox Mansion, museum of rare historical
gems of the Revolutionary period, surrounded within easy driving distance by innumerable spots of Revolutionary
and colonial significance. Too, modem Thomaston presents an active business aspect including within its cor
porate limits the great $4,000,000 mill of the Lawrence Portland Cement Co.

VACATION DAYS
GO TO

W. H. BRACKETT’S
—FOR—
BATHING CAPS
BATHING SHOES
CAMERAS AND FILMS

FILMS DEVELOPED
QUICK SERVICE

ROCKLAND

Shire city of Knox County with a population of 9,000 is the wholesale distributing point and retail shop
Eastern Qrain Co. Is Proud Of the Goods It Sells—Manager
ping center of forty coast and Inland towns. It Is the one large trading center of Knox, Lincoln, Waldo and
Merrifield Knows the Feed and Grain Business and Will Hancock Counties with a total trade area of 75,000 people. It ls the center of a fine system of highways and
the hub of several steamboat and air lines as well as the eastern terminal of the Maine Central Railroad.
Solve Your Problems
WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT
In few businesses docs the patron say that the fertilizers produced the
so need a man absolutely grounded best results ever and all were en
and understanding in all branches thusiastic for American fertilizers.
FRUIT AND PRODUCE
as in the feed and grain line. This In common with most plants the
EXPERT AUTOMOBILE MECHANIC
community has just such a man in Eastern is cooperating with Presi- j
Clarence H. Merrifield who is i dent Roosevelt's N.R.A. and adds I
IS TO TAKE CHARGE OF OUR REPAIR DEPT.
manager for the Eastern Grain I more help each week as needed due |
TEL. 1274-W or 774-J
Specializing on Ignition and Carburetor Troubles
Company's large plant on Park to the shortened working hours,
31 TILLSON AVE., ROCKLAND
street, this city. For 36 years he
Three branches of feeds are being
Camden-Thomaston Bus Line Filling Station
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR
has been a constant student and pushed right now. Eshelman's, the
ROCKLAND
TEL. 664-W
CAMDEN STREET
FOR SALE CHEAP
worker in the grain business, over famous Larro and Eastern's own
20 of them being spent as active blend. This Eshelman's blend is
foreman for the L. N. Littlehalc one of the long time national startd-1
Permanent
It Pays To Look Neat!
Grain Co. He has watched even jbys. It was first manufactured ini
Waves
Handwork a Specialty
PARISIAN
| turn of the business with every new 1849 in Lancaster, Penn., and
WHOLESALE
BEAUTY
ANASTAS1O BROS.
I development and knows it inside there maintains today one of the !
SALON
CONFECTIONERY
I out.
finest factories of its type in the
Barbers
67 PARK ST.
The result is that customers all World with laboratories and full j Over Woolworth's 5c A 10c Store
Tel. 1243
PHONE 898
lover this trade area know Clarence crew of experiment experts to keep
I Merrifield understands their grain abreast of all problems. The Eastand feed problems and allied ern's plant in Portland mixes its
I troubles.
They know that he feeds freMi daily, and a carload is
ARE BEST
“STANDARD OE THE WORLD!”
| knows the exact feed to make their1 being unloaded at the local plant
When Taken
cows give more milk, make their this morning that was mixed vesYou can always depend upon the quality of HARD
Fresh From the
j chicks more rugged and marketable, terday.
ESTY'S PEERLESS FLOUR. The standard is in
Sea
make their bens lay more eggs or
The Rockland business, successor
BUY YOUR
variably maintained.
SEA FOODS
any other dairy or poultry problem, to the L. N. Littlehalc Grain Co.,'
Bread baked at home, of the HARDESTY S
When Mr. Citizen wants to plant is ideally located on Park street in ,
: : at : :
his garden he knows that Clarence the heart of the business section
PEERLESS FLOUR is the most delightful, most
Merrifield knows the exact fertili and adjacent to the railroad yards,
nourishing, and most economical of foods.
TILLSON AVE.,
ROCKLAND
zer to use and has it for sale at the | Its two huge floors in the former
Sold by all the leading Retail Grocers
TEL. 1191
Eastern Grain Co. When one Consolidated Raking Co. building
wants to build a new lawn he seek' give perfect storage under the best
out Clarence to find the type of [ of conditions and its two loading |
SHINE
TWO
POOL
WE INVITE YOU TO SEE OUR
grass seed and the proper seed mix- j platforms allow expeditious handSUMMER FURNITURE
SHINE PARLORS
ture needed for his particular lawn ling of all orders. It maintains a
A Splendid Line of Swayers, Couch Hammocks, Lawn Chairs, Etc.
Op. Thorndike. Op. Hotel Rockland
Special Values in Beds, Bedding and Floor Coverings
and the amount of fertilizer and , rapid and dependable delivery
Shoes Cleaned and Dyed
j type needed. When one plants a ' service reaching to all points in the
JOHN B. ROBINSON
field he gets the information as to J trade area. A phone call to RockSTEVE ALEX
CHISHOLM BLOCK
ROCKLAND, ME.
how much seed is needed to the I land 746 brings a Johnny-on-thcjaerc, and he buys with the assur-! spot service from the big Reo truck
ance that seeds sold by the Eastern with absolutely dependable, mod
estly priced merchandise promptly
| Grain Company will thrive.
TILLSON 'AVENUE, ROCKLAND, ME.
There are two outstanding char- at your door. Clarence Hennigar
DAILY PLANE SERVICE TO
1 acteristics of this Rockland branch of this city is in charge of the de-1
VINALHAVEN AND NORTH HAVEN
jof the Eastern Grain Co. First I livery service, a veteran of six satisDAYLIGHT SAVING TIME!
thc wi<{e and dependable knowledge factory years’ work with the comLEAVES ROCKLAND AT ...................... 8.00 • 12.00
5.00
I of the manager which is free to all panv.
LEAVES VINALHAVEN, NO. HAVEN, AT 9.00
I 00
5.15
Radiator
Sundays only—Leave Rockland at 9, 12 and 5
I comers and holds the same custom1 he Eastern does not confine
Repairing
Plane lays over at either stop one hour
ers year in and year out. The sec-1 itself to grain alone but handles all
forcing. Cleaning
Charter
Trips
ran
be arranged to all points between the regular trips
I ond is the established and never sorts of mixed feeds, special grow
All Kinds of Soldering
at $45.00 per hour
ing
blends,
seeds
in
their
season,
salt
ROCKLAND RADIATOR WORKS
| varying policy to give a 100 per
Call
Rockland,
547, For Rates
698 Main St ,
Rockland, Me.
'cent square deal to all customers— of all grades, by peck or ton. Hay
lull weight, uncompromisingly high and straw are also handled as well
PROMPT SERVICE
[quality and lowest possible price. as flour and allied products. Much
FIRST CLASS
TELEPHONE 61
The company stands squarely be- Dustbane and sweeping composition
TRUCKING SERVICE
1 hind every* bit of merchandise sold is put out by this firm.
AND FURNITURE MOVERS
Grain is by far the chief product
FOSTERS TRANSFER
j and is safe in so doing because it
75 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
(Opposite Gulf Filling Station)
W. R. FOSTER, Prop.
I sells only the best products. The sold, a total of over 30 tons per
Tel. Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chg.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
EVERYTHING FOR THE AUTO
company joins with the manager in week for the yearly average with
corn
the
big
favorite.
The
Eastern
j this pride of product and service.
Recently representatives of for with its great home office and 10
eign fertilizers wanted to flood this branches is able to effect great sav
territory with foreign products, ings in buying and these in turn are
HOME-MADE
good quality all right, but low price. passed along to its customers. You
The Eastern felt that its customers are invited to visit this plant and
would be better served if it bought turn over your problems to the
the American fertilizers, made in courteous consideration of Manager
Lynn Range Oil Burners Are Outstanding Favorites—Winning
this country by American labor and Merrifield, who you may rest
Through Sheer Merit. Ask for Demonstration. We Sell Range
of known high uniform quality, and assured will give you the proper
Burners of All Prices. Furnace Burners, Parts and Acres-ories.
so the extra profits of the foreign answer and supply you with the
] products were given up. Strange best possible products at the lowest
■ to say the producers in this section price.
TEL. 730
503 MAIN ST.
716 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

WHOLESALE

JACK GARNET

JOSEPH NASSAR

NELSON CARR

GEORGES RIVER

Try QIINnAV niNNFRQ At
Our OUlWAI VllMUno loo

FRESH CRABMEAT
50c lb.

Served From 12.30 to 2.00 P. M.

Boiled and Picked Dally
Delirious for Salads, Sandwiches

Roast or Fried Chicken — Lohster

TEL. 15

Our Vegetables are served fresh from the Hotel
Gardens

MITCHELL & SON
WATER ST..

KNOX HOTEL, Thomaston, Me.

THOMASTON

10% OFF 10%

A. D. DAVIS & SON

—ON—

TROUSERS

MORTICIANS

FOR NEXT WEEK ONLY

SINCE 1882 IN KNOX COUNTY

PHOENIX HOSIERY

Located in Thomaston, Me,

Office Tel. 192—Res. 143.

E. A. AMES

Lady Attendant

105 MAIN ST.,

THOMASTON

THOMASTON,

SEVEN JAR ENAMELED
CANNER.

$1.50

20 QT. KETTLE,

$1.35

ATLAS E-Z SEAL JARS
JAR RUBBERS
AND EXTRA COVERS

THE LAST GIFT—A MEMORIAL
The history of one's family written in the

permanence of stone

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON, Inc.
GRANITE AND MARBLE
THOMASTON, ME.
Phone 185-4

EAST UNION, ME
Phone 13-31

HARDWARE
Strout Insurance Agency

COLONIAL

J. Walter Strout Alfred M. Strout
Insurance in all its branches
Probate Bonds
Notary Public
Vinal Building Phone 158
110 MAIN ST., THOMASTON, ME.

BEAUTY

BEST QUALITY

MEN’S WORK SHOES
Full line Children’s Shoes for school

SHOP
4 Union Hall
THOMASTON
i Tel. 133

FEYLER’S

MAINE AIR TRANSPORT CO.

"MARK EVERY GRANT”

E. E. STUDLEY
131 MAIN ST.,

New Fall Shades

24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

MAINE AND MASSACHUSETTS
LICENSE

LOBSTERS

HARDESTY’S PEERLESS FLOUR

PENTTILA’S
INSTANT SHOE REPAIRING
83 MAIN ST.,
THOMASTON

ROCKLAND AUTO SUPPLY CO.

Try BEGGS’

ST. GEORGE

A

A

Rich ln tradition and charming old day folk lore is St. George, most historic of Knox County's towns.
Every foot of its fertile fields or rugged shore is hallowed ground, scene of some happenstance of tragedy
or humor in days long passed. The present day St. George, comprising a group of prosperous hamlets centered
about historic Tenant's Harbor, though smaller by far in population than a half century ago is rich in natural
resources leading to prosperity, paving on a large scale agriculture, fisheries and many beautiful summer estates.

REVERSE
The Charge When Calling

GEO. H. THOMAS FUEL CO., Camden, 2024, for

CARS

SHELL FUEL OIL

Used Cars of All Kinds
General Insurance

Sole Distributors For Knox County

HENRY K. ALLEN

FRIGIDAIRE
LYNN BURNERS
WATER SYSTEMS
We Also Sell the

CLARION RANGE
Made in Maine

J*

TENANT'S HARBOR

jfc

House-Sherman, Inc., Tell Their Patrons Of the Impending
Price Increase On Maytag Washer

TEL. 8007
TENANT'S HARBOR. ME,

CHANGE TO SHELL AND FEEL THE DIFFERENCE

Harold H. Hupper

BUY NOW OR PAY MUCH MORE

This new Maytag will appeal to
j millions of women who have want
ed a low-priced washer built the
Maytag way . . . the wav that has
LEST YOU FORGET
won world-wide approval and pref
We are still serving dinners and erence. There has been no com
lunches at
promise on quality ... on perfor“The Big Elm Tea Room” | mance ... on lasting service. I he
Tenant's Harbor
Tel. 6-2 [Model 10 has many features found
Try a Lobster Dinner at $1.00
Chicken Dinner at 75c
Pork or Beef at 60c and 50c

The trouble Isn’t with your burner—it's your oil

TEL. 55-5

DODGE AND
PLYMOUTH

SIMON K. HART
MONUMENTS sz-s-tf
53 Pleasant St. Rockland Tel. 9I1M

CAMDEN

SUNDAY, AUG. 13, SPECIAL
Fried Clam Dinner, complete, 45c
also
A Cherry Sundae with home made
ices and whipped cream 10c

A

Ji

This charming town is richly endowed by nature with magnificent bits of mountain, lake and rugged
scenery of old ocean -famed the nation over for its palatial summer homes and beautiful Beauchamp Point.
Withal it is a delightful town with its busy mills and thriving market place, an ideal place in which to live.

BOYNTON-McKAY
DRUG CO., Inc.
CAMDEN, ME.

DR. CLEMERET M. WALDEN
CHIROPODY, MANICURING, SHAMPOOING AND PERMANENT
WAVING
MILLINERY, LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S FURNISHING
34 MAIN STREET, CAMDEN, ME.

A Prescription Drug Store
for over 65 years
An Old Pharmacy
("■
With Young and Modern Ideas
“Where Old Meets Young”

CAMDEN
ADVERTISERS...

CAMDEN

'

Take Advantage of This New
Classified Display
Read the Center of This Page

YACHT SUPPLY
DEALERS
We’re sailng; get aboard

in no other low-priced washer be
cause they are exclusive Maytag
features.
Compare this Maytag
. . . part by part . . . with any lowpriced washer. We know that you
will agree that it is the greatest
value in washers today.
The wringer is of heavy, rust
proof, cast iron that will not flex
under strain. The divided wringer
frame has instant tension release,
with instant replacement to work-

ing position ... no tedious re-as
sembly of parts. The automatic,
self-reversing drain is completely
enclosed ... no sharp corners to
catch or tear garments.
The
wringer swings and locks in seven
positions.
The satin smooth finish of the
roomy tub is easily cleaned. Under
the countersunk gyrator is a sedij ment trap that collects the loosened
! dirt so it cannot be re-circulated in
! the wash water. The famous (Jyrafoam principle of washing, origi
nated by Maytag, gives this washer
its remarkable washing and cleans
ing action. The gravity drain hose
permits rfie tub to be quickly and
completely emptied without tipping
or tilting the washer. No plugs or
faucets to leak or cloj^f
The power drive is completely
enclosed, sealed and oil-packed . . .
needs no oiling, no adjustment.
The hardened steel gears, segment
and shafts are as finely made as
those of a high-grade automobile.
The full-size, quarter-horse power
motor furnishes ample power and
maximum quietness in operation.
The Model 10 is fully guaran
teed by the world’s largest manu
facturer of washers.
House-Sherman, Inc. requests
you to visit their store and see this
new Maytag value. It is a washer
any family can afford to own be
cause it will pay for itself in sav-

PIES, CAKES
DOUGHNUTS
FIG SQUARES, Etc.

“THE CHOICE OF A NATION”

Beggs’ Home Cooking

A. C. McLOON & CO.

SUIT A OVERCOAT
LADIES' COAT and
DRESS
Any Two Garments

*1.50

ANDREW REKILA
Boot and Shoe Repairing

Neatly Done

NEWBERT’S
RESTAURANT

MEN'S WHITE FLANNELS
CLEANED
ROCKLAND CHINESE LAUNDRY

320 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
Over Hastings' Dry Goods Store

LOBSTERS A SPECIALTY
PRICES REASONABLE
GOOD COFFEE

COMPLETE

VACATION TIME

EASTERN GRAIN CO

Electric Service
And Supplies

We Have a Full Line of
CAMERAS
FILMS
BATHING CAPS
SUNBURN LOTION
And other Summer Needs
Let as do your Developing and
Printing
Twenty-four Hour Service

C H. Merrifield, Mgr.
PARK ST., NEAR R. R. STATION
TEL. 746

House-Sherman, Inc.

McCarty’s Drug Store

LARRO FEEDS

ROCKLAND

606 MAIN ST., RANKIN BLOCK

Eastern's Big Value

442 MAIN ST.,

F<aturtng the

ESHELMAN
GUARANTEED FEEDS
Also the •

ELECTRIC AND ACETYLENE WELDING

HARBORSIDE LUNCH

IRON WORK, BOILER WORK AND PIPING
Satisfaction Guaranteed—Moderate Prices

SANDWICHES, MAGAZINES
Lunch with us at the
Eastern Steamship Dork
TOBACCO
CIGARS

STEPHEN BRAULT & SON
NEW SHOP ON ME. CENTRAL WHARF

gs-n

TELS 97-R—97-W

ings on clothes and laundry expense. J current season, will be the atiracNOTED INDIAN COMING
See this new Maytag before you tion Monday and Tuesday.
Jim Thorpe, greatest athlete of all
“When Ladies Meet" is based on
buy any washer.
times,
will lead the Oklahoma Indian
A sharp rise is to take place very i the conclusions of what would hapteam into action at Togus Sunday.
1
pen
when
the
wife
of
a
philander

soon in the price of the famous
This ball team is owned by Ben Haro,
Maytag electric washer and House- ing husband meets the woman on a wealthy Oklahoma Indian and is
; whom this husband is now lavish-!
Sherman Inc. wish to urge upon the
ing hls at’.cntlons. The plot achieves1 composed entirely of well known In
public the importance of buying one
i its originality on the fact that its' dian athletes. ThorDe plays the out
of these splendid values before this
, situations are so ingeniously ar- ( field and manages the club. Before
new price increase takes place.
ranged that, neither of the rival [ each game he gives a brief demon
women is aware of the other's lden- stration of how ne won the Olympic
i tity. They are unexpectedly brought games at Stockholm. Sweden, in 1912
STRAND THEATRE
i together at the home of a friend [ single handed for the United States
! and before long take each other into and of the manner in which he played
Metro - Ooldwyn - Mayer’s cinema mutual confidence. When each sub- football to earn for himself the gen
version of "When Ladies Meet.," one , sequently discovers who the other eral acclamation as the greatest grid
star of all times.
of Broadway's biggest hits of the 1 is, the sparks beg'n to tty.^adv.
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lecturer was happily introduced by'
CAMDEN
Probate Notices
WARREN
PAVING VS. CEMENT
Albert T. Oould of Thomaston and
Boston,
who
has
had
a
long
time
inSTATE OF MAINE
A new 35-passenger bus has been
Dr Raymond Vinal of Boston has VinalkavAn Man Makes Plea
Norman Whitehill of Presque Isle,
added to the Rockland. Thomaston ^en ln un™ Ior a few days
v inalhaven ivian iviaxes riea I TO all persons Interested ln either of
who has been enjoying two weeks'va-1 *rest ln Arct,lc r,e8lons and is,
cation from his duties as assistant *now,n“ a loyal suppor,e.r of ?? & Camden bus line. The coor is red
Mrs Mason Tolman who has been
For the Former In High- the estates hereinafter named:
manager at F W Woolworth Co °™fells misston in Labrador
At a Probate Court held at Rockland.
KSTTumci hi, position " The
•»■«>•«»»»■« "O'
way Construction
1 in and for the County of Knox, on the

THOMASTON

ISth day of July In the year of our

InAdvertisements
Everybody
’s Column ♦
ln this column not to ♦

FOR SALE

■
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 ♦
H
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addl-1 R
tional lines five cents ench for one time,
TWENTY-ONE
room,
four
tenement
10 cents for three times. Six words house for sale, all ln nice condition,
make a lino.
newly shingled and painted outside,
papered, painted and whitened Inside.
Will be sold at a great bargain, pr will
exchange for other property. Call me
up or come and see me.
FLOYD L.
SHAW. 47 North Main St.. Rockland. Me.
__________________________________ 90-tf

Vinalhaven, Aug. 8.
with relatives in Wellesley and Sam- thuf asm wl9* ,hk -Ph
A
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
son Alfred. Jr., of Rockand. have ;, Fred Spear and Mr. and Mrs. Leoerville. Mass . and the remainder with exciting recital ofl h« adyenttW*. and
thirty-three and by adjournment from
1,'y»*
_ Spear
.-----------.family
—.... of oSpringfield.
—■—field. Editor of Th;‘ Courier-Gazette —
be'eii
receiit*
guests
of
MrsTawrence
and
his parents Mr. and Mrs. H. W White- Every picture was clear and im- Rokes
g
*
Mass. are spending two weeks in
I have noticed recently that there day to day from the 18th day of said
hill West Main street
pressed Itself upon the mind. The
July the following matters having been
nui. west Mam street.
speaker in his farewell remarks
boat, 27 ft.
Mrs. A V. Elmore entertained the Cushing.
has been plen'.y of propaganda going __
presented
for the action thereupon
_
BLACK Suit case lost Sunday on Bel-, _ MORSE
,, .built.. open motor
,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hunt an^jjfa‘.’d he was going back to the Fridav Club picnic at Ellsmere this
E inner guests Tuesday of Miss Er- around to have all Maine streets and hereinafter Indicated lt Is hereby Or- fast road. MRS SAYWARD HALL Two-cylinder Hartford. for sale, all in
dered:
Beechwood St, Thomaston
94-96 S°o<1
“?% WSOk G' R. , MANN'
children Clifton and Joan and
{forth again, and upon his return
mina Williams were Miss Laura Kel- hlghways paved wllh concrete
That notice thereof be given to all--------------------------------------------------------------Pleasant Point. Knox County, Maine
and Mrs. Harold Whitehill and daugh- woujd bring something new to a week.
,
.
The annual picnic of Maiden Cliff sey and mother of Damariscotta, Miss
persons Interested, by causing a copy ot, ESKIMO spitz dog followed boy home.,
96-98
ter Patricia were guests Sunday °fiThomaston audience
Rebekah Lodge will be held at Temple Marion Curtis and Mias Mills of Pet*t‘°ns have been passed around this order to be published three weeks Cwner may hove lt by proving property ; FOR SALE— Pullets, all ages, some ready
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. W
....
Brunswick.
for
signers
so
that
lt
can
be
shown
successivRy
tn
The
Courler-Oazette.
.»
and
paying
for
this
ud.
Call
470
Main
Heights Aug. 26, with Miss Adelia
lay. Rhode Island Reds and Ply
96*98; to
WhitehiU.
Donald Farris is driving truck for 1 that the Knox County taxpayer newspaper published at Rockland in said St.
mouth Rocks. STOVER FEED MFO.
Mies Larosa M. Richards
Morse.
County that they may appear at a Pro
AT
Chlckawaukee
Pond.
July
13.
lost
f
CO
.
on track at 86 Park 8t.. Rockland,
Miss Mary Duke of Allston and
Saturday at the Comique Theatre Alvah Hart ol West Rockport, haul- favors concrete paving. Sure, that's bate Court to be held at said Rockland, fox fur neckpiece Notify MRS. L. M Just below
The funeral of Miss Larissa M
Armours. Tel 1200
95-97
the 15th day of August A D. 1933.
O?CcatcAnf
°andeVMrs’ ^K^neth Richards was held at her late home ■ the attraction will be Douglas Pair- ing blueberries to New York.
a fine way for the cement men to on
at nine oclock In the forenoon, and be MgP.JMrmnw. .M«. Reward------- 95 97
SUMMER SQUASH for Rale. Italian
The ball game between Warren lo,
. , , ,
Mitchell Water 'treet M
K
" Friday afterncon and was very large- banks in "Mr. Robinson Crusoe." also
POCKETBOOK with valuable papers kind; delicious. Twenty-five cents each.
cals and the Forty Club of Rockland geJ ln, th*ir d:lts Ior cement, but heard thereon lf they see cause
Mi.. FhX.ne Bowden of Rucksoort >>’ attended. Many beautiful flowers James Oagney in "Picture Snatchers; "
PERLE HOWARD ATKINS BLOM- lost between Grace and Pacific streets. Call PERIE GARDENS. South Cushing
Miss Christine Bowden of Buckspo t
arranged about 'he casket Monday. Wheeler and Woolsey in "So Wednesday night drew a good crowd w^at of the major industry of Knox QUIST. late of West Hartford. Conn . City.
96* lt
Reward
EBEN KENNEY. 40
» guest of Mrs. He.en Anderson
H g Kdborn’of the Baptist This Is Africa;" Tuesday. Carole Lom- and was much enjoyed, the score be- County? 1 mean the granite paving deceased Exemplified copy of Will and Grace St.
94*96
Industry.
FARM
for
sale,
100
acres.
30
tillable.
Probate
thereof,
together
with
Petition
■
■■
■
■
—
.
,
° vX VIufa AlheeLS leaving todav Church oOctated. The bearers were bard ln "Supernatural." Tuesday ing 4-4 at the end of the eighth and
60 wood. 10 pasture. Fronting on ooean
Doesn t lt seem strange tha‘. dur
ing
Mrs. Laura Aibeeis leaving t d
H
peickson, James Humphrey only, the R.KO radio artists in per- final Inning. Thursday night the
Inlet, back on Friendship river, on Pleas
be allowed, filed and recorded In the
Burt- Alton McLain and Fred Harjull son. "Rusty Reuben Boys."
ant Point road ln South Cushing.
annual Starrett-Spear vs. Robinsons ing the past three years approxi Probate Court of Knox County, and
mately
1000
paving
cutters
In
Knox
Thirty apple trees, four room bungalow,
that Florence 8. Atkins of West Hart
X*® nnnS
MM' He" V
Interment was in the Thomaston
The ladies of the Baptist Society game was played, score 10-3 favor of
garage, chicken house. Apply on prem
County
(and
this
does
not
Include
Conn., be appointed Administra
lin, Dunn street.
cemetery.
will hold a food sale Aug. 19, at the the latter. Two of the younger play the quarry workers) have only had ford.
ises. MRS. A. C. CAMPBELL.
95*97
trix. eta. with bond.
Henry Nicolaison, a g
• Richards was the eldest store on Elm street formerly known ers who showed much promise were
EMILY ELLIOT DALAND. late of ‘
KOIR SALE—One male Spitz dog 3
East Providence Bible School who has
Qf
g and Hatti(,
the Paster Qua]ity store.
Jasper Spear and Avard Robinson on an average of two or three
““S* ajm^kk^per
JR®*®*
h660 nrJchrd in Nod«h Cushing ' Frost) Richards. She was a native
Charles Low recently entertained at
Donald Mathews of Newton Centre, months' work in a year and then copy of Wlll and Probate thereof, to part time References MISS N F dog 11 month# old; Pit bull dog. brlndle.
the
aglta'.'on
ln
Rockland
is
for
gether
with
a
Petition
for
Probate
of
10
months
old.
Chester
White
and
Pr,pndfhmhRdnpkfan(T RockDort and of Rockland and received her edu- hts home on Chestnut street, Mar- Mass., spent Wednesday with his par
streets and highways to be paved Foreign Will, asking that the copy of GREELEY. 19 Franklin St.. City. 92*97 Berkshire 10-12 weeks old shoats., 14
Friendship, Rockland, R P
“jcation largely in its schools. About jorle Taylor. Barbara Belyea. Ruth ents Mr. and Mrs T V. Mathews.
said
will
may
be
allowed,
filed
and
re
.
i GROCERY WAGON wanted in good1 each. Mall orders filled. STOVER FEED
concrete? We do not expect
Thomaston, left Friday for Bgo
ago the familv came to Damery, Jeanette Ebert. Lillian St.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Esslinger of with hio-hwavs
shAuld bp all aranite i corded ln the Probate Court of Knox condition. OVERNESS SARKESIAN. 157 MFG CO. on track at 86 Park 8t. Rockhold services. He will:also hold sen£ ,lve she was a Lawrence. Harnet Scoville. Virginia Valley Stream. N Y„ were callers that
mat niffnwajs snouia De au granuc County. and that letters Testamentan Mlddie Sl Tel
land, just below Armour’s. Tel. 1200.
to Elliot Daland of Philadel- ■
96-98
ices in Dover-Foxcrcu and o
graduate nurse of Knox Hospital in Wagner, Gertrude Blackington. Ethel Thursday on Mr. and Mrs. G. D. paving bu*. we do think that hills, I be Issued
Pennsylvania,
and
The
Second
1
MANS
Bicycle
wanted,
in
good
con
all approa juts to bridges and all | phi*,
with dition. V. L. PACKARD. Tel. 446.
FRESH, clean blueberries for canning.
* * ’ ’
1932. She became a member of the Staples, Leon Melvin. Samuel Scoville, [ Gould.
National
Bank
of
Boston.
Ma
95-97 for sale. 7c quart. RAY AUSTIN. War
A picnic was held at Spruce Head ,
church in Thomaston April Walter Field, Frederick Cotta, Francis ; "Laddie," a pet police dog owned streets that have heavy traffic should bond.
ren, Me ’Inquire
'
at the WARREN
EMMAKEENE
KEENE, late
late of
of St.
St.George,
George I WANT tu buy a good motorcycle------Thursday night with Mr and Mrs g 192g Miss jycjla..ds was 0( a fine Shield and William Hcbbs. Dancing by Mrs Martha Watts and lost for use granite. Doesn't it also seem
“7“‘ i S S EMMA
at
95*97
two H.V.
found TMecdov
-tran8e that during these past ten deceased Will and Petition for Probate once. Call at 33 WINTER ST
95*97 GROCERY COMPANY
Clarence Ripley and Miss Ruth Rip- cfiarac ,,r and possesed a lovable was enjoyed and refreshments served, Cecil
Andrews nroD-ietor of^ the Or 20 VeafS' WhUe m‘Uions of «ranlte thereof, asking that the aamemay be
GENERAL houseworker wanted.
gSSd
PLENTY of yellow corn all kinds of
ley of Union as special guests. Others
she js survived by her
Legion minstrels Aug. 28-24
Cecil Andrews, prop.letor Of tht J 51OC^S fiave been shipped from Knox I proved »b<* allowed and that Letter* p|aln cooicmg no laundry. MRS L M greens, beans, and vegetables H. E.
in the party were Edgar Crawford.Mr. parenls. brothers Wcoobury. Frank.
Edgar Shibles of Rockport is a pa- Lcwe Oaks Tea Room, JUSt o« the jc
t
lv t0
York and Testamentary Issue to Granville Nj KENNEDY
Lincolnville Bcach. Tel BOWDEN. Lake Ave. Tel. 1183-R.
Andprsons' woods in an ahan
■ *
of St. Oeorge. he being the, carnden 8416
95-97 __________________________________ 96-98
and Mrs. E P Ahern, Mrs Blanche jr and narvey; sisters Dorothy, tient at Dr Pettapiece's private hos- rend
roaa fit
at Anaersons
wooas ui an aoan- puUade
iphiB. no Maine city has , Bachelder
Executor named
in said will, without 5?gclen "111--------------------------Vose, Mis; Blanche Tibbetts.L _} J Abbie. Marjorie and Mary; and a pita!. High street.
doned well The fact that there was *aued for
few new blocks. The bond
WANTED—In Rockland, unali buildNICE collie pups for sale. Six weeks
Clark. Mrs. Lilia Ames, and Mr and |
drathe^ Joseph Richards. all of
Write ojd
Males. $5. females. $3 Excellent
„ . .
..
no uwater
f0?f, shaft only argument we know that is' used
RUTH A jennings. late of Thom*Mrs. Edgar Ames. A supper and so- , Thomas-,3n
95>9< cow dogs. ALBERT SHERMAN. AppleHatch t alder
probably saved the dogs life, algrani * hloeks is the cost ! ,on- deceased. Wlll and Petition for v >ff Cou»er Oazette
Me
‘______________________________ 96*98
cial time filled the evening.
]
wanted.
Eleven
;
ton
At high noon today. Saturday, at though he most certolnJy would have /ld that can be answered easily ns^ba£
“5'7llow^ X That ye£S?B££rience“
ln Probate Office
The M E. Ladies’ Aid and friends
THE
G.
L WENTWORTH place In
St.
Thomas
Episcopal
Church,
took
died
of
thirst
If
Mr.
Andrews
had
not
.
it
is
cn
jy
initial
cost
that
is
high
•
Letters Testamentary Issue to Elizabeth EDNA M. PAYSON, 81 Grace St. Tel
ROCKPORT
held their annual outing at Brad
oJVj Rockport village for sale. Two-jrtory
place one ofthe most attractive heard him whining and investigated because granite is the only
blockB Washburn of Thomaaton. she being 163-M
______
7
"
.
|
housfc.
all
modern,
kitchen, living room
fords Point. Friendship. Wednesday.
the Executrix named ln said Will, with
bridals
of the season,
when Miss The dog was uken to the Life Saver, i tbat is permanent,
We will pay highest prices and parlor below’, five sleeping rooms
....
_
I out bond.
i forWANTED
Bathing, dinner and a fine sociabili Mrs. Fred Veazie of Rockland spent
fed,
and
found
his
way
home.
i
»p
0
prove
.
this,
take
your
Main
your
pullets,
any
size
or
breed:
above.
Nice
cellar,
new furnace; large
Margaret Calder, daughter
NILS NELSON, late of Rockland, de- , young pigs or shoats; potatoes; used garage connected to the house Cement
ty filled the time. Those present were , last weekend guest of Mrs Marie j Katherine
of Mr and Mrs. Finlay Calder, and
•
•
•
•
i
street
in
Rockland.
I
think
it
w*as
I
ceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
bran
or
feed
sacks;
also
Boston
terriers,
walks,
buildings
In
fine
repair. A fine
Rev and Mrs H. F. Leaeh and guests. Bisbee.
Loranus Pendleton Hatch, son of Mr
in 1917 that the old cobbles were re- ' thereof,
spitz
und-------Police PUPS,
pups, from 3 months place and good location on Main St.,
St .
. taking- that the sanie may h , -r—---Rev. and Mrs. John FiUpatrlck and
Mr. and Mrs, William Baker and | and Mrs WiUUm Hatch w„e
proved
and
allowed
and
that
Letter
lo
i
vear
o
i
d
STOVER
FEED
MFC
Miss Helen Surrett of Providence cut and repaved. If that street had
and price reasonable L. W BENNER.
daughter Fdith of Stonington. Miss children and Miss Madeline Brown i
marrla™ Rev Ralph Hayden per- vacationing in Warren, was overnight been repaved with concrete or Testamentary Issue to Edward C Pav- CO. on track at 86 Park St.. Rockland, Reni Estate. Rockland.
94*96
son of Rockland, he being the Executor jusl below Armour’s. Tel. 1200.
95-97
Edith Ler.fest. William Lenfest. Mr of Edgecomb and Mr. and Mrs H. E {orming th'e ctremony using the guest Thursday of Virginia Wyllie.
asphalt. I ask you. would lt still be named ln said Will, with bond.
BOAT for sale, length 30 ft. by 9 ft.
—STvuvrtXwT—t
and Mrs. Frank Hathorn, Mrs. Katie Hunton and daughterAlice of Oak- si le ring servlce ThP church was
» « c-t’.t-rv i .
POSITION as chef or order cook wantMrs. Edith Hodgkins of Worcester ,n
condition it is today? I’ve
ESTATE LAURETTA A. SEAVEY. latt ed ge>t of references. HORACE PERRY, 6 ln. beam. Fay & Bowen 4 cylinder.
Webster. Miss Cora Fogerty. Mrs Al- land were recent guests of Capt. and artisticaiiy d«COrated with bayberry has been guest this week of Mrs an jdea ;hat jf concrete or asphalt of Rockland. decea.*ed. Petition for I Grace St. City
4
cycle.
16 h p . engine. MRS EDWARD
’
ROSS. Owl’s Head________________ 95-97
Administration, asking that George
bert Mank. Mro. Rena Wotton, Mrs Mrs George Lane.
and snapdragons, and the wedding Alice Ccok.
been used, the city of Rockland Seavey
of Rockland, or some other suit
Earl F Wcodcock. Mrs. Evelyn Snow
jjr and jjrs Lloyd Rhodes re- i music was furnished by Mrs. Ethel
ONE old table, over 100 years old; one
Mux Susie Hahn was dinner guest wou]d have called for bids for re able person be appointed Admr., with
_ READ THE
kitchen table with drawer; A & B gas
and quite a company of children turned Tuesday from a visit with Mr
Havden. The bride was gowned in Wednesday of Mrs. Charles Wash- aiirinu Main 'treet Iona ere this out bond
1
stove;
one large Eddy refrigerator; one
“cWfand^X1 has been ^nd
B>Ton Chase * Brownville white crepe, with white hat draped bum at Thomaston
^at u only a recu“ jSb. not r.ew
*ANT APS
ESTATE ALONZO J. NASH, late of
full sized bed and spring; one half size
Rockland,
deceased.
Petition
for
Ad

Eduard Cat.ana wno nas peen Junction.
junction.
with orange blossoms, and carried
Miss
Mabie
nrawford
entertained
I
__
i._
bed
and
Rprlng; two old fashioned
Miss Mabie Crawford entertained blocks
ministration asking that Lillian E
stands, for sale CALL 750-W.
95-tf
guest of Mr. and Mrs^ Walter Hastajjd Mfs Hmer E Matthews pink roses. Miss Elizabeth Calder, Mr and Mrs. Gardiner Daniels of
I unders'and at the present time Smith, of Minturn, or some other suit
lngs for five weeks, lett upon nis re- arrived Monday from Wilkesbarre. iister of the bride, as maid of honor. East Union Wednesday,
FOR SALE—Six room house, good lo
that
the
Federal
Government able person be appointed Admx.. with
cation. price right. This property Is a
turn to Lynn Thursday
d
remainder of the wore peach chiflon, with blue shoes
Mr and Mrs. Newell Eugley accom- through the Reconstruction Finan- bond.
Mrs^ Letha Thompson is visiting in monlh
Mrj. Matthew#. aunt
•• - good investment. Its location ls on a
ESTATE FREDERICK L. LAWRY. late
and hat to match. Mrs. Etta Ingra- panied by Miss Susie Hahn and cial Corporation is lending money
cement road. ROBERT COLLINS. Real
Vinalhaven. deceased
Petition for
ham and Miss Marion Calder were Joseph Hahn motored Wednesday to to the city of Auburn for the paving of
Estate Agency.
96-tf
,
,,,
YTnieennai
Mrs
Adelaide
Morrill.
Administration, asking that Natalie M
St. Cecilias choir of the Episcopal
bridesmaids,
the
formers
gown
ot
Newcastle.
of
three
different
streets
there,
and
j
Lawry
of
vinalhaven.
or
some
other
COTTAO1E8 and camps to let and for
FOR SALE—Direct from the manufacChurch wlU have a cooked food sale
This season ls proving to be a busy
Delia Hayes was the dinner as this money is to be snent so that suitable person be appointed Admx sale. E V. SHEA. South Thomastorr j turer.
of
Presto” preserve
--- - - - -a carload
----on the church lawn Saturday at 1 30 cne for at least one Rockport citizen. pink crepe, with taffeta jacket and
Tel Rockland 354-11.
66-tt j jars at the lowest price ever sold for
hat to match, and Miss Calder wear- gUest Wednesday of Mrs. Sadie Bar- workers would benefit.’ don’t you without bond
D.
A.
Whitmore,
boatbuiider.
who
re
p. m
ESTATE ALDEN O SHEA. Jate of
FOR SALE at once at these prices these extra heavy Standard Fruit Jars.
rows think it WOuld be a fine gesture for
Miss E'ther Achorn is visiting rela- ports having recently shipped his row ing blue. They carried sweet peas
South Thomaston,
Petltlon cottage at Megunticook Lake. $800. Pints. 77c doz.; Quarts 87c doz.; Two
wa ronnro
___ _ to New York. Rockland. Cam- Theodore Hatch, brother of the
RUby Starrett and Ernest L. Star- The Courier-Gazette to lend a hand for Administration. deceased
asking that Edwin ajso cottage at Megunticook Lake. $1600 Quarts. J1.23 doz. Only 2060 dozen ot
tives'in South Waldoboro.
beats
Tr an^M^ Hardvand daughter, den. Vinalhaven. Matinicus and Hope, groom.wasb^t man. and Zenas Mel- ,rett Jr. were overnight guests Tues- in helping to put the Knox County V. Shea of South Thomaston, or somf V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St Tel. 1154 these Standard Jars offered for sale at
I
dX’IU and
AntoinMr and Mrs. Ralph Buzzell and 'in and Frederick W nslow ushers, day of Marion and Vernal Wallace.
quarries on the working lUt. by other suitable person be appointed
54t( j these low prices, and subject to manuAdmr . without bond.
facturers advance ln prices. Buy today
ett- Allen of Newton Center. Mass . Chester L Pascal motored to Booth- , Th!.br?de*’“
'n'e Congregational ladies' ilrcle sponsoring a drive for the use of
your supply for this year and next year.
ESTATE MARY H SMALL, late of
onpsUThurxdav of Miss Allen s bay Harbor Sundav
den Hlgh 8611001 111 1926 an^ from realized the sum of $80 from their granite paving on these streets?
You probably will never buy preserve
Rockland,
deceased
Petition
for
Ad

It
■»■**«******««****•
S’Mrs Sten WaW «d hi^e
Miss Feme Whitney and Mias Bryant & Stratton Business Coliege. mid-summer fair, supper and enter-'
---------jars again at such low prices. Every
E. W Simmers.
ministration. asking that Harry T. Small
Jar carries the manufacturer's name
of
Rockland,
or
some
other
suitable
Mrs Clifford Clark
E*11111 Wa]1 ha''e returned home after Boston, in 1932. Mr. Hatcti ui a tainment. Thursday evening. The
which Insures highest quality. Mall
person be appointed Admr.. without
' Mr ‘cassie Dudley of Annapolis., an absence of seven weeks, during
0and Hwvwd nX™‘Ch
after’I of Holbrook. Mass., who are guests of bond
and boat orders filled on receipt of check
or P O.. order
STOVER FEED MFO.
Md is the guest of her cousin Mrs wnlch time they visited friends and uni'ers.tv of . fa
ad
noon w-as on the broad church lawns Miss wiuiams
estate oeorge green, i.tr of
on track at 86 Park St. Rockland.
SIX ROOM «econd floor flat with CO.
Charles H Washburn
relatives at Whitinsville and Amherst.
...
the ul>les with their white cloths.
«attte South Thomaston deceased. Petition
Just
below
Armour
’s. Tel. 1200
94-96
cnaries iu wasnourn
A„„» Ma'5 and in New York pitv
Following the wedding a reception ctnterpiece of Lowers and warts
Mrs. May Robbins and Mrs Hattie for Administration, asking that Lizette
to let. adulta only. Inquire LIL
Misses Barbara Feyier and Anne M^andm Nets York cit>.
ws held in the attractive garden at ^Xn aUract ve Instead o^X Boggs of East Union called on friends r Emery of Rockland Agnes o. bath
LIAN BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock St
WHEN
you
are
ptanntng
to
sell
your
Jacobs are at the home of Miss FeyMiss Lillian Brann and Elmer Kelhririp-, home on Union street
. ° attractive instead of the
Hodsdon. of Reeds Ferry, n h and
____ ____________________________ 96*98 chickens and fowl, call PETER EDler s g-indDa'ert' Mr and Mrs ler motored to Sebois last Saturday
brides h°me 0,1 u -otl
• usual punch tea with sweet crackers ht‘c Wedne. la\
Henrietta o Kittredge of Freeport. Long
Tel.
806-J.
Rockland.
91-tf
IOUR
ROOM
apartment
and
six
room
.
WARDS.
lers
grandparents.
anr_
_______
j the ___
,
where
The „.,
c served at
,» one
„„„ of
„» the .,^i
—
k v
some other suitable
Winthrop
”Xney in
Friw
U> /pend
weTkuid
7th Mr
^ere refreshments
refreAhmenU were
were served.
^The
was
fables.
Mr .,3
and vt-s
Mrs. M«.nki
Harold nrewett
Drewett mo- rsI.nd.’VV
without “Partment.
modern, to
let.
MRS
Wintnrop wnituey, in rutuuMuii
______
___
happy couple
___ _ ttie
„___six
... tored to twom
FITTED hard wood and Junks, per
Boston i..t
last Ratnrdav
Saturday and
and Derson
person be
be ap
appointed Admrs
happy
couple then
then left
left for
for aa wedding
wedding entertainment which followed
WU.110U, frost. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-W
Mrs LawTence Royea.
cord $8. fitted soft wood. $6. T. J. CARMr and Mrs. A. T. Carroll. Mr. and lrl^' des.tlna-tion “^own
B°^ oclock supper was in charge of Mrs. were overnight guests of Mr. and Mrs. bond
ROLL
Tel. 263-21
»l-tf
ESTATE
RACHEL
A
POWEI.L
At the August meeting of the Mrs. Wal'.jr Carroll and Mr and ?rlde. and K100® “a-'e a host of Ficrence Gardiner assisted by Mrs. Frank Drewett at Brighton. Mass.
_____ _ _______
FOR RENT—Four room tenement,.
deceased
] ________
JACOBS, ___
late _
of Appleton
Thomaston Nurse Association in the Mrs. FrederickRichards motored to frlell<is who extend to t em
Petition
for
”
Administration
asking
that
flush
closet,
gas
and
electricity,
with
Weekend guests of Mr and Mrs.
Mary Berry. Mrs. Abbie Newbert.
selectmen's office Thursday evening.
wishes for a long and happy married Mrs NeUJe V|naj
E(?anor Maurice Hahn were Mr. and Mrs. Les Maurice 8 Powell of Bridgewater \la garage at 156 Union St Inquire BEN- ,
the Associations share of' the proIsle recently to call on
weddlng giftsfacluded SU- “aueu “hlpUnmp^eafa^
some other suitable person be ap- JAMIN MILLER. 26 Rankin St. Tel.
lie Stoddard, daughter Thelma, son or
95-97
692-M.
pointed Admr. with bond
2llheandPTwtiUreportf
Nitsumsosum Club met this ver. cut glass llnem money and many was (h; r
Raymond and Kenneth and Holman
ESTATE WESTON CARROLL. JR . of
UPSTAIRS tenement to let at 9 Ocean
"Gram July 21 and 24 was report- week at the home of Mr and Mrs electric
articles.
Mr
Hatch
is
santp
,„,
...
.
St
HAROLD MARSHALL Tel. 316-W
'*ec“*c
body Pew" given last fall and with Dowse, all of North Stratford. N H. Union, minor. Petition for License
ed as $89.31. with $23.15 received from Clarence Munsey in Rcckland.
tary eengineer
at Harvard
Harvard College
College and
and ] the same cast. A good sized audience
Mr and Mrs Burdeen Simmons sell certain Real Estate situated ln ____________________________________96*93
"gln“r at
__
DESIRABLE Small Fruit and Dairy
sale of candy, bringing the total to
Union,
and
fully
described
ln
said
newly ' assembled to see the presentation and have been raking blueberries for R. L
WELL furnished apartment to let. Farm Easy drive to Rockland; 40 acres;
Mits Mprtha ’ Turk, professor of following the honeymoon the Jt™'.
Petition,
filed
by
Fred
F.
Dearborn
of
$112 46. The executive committee German at the Curtis Ins tute of wedded Jf
three rooms, toilet and shed 12 KNOX 25 g°od tillage Pleasant 8-room house,
couple
“ple will
‘ zeside
de In
ln Cam- which was supplemented by several Carroll at Union.
Union, Gdn.
ST Tel. 156-W
98-tf , fine view; 50 ft. barn. Other buildings.
very much appreciates the result and
Mr. and Mrs. James Oould and
^•Xlng out of town guests
»f5
Music
1s
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
ESTATE NANCY M BABBIDGE. late ~—;------------ T------------- :-------- ZL *2000 Long term easy payments Free
the fine work done by Miss Bush Mrs. W. L. Ballard for a few weeks.
........ for
MODERN Six room house and garage clrcular.
FEDERAL
LAND
BANK.
family enroute to Warren from Hol f Rockland, deceased. Petition
nell. Mr. Bradford and all the mem
to Sell certain Real E.tate situ.’,8.9 orBr?phone
’d^‘y.,-I
n?u re 94*96 Springfield.
Mass
#6-jt
brook. Mass.. Monday were in a slight License
Mrs. H C. Copeland of Rockland
f„iiv described
Hcsrrtherf dr
BROADWAY
1179-J.
__________
—All
— on the rent nlan 1600
ated
ln
Rockland
and
fully
uauwai
or
phone
--------------------FOR
SALE
—
bers of the cast, and the ready assist is guest this week of Mr. and Mrs
accident at Biddeford when stopping ln said Petition filed by John O SteHOUSE
to
let
at
5
Rockllnd
St
.
all
Knox
Hall
south
Thomaston
$2100
Fied Smith and Charles Mixer oi ”®r
,as
ance given by all w’ho were called Charles 8. Gardner.
traffic their car was hit in the rear yens of Rockland. Exr
modern, garage. D. SHAFTER. 15 Rock- elght room’ house and barn;
fouJ.
Cambridge; Mr and Mrs H. L. Scott q^.h
^ L,by
,Carr?e in
upon. Special appreciation is ex
by another the driver of which had
ESTATE GEORGE F ADAMS late c! land St.___________________________ 94-tf acres of land; |125o. urge double teneA musical program will be fea and daughter Madeline of Somerville;
w'ont'orth’ ______________
pressed of the fine music given by Mr tured at the Sunday evening service
Petltlon
for
Dlstrl'
not noticed it was necessary
Rockland deceased
. to stop
_
TWO furnished light housekeeping ment house; $2000. double tenement
.. d reader, gave The Highway- Mrs Gould w&S badly shaken
Clark's Little Symphony Orchestra. at the Mei.hodist Church. The Mrs. Clarence Carney and daughter
UD. her button, filed by Philip Roblshaw of room^ to let. bath, hot water MRS E bouse, all ln South Thomaston. V. F.
N. SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
The committee has chosen Friday. artists will be Esmeralda Berry Hester of Malden; Oeorge Newhall of ™an', a«f solos also were sung by head striking the windshield, the glass | Rockland. Admr
95-tf
88-t:
ESTATE GRAFTON SMITH, late of
Sept. 1 as the date for a cooked food Mayes, violinist, and son Samuel Stoneham. Mass.; Mrs. Marcus Beals SaI?}a Oreen and Ray Green of splintering Into her hair and clothing Rockport,
deceased Flret and final ac
sale. Mrs. Flint is making satisfac Mayes, who is a ’cello student of of Port Washington, L. I. N. Y ; M-s, ?.ork.land' accompanied by Mrs. but not otherwise Injuring her. Mr. count presented for allowance by Dud SMALL apartments to let. furnished
and unfurnished at the FOSS HOUSE
tory improvement during her en Felix Salmond of the Curtis Insti- Helen Reed of Portland, and Mrs. Wentworth. The ladies circle mem- Gould remained here overnight, re ley F. Wolfe, of Rockport. Admr.
Tel. 740
88-tf !
forced vacation following an opera i tute There will also be selections by Fred T. Veazie and daughter Kath- bdrs were specially appreciative of turningO the
ESTATE LLEWELLYN SMITH, fnr
late of
following
day
to
Holbrook
—
--------------O
—
*
------------------FURNISHED heated apartment to let
the
services
of
Mrs.
Reever
as
it
is
tion.
Mrs. Roy Clarke
and son. Malcolm i ministration,
^Xr.tiSn asking
asking that
t™ —
LottiJ —
m mu-ire h masonic st_________ trtr
i t.he chorus choir. Young Samuel erine of Rockland.
..
generally known that when she is va
Services at the Federated Church wiu als0 give ceuo selections at the
of vinalhaven. or some other
FOUR ROOM apartment with bath to at<» * » ♦ «.**>»««.****ai
cationing she wishes to be free from of Union were dinner guests Thurs- j smith
LADIES -Reliable nalr goods at Rock
tittable person be appointed Admx let. 518 a month V. F STUDLEY. 283
on Sunday will be as follows: Churcn EDi£Copal church in Camden Sunday of Mrs. A. T. Norwood.
anttable
these
uuties.
and
also
thank
Mrs.
Main St. Tel. 1154 .
92-tf land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
school at 9 45 a. m.; morning serv- dav mornjng
Mrs. Ellen Ludden and Mr and with bond
solicited. H. C. RHODM. Tel. 519-’.
Wentworth for her ready response, Mrs. George Barron and son Ma'colm
HEATED apartments, all modern, foul ___________________________________91-tf
estate lizzie E DAVIS, late of
ice at 11 oclock. subject. "God in
^jrs ueiora Morrill entertained as
and the Messrs. Oreen as well.
Rockland, deceased
Petition for Pro- rooms. Apply at CAMDEN 8c ROCKOur Best. The music will Include. a recent djnner guest Francis Ring
of Beverly. Mass. are guests of Mr. bate of Will and Administration ct.a LAND WATER CO. Te 634
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all tlmea.
91-tf
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
"I Am Thine." by von Berge. There of Pitlsfleld. Mass.
asking that the same may be proved
and Mrs A. T. Norwood.
•
l\
ROOM
bouae.
all
modern,
to
let
and allowed and that letters of Admin at 22 Oak SL< furnished apartment ___________________________________ 91-tf
will be no evening service.
^jr and \|rs Ralph Wilson and
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Vaughan
istration with the wlll annexed be
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
St., all/inodern. furnished apart
Miss Constance Mayo of Waban. children of Criehaven are spending
Issued to Sarah Watts Llttell of Rock Orient
returned Sunday to their home In
ment. 556 Main St . upstairs. Inquire order. Keys made to fit locks when
Mass . is guest of her sister, Mrs. a jew days wjth jgr and Mrs. Leslie
land.
with
bond.
Turn
That
Vacant
Room
original
keys are lost. House, Office or
Waltham after being guests the past
ALBERT PETERSON, at Fuller-CobbAtlantic Highway
Prancis Tillson
c
Witness. MELZER T CRAWFORD Es Da v Is._____________________________ 91-tf Car. Code books provide keys for all
two
weeks
of
Mrs.
Mina
Rines
and
Into
Cash
With
a
locks
without
bother. 8clssors and
quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
Mrs. Mary (Davis) Clapp of Bo,au_day session of the Farm
HALF a double house to let at 83 Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea
County. Rockland. Maine.
Maine Mrs. Nancy Spear.
ton is visi .ing Mrs James T Fales RUreau wju i>P held Thursday at the , Warren,
Summer
St.
Inquire
C.
M.
HARRING

sonable
prices.
CRIE
HARDWARE CO.,
“
To
Rent
”
Advertisement
Mr and Mrs. William Barrett enter
Attest:
TON. Tel 551-W
91-tf
in Thomaston, and Mrs Charles j)Ome Of Mrs. Marion Richards.
408 Main 8t., Rockland. Tel. 791.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
tained
Wednesday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wil
in The Courier-Gazette
91-tf
Tibbetts and Mrs. Luke Davis in1 Mee .’ng will begin at 10.30. subject
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. Ground
bur Colby of Belfast, and Miss Alma |
floor. All modern. 9 Suffolk St. M. M.
Rockland.
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can Duy
for discussion "Storage Room in the
Telephone
770
Colby
and
John
Noonan
of
Brockton.
GRIFFIN.
25
Ocean
St.
£2-tl
copies
of
The
Courler-Oazette,
with
the
Mrs. Martha Gillis of Dorchester, Kitchen.” Each one is asked to take
Notices of Appointment
news, at the Old South News
Mass.
TWO RENTS, upper and lower, at 34 home
Mass., is the guest of hcr cousin pictures of kitchens showing suit
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
Callers Wednesday evening on Rob
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro- Pleasant St. Apply MISS ANNE FLINT. Church; also at M. Andeiman'e. 284
Mrs. W. J. Robertson, Gleason able closet and cupboard space.
No. 13734
81-tf Trpmnnt Rt
I bate for the County o{ Knox, ln the 32 School St., or Tel. 1161-R.
ert Simmons at East Warren were
street.
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT
Mrs. Nina Carroll, Mrs. Rena Car—
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Tarr, Mr and Office of Comptroller of the'currency , State of Maine, hereby certify that In ;
Miss Nellie Gardiner left, Friday
STATE OF MAINE
the
following
estates
the
persons
were
. .. roll and Mrs. Richards will have
i Mrs. Arthur Peabody and Katheryn
Washington. D C.. July 19. 1933
appointed
Administrators.
Executors.
Bureau of Taxation—Property Division
for Castine to spend a week at the cjjargC oj the djnner to be served at
Peabody.
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence I Guardians and Conservators and on the
Notice is hereby given that the Bureau
Normal School, where there is to ba r03n
of Taxation will be ln session at the
David Oxton is employed raking presented to the undersigned It has been ' dates hereinafter named:
a meeting of the superintendents o.
Extensive preparations are now in
Court
House ln Rockland. August 17.
made
to
appear
that
■
FLORA
B.
ALLEN,
late
of
St.
George
I blueberries at the Alvah Simmons
cyOitk
at 8 30 (S.T.), A M . A D. 1933. ln the
schools.
| process for the convention to be
“THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
deceased June 20. 1933. Oeorge E Allen
j Farm at Head Tide.
!
County
of Knox, to secure Information
ROCKLAND"
I of St. George, was appointed Executor.
■ • • •
held at the Pentecostal Church.
to enable them to make a Just equaliza
Miss Ethel Cockey of Haddonfield, In the CITY of ROCKLAND In the J without bond
Mlss Ella Maloney of Portland 1 Au? 17.20. with all-day services
tion
of
the taxable property ln said
j N. J., who is at the Bancroft School at County of KNOX and State of MAINE I WILLIAM M STEWART, late of Union,
and Mrs John Maloney. Mrs. Frazier The principal speakers will be EvanCounty, and to investigate charges of
has compiled with all the provisions of I deceased. July 5. 1933. Herbert L. Grlnj
Owl's
Head,
was
supper
guest
Mon,
concealment
of property from taxation.
Feyler, Mrs Adelle Munro. Mrs. Nel- geijst Kathleen Fischer of WashingStatutes of the United States, re-: nell of Union, was appointed Admr
■ day night of Miss Evelyn Berry at the
, of undervaluation and of failure to
lie Bean with Mrs. Luther Clark as jon jj q recently returned from an
qulred to be complied with before an and qualified by filing bond on same
assess property liable to taxation.
] the home of her parents, Mr and association shall be authorized to com-, date.
driver motored Wednesday to Cad- evangelistic tour of the West and
FRA^K H. HOLLEY. State Tax Assessor
Mrs. C Frank Berry.
bu’lne“ °f
„„„ 1 WILLIAM R HAINES, late of Rock96-97
lilac Mountain, Bar Harbor. Somes south, and Rev. Christine A. OlbNOW Therefore I, J. F. T. OCONNOR land deceased ,june 20 1933 Harrie S
Mr.
and
Mrs
Fred
Starrett.
Parker
Sound and home by way of Bangor. £on prir.cipa.1 of the Pentecostal
n. j Starrett. Kathryn Starrett and Win- Comptroller of the Currency, do hereby Haines, of Boston. Mass., was appointed
the beauty of the day making the Bib]e school of East Providence,
that
Admr.. and qualified bv filing bond July
| ona Robinson were recent guests of certify
“THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF | 5. 1933
Charles T Smalley of Rocktrip a memorable one.
r j , ai£0 a number of young men
j
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
H.
Cannon
of
Malden,
ROCKLAND"
, land, appointed Agent tn Maine,
Miss Margaret Connors of~ Bridge- ; and women from various parts of
BARGAIN
i
Mass.,
at
their
cottage
at
Winthrop.
ln the CITY of ROCKLAND In the
HENRY B CABOT, late of Brookline
port, Conn., and George Ray and the State. Meals for those attending
County
of
KNOX
and
State
of
MAINE
Is
|
Mass.,
deceased.
May
16
1933,
Anne
M
Dorothy Hebert, daughter of Mr.
HUNTERS
Harold Morander of Hartford are thc convention will be served on the
authorized to commence the business ] Cabot of Brookline. Mass., was apAnd other rectal diseases
and Mrs. U. J. Hebert, returned of
Banking as provided ln Section Fifty pointed Exx . ahd qualified by filing
being entertained by Miss Barbara free-will offering plan at the par
QUCH a scene should
Thursday from Bangor where she re one hundred and sixty nine of the Re bond July 5. 1933 Hiram P Farrow of i
Elliot at the A J. Elliot cottage in sonage. 3 Summer street.
Treated Without Pain
You'll find it interest
Rockland, appointed Agent ln Maine.
cently underwent a tonsil adenoid vised Statutes of the United States.
never be played to
Cushing.
Miss Edith Wilson, dean of women
In Testimony Whereof, witness
ing and profitable . . .
CATHERINE A. CULLEN. late of i
operation.
or Loss of Time
The original Sewing Club had din at University of Maine, Miss Ernes
ISeal) my hand and Seal of Office this Thomaston, deceased. July 18. 1933. Mary |
empty pews — and, say
Recent guests of Mr and Mrs.
and you'll find the
NINETEENTH day of July. 1933. Isabelle Cullen of Thoi
ner at Martin's Point Fridav and tine Moore of Belfast, and Drusilla
ton. and Agnes ;
William Barrett were Mr. and Mrs.
J. F. T. O’Connor,
what you please, a full
BARGAINS you’re
R. Armstrong of Sout
Portland, were
by Invitation of Mrs. Lee Walker, a Roderick of Augusta w’ere recent
Comptroller of the Currency.
Allen H. I^rmer of Brookline, and Mr.
appointed Executrices, without bond.
member of the club, spent the after callers on Miss Doris Ballard at the
church means good ad
looking for.
88-114
and Mrs. Henry Slack of Somerville,
JAMES O HICKEY. 1
cf Cambridge.
noon at the Walker cottage there. home of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
TEL. 1076
Mass., deceased. July ? 3. 1933. Stough
vance notices. Most of all,
Mass.
VINALHAVEN
&
ROCKLAND
Another of those famous picnic W. L. Ballard. Miss Beryl Bryant
ton Bell of Cambridge. r’a>s. was ap
39 UNION ST.
ROCKLAND
Marshall
White
who
had
been
tn
STEAMBOAT CO.
suppers at Myles Weston's cottage in of Bangor is also at the Ballard
plenty of invitations—
pointed Admr. d.b.n.c.t
without bond.
127Stf
West
Bath
for
thc
past
month
helping
Lewis
C.
Barter
of
Tenant
’
s
Harbor,
was
Cushing was held Thursday evening. home for the weekend.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
aristocratic-looking ones,
appointed
Agent
ln
Maine.
his
brother
Albert
at
haying
has
re

JUNE 20 TO SEPTEMBER 15
Cards without prizes furnished the
Rev. M. G. Perry will use for his
OWEN P. LYONS, late of Vinalhaven.
Eastern Standard Time
turned home.
beautifully engraved.
chief entertainment. The company subject at the 11 o'clock service at
deceased. July 18, 1933. Mary Z. Daniels,
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
Mrs
Elmer
Bird
of
Rockland
and
was made up of Mrs. Charlotte Gray, the Baptist Church Sunday "When
of
Medford, Mass., was appointed Admx..
Vinalhaven
Line
WANT ADS
Such invitations should
Mrs. Delia Sullivan of Bangor spent
Steamer leaves Rockland dally except without bond. Edward K. Gould of
Mrs. James A Creighton of Ham the Brook Runs Dry What Then?”
be
engraved
upon
the
Wednesday
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
G.
D.
Rockland,
appointed
Agent
ln
Maine.
Sunday at 6 00 A. M. and *2 00 P. M
burg. N. Y„ Miss Kitty Stevens, and the evening subject, “Seeking
Arriving at Vinalhaven at 7 20 A. M. and
Gould.
HARRY M ROBINSON, late of War
Nathan Farwell, Mr. and Mrs. Ray the Best." Church school will be
rich, vellum-like texture
Parcel Delivery ‘
P M. Returning steamer leaves ren. deceased. July 18. 1933. Jeanette
A weinle roast in honor of Miss 3.20
Piercy. Miss Grace Green and guests, at 10. with classes for all.
Vinalhaven at 8 30 A. M and 4 30 P. M H. Robinson of Warren was appointed
ofLinweaveWedding Pa
Admr..
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
Janet Martin, daughter of Mr. and Arriving at Rockland 9.50 A. M. and Admx.. without bond.
Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton.
Mrs Amy Wadsworth of Hope is
July 25. 1933.
Mrs. Arthur Martin, who will attend 5.50 P M
pers. May we show them
Family Washings
DANIEL A. OROSS. late of Vinal
Mr .and Mrs. Ensizn Otis. Henry Mc- visiting her sister, Mrs. Minerva
LYDIA A. JAMESON, of Rockland.
Stonington and Swan’s Island Line
Warren High School this fall was held Steamer
haven.
deceased.
July
18,
1933.
Florence
Donald and Mr. Weston.
Piper.
leaves Swan's Island dally ex E. Gross of Vinalhaven. was appointed July 25. 1933. Jerome C. Burrows, of I
Called For and Delivered
to you?
Wednesday at Seven Tree Pond. cept Sunday at 6.00 A. M., Stonington
Rockland was appointed Gdn., and |
The appearance of Donald Mac- ‘
qualified by filing bond on same date, i
6.55. North Haven 7.50; due to arrive at Admx., without bond.
Millan the noted Arctic explorer at ■
■■ =!*!*—?* ■ . I
Tht Courigr-Gazetta Those present included Mrs. Ernest Rockland about 9.00 A. M. Returnng,
FLORENCE L. PENDLETON, late of
CLARENCE E. ULMER, late of Rock- ,
Campbell and daughter Marion, Mrs. leaves Rockland *2.00 P. M. North Haven Rockland, deceased. July 18. 1933. Laura
Wa'.’s hall. Friday evening was the
deceased. July 5. 1933. Myrtle I
What YouWant
Lora Nash and son Philip. Mrs. Fred 3.00. Stonington 4.00; due to arrive at E. Fish of Rockland was appointed land,
magnet that drew together a caPerry Crockett of Rockland, was ap-1
Admx.. and qualified by filing bond on pointed Admx.. and qualified by filing j
(>aAri—. Jameson, the Misses Moody, Vernal 3wan’s Island about 5.00 P. M.
In the W&NTAPSl
nacity audience from all over Knox
TeL 106-R
•On arrival of afternoon train from same date.
and Marion Wallace, Mtss Ermina
bond July 28. 1933.
county The American Legion may
MINNIE A. TURNER, late of Washing
Attest:
WKOniNG PAPKHS
Williams, and Mrs. James Oould and Boston.
well congratulate themselves upon |
B. H. STINSON
ton, deceased. May 16. 1933. H. Linwood
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register. I
children James, Caroline, and Robert 73-U
the success of their venture. The
.
General Agent.
Turner of Washington, was appointed
90-S-9C

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

*
♦
♦ Summer Cottages J

Fr<i,€rl

TO LET

REAL ESTATE

♦
>
> MISCELLANEOUS

THE PLYMOUTH
TEA ROOM

this

READ
IT

PILES

DR. JAMES KENT

The Courier-Gazette

Light Trucking

C

Walter Dorgan

♦

Every-OtKer-Daf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, August 12, 1933

In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent by mall or telephone wlll be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE __ ____________ 770 or 794

C. Alton Palmer and family are
occupying the Lucia Burpee cottage
at Lucia Beach for six weeks.

Af Rockland Breakwater

OCl ETY.

Miss Dorothy Frost is the guest
cf Miss Marjorie MacGregor ill
Lebanon, N. H.
Mrs. Margaret Farwell who has been
spending the summer in Europe, is
the guest of Miss Marcia Farwell,
Summer street enroute to her home
! in New Orleans.
I
_____
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Morey recently |
I gave an outdoor picnic supper and '
birthday party for Miss Mabel Pills- I
bury, at their home on Pacific street. '
An attractive birthday cake, aug- '
mented the goodies from the picnic ,
baskets. A shower of useful gifts '
i concealed among the garden leaves [
j and sought out by the guest of honor
‘caused much merriment.

Miss Eliza Patterson who has been
guest of her sister, Mrs. Charles
Schofield, and other Rockland rela
tives. has returned to Vinalhaven,
and has as her guest Miss Alta Jones
of Los Angeles, who is visiting at the
home of Mrs. Leo Brault.

Misses Elizabeth and Virginia
Healey have returned from an auto
Mr. and Mrs Lee Seguin (Daurice
trip which included stops at Quebec. Plummer) of Bloomfield. N. J., are
Moosehead Lake, and Cadillac Moun guests of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Sewall j
tain.
in Newport after spending a few
days with Mrs. Seguin's parents. Mr.
Mrs. Margaret Wotton of Hyde and Mrs. Le6ter Plummer. Pleasant
Paik, Mass., has returned to her street. They will return here Mon
place of employment in Durham, N., <jay and going to Bloomfield whi be
H . after visiting hcr sister Mrs. El accompanied V)' Mrs. Plummer for a
mer Simmons, Broad street.
visit.

Mrs. P. W Skinner and daughter
Mrs. A. B, Huntley entertained at
Helen of South Portland are guests sewing and picnic lunch Wednesday
of Mr and Mrs. Oscar S. Duncan at evening, her guests being Mrs. Alden
Holiday Beach.
Perry. Mrs Hilton Ames, Mrs. Bertha
Higgins, Mrs. Herbert Muten and
After an absence of six years Capt.' Mrs. Lester Plummer.
David Weed of New London is mak------ing a Rockland visit, the guest of his j Miss Helen Condon is the guest of
son William.
j Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Brewer ln Marble------I head. Mass., for several weeks.
John Knowlton who has been visit
ing friends in Brooks, returned WedMr. and Mrs. A. R. Marsh and Mrs.
nesday.
! Alice Pish motored to Orono Thurs_____
I day. and' on their return were accomMiss Helen ncann
M.JP>®»*
by Henry Marsh who has
Delano u
Is in
in m
Milli

nocket, guest of Miss Lucille Pinette. | been attending summer school at
_____
I University of Maine, and who entered
Ernest Brazier and Pearl Fiske mo- lKnox HosplU1 yesterday for an “P"
tored Sunday to Cadillac Mountain. pendicltls ioperation.

Page Seven

IBY ZENETTE BIEHL HALL)
Rockland Breakwater. — With the
SamOset summer colony In the
midst of one cf its most active
weekends, the program for the com
ing week is filled with interesting
events. The qualifying rounds of
lhe annual SamOset handicap golf
tournament started Tuesday, and
the annual championship tourna
ment is now on with prat'.cally
every golfer in the resort entered for
the contest.
This week's lawn putting contes:
was particularly gay, wi h nearly
100 guests participating. Tea was
served afterward on the terrace and
the hotel orchestra plaved during
the contest. Miss Frances Pearson
of Brooklyn was awarded firs! prize
with a low score of 38 and Mrs. Dan
)Jackson of Bronxville won second
prise. Karl Corby. Jr., and Clarence
Dodge. Jr., tied for fist place and in
the playoff, the latter won by one
stroke. Among the players were
Mrs. Karl W. Corbv, Mr. and Mrs
McLaughlin. Mrs. A. S. Carman. Mr
and Mrs. Henry Windsor. Jr.. Mrs.
E. H. Maxwell. Mrs. D. F Boyden.
Mr and Mrs. Leonard L. Hill. Mr
and Mr.s. Joseph L. Porter. Mr and
Mrs. arl W Corby. Mr. and' Mrs.
James W Wenman, Mr. and Mts.

Mrs. Emily Greene is the guest of
Mrs.
Lufkin at Cooper's Beach.
George R. Snow. Mr. and Mrs. E. M. ber of New York entertained Mrs.
M:Brier. Jack Nieson. Jr., Kirby Justin M. Efflnger, Mrs. J. Wallace
Mrs. Etta Covel is the guest of Mrs.
Smith, Gardner Dove. Prescott le Hallowell, Mrs. Frederick E. Stan- Bean in Thomaston, for the weekend.
B. Gardner. Perry H Keeney, Mrs. ger and Mrs. William J. Collins. Thc
Harry Blank, Mrs. George R. Wcst- Misses Anna and Florence Logan of
There will be a public card party
Brooklyn,
Mrs.
erfield and Mr.s. Marcella Vernon.
,
_ _had ..as their. guests.
,,
.... Wednesday evening at Grand Army
• • • •
Louis O. Roundtree and Miss Letitia haU under the a
ices of
y
of
of Unlon Vetf.
Mr. and Mrs. Holloway Coe of Pearson, also of Brooklyn. Mrs. Ed- ,llla
at „ Hostesses
Hewlett. L. I., accompanied by their mund le B. Gardner of Ridgewood. with play to
Jordan and
daughter Miss Bertha Coe and Miss N' J.. was accompanied by her son.lWill be Mrs M
Betty Clements of New York arc Prescott Gardner. Miss. Frances Velma Marsh
' _____
among the guests; also Mrs. J. H Pearson and Miss C. D. Keeler.
Miss Lucy Heath and Mr. and Mrs.
Cotton of New York and Misses
Mrs. Leonard H. Hill of New York Harfert Butler and mother Lila Pert
Mary and Elizabeth Morrison. Mr.
and Mrs. H. B. Larner of Glen Ridge gave a luncheon and contract partv recently visited Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
registered for the weekend, and Mrs. ' at College Club Inn at Searsport, for Hucle in Freedom.
and
Justin M. Efiinger of New York is a Mrs H. E. Verran of New York <»..u
guest of Mrs. Ro’er R. Bamber.
I ^e.r_
Miss Mabel Maddocks was the guest
Her gues'.'. were Mrs. George R. Thursday of Mrs. Ada Clough in
• • • •
A moonlight campfire supper on Westerfleld. Mrs. Henry H. Windsor, Rockport.
1 Lake Megunticook was enjoyed by Sr. Mrs. Henry Windsor. Jr.. Mrs.
Mrs. Nils Nelson and daughter Vir
SamOset guests among whom were Watson H. Caldwell and Mrs. A .ginia returned Thursday from a week's
Mr. and Mrs. Karl W Corby, Mr. more L. Baggot• • • •
visit in Smyrna Mills. They were ac
and Mrs. Henry N. Windsor, Jr..
Mrs. Laura Lee Wettingell and companied home by Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Frances Pearson. Mrs. FredMrs
C.
P.
Davis
of
Cincinnati
and
Herbert Roach and children of that
i erick E. Stanger, Mrs. Sheridan W.
Scott- Mrs. William J. Collins, the P S. Ficks of New York have Joined place. Mr. Roach has returned home
mother,
Misses Mary Ellen Corby, Helen and the latter's „
, , Mrs. Estelie but Mrs . Roach and children will re
Estelle Ficks. Kirby Smith. Gardnei F-cl“
New York for a two weeks main for a visit with hcr mother.
Dove. Prescott Gardhcr and Mr. and v““....
Mrs. Lindsey M. Hail.
• • • •
| Miss Letitia Pearson of Brooklyn
Many luncheon parties at Jordan's j will give the second of a series of
Pond at Bar Harbor arc planned for i contract teas at her SamOset cot, the weekend. Mrs. Roger R. Bam- | tage on Tuesday.

ceithcr fvtaccirs
ijour IforocA...‘Ticker tire yewHaiti
ing the summer season. Miss Lin
coln is a graduate of the Faelten
Fine Anay Of Talent To Be Pre Pianoforte School and has won
sented
At
Unlversalist Church favor as a soloist and t.eacher.
Miss Harrison and Miss Beiasco
Thursday
have won the praise for their artisMusic lovers will experience a real | try in violin duets, having made
treat in amending the concert to be several appearances in local recitals
given at the Universallst vestry next and concerts. They were most kind
Thursday evening. Tne artists se- to lund their services when it wa.,
lected by Mrs. E. F. Glover, chair- found Mme. Florence Mascicka, due
man. include Mrs. John Smith Lowe to serious illness, would be unable
of Boston and Round Pond, so- t0 P-'V as firs’, announced. Mrs.
praro; Mrs. Waldo C. Wea herbee. Sezak is a graduate of University
of Boston and Round Pond, pianist; i 3f Maine, and there, as well as with
Mrs. C. Guy Robbins of Lawrence, Adelyn Bushnell, has made a broad
Mass, and Camden, soprano; Miss etudy of dramatics and elocution.
Hope Lincoln of Malden. Mass, ana She Is an accomplished reader, comHope, pianist; Misses Hazel Harri- blued with a winsome personality
son and Phyllis Beiasco of Thomas- which never fails to appeal to her
ton. violinists, and Mr.s. Ethel 1 audiences One of hcr numbers will
Thomas Sezak of Rockland, reader [ be a monologue, which always meets
Mrs. Lowe, wife of the pastor cf j with enthusiasm
the Church of thc Redemption and
The tickets have been priced at a
former general superintendent of t.he V(,n' ‘ow figure.__________________
Universallst Churches, is a member _Z_____________________________
of the quartet in her husband's
church and prominent in musical
circles. Mrs. Robbins, whose hus
band occupies the pulpit of the Uni
versalist Church in Lawrence. Ls also
prominent in music in the church
t Moderate Cos
and the city's musical circles. Mrs
Lowe and Mrs. Robbins possess Since 1840 tht' firm has faithfully
trained voices used with skill.
served the families of Knox County
Mrs. Weatherbee ls a member of
LADY ATTENDANT
a Boson orchestra, together with
Day Telephone 450—781-1
her husband, who is also an accom
plished musician. She acts as sum
BURPEE’S
mer accompanist at Round Pond ln
ROCKLAND. ME.
the Little Brown Church at Round
Pond where Dr. Lowe nreaches durNEXT WEEK'S CONCERT

Frederick H. Stover of New York ls Ouests at "The Delaware," the
a guest of Mr and Mrs Benjamin 1 summer home of Mr. and Mrs PreeSukeforth, 21 Cedar street
1 man s Youn* at Olenmere. are Mr
____
and Mrs. Prank Bacheldar of Lynn,
Mr and Mrs. A. Oothard Priback Mass
cf Tulsa, Oklahoma who have been j
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Percy L. McMiss Polly Spear is the guest of
Phee, James street, and other rela- I Miss Dorothy Smith at Lermond's
tives and friends leave for their ! Pond.
heme the 12th.
j
------------i Rev. and Mrs. Madison A Hart of
Mr. and Mrs. Russell G Waters of Danville. Ky., are guests of Dr. and
Waterville entertained at their cot- Mrs Eben Alden in Thomaston,
tage at McGrath's Pond Sunday in
Miss Ellen Tolman of Auburn.
Farl L'.ppy of Baltimore is spendMbs Mabel F. Lamb who has been
honor of Mr. Waters' sisters. Mrs.
Mr and MrSmith and chilMuriel Fnback of T^lsa. Oklahoma , dren Dorothy and Earl are at the Al Mass., who has been visiting rela- ing two weeks in Camden while visiting friends in Round Pond reand Mr.s. Cecilie McPhee of Rockland dtn pettee cottage at Lermond's Pond tives and friends in Rockland and carrying on intensive voice coachingturns today.
--------with a shore dinner which had 14.
j^r. Smith is having his annual vicinity for 10 days, returned Thurs- with Frank Bibb of New York and
. Tel day. She was accompanied by her Camden Mr Lippy will be remem- 1 Mrs. A. U. Bird has asguest Miss
Swimming and boating was greatly vacallon from the New England
& Tel Co Theyhad**"sus* guests
euest, Miss Mildred Shea of Whitins- bered as the fine artist who assisted HarriettcCobb ofRichmond, Va.
enjoyed.
------WednesdayMrs. E. P. Jones and son ville.
Miss Kitty McLaughlin In a Rock--------land
few’ years ago.
Klagge Kroft Manor. South Hope, i pucbard
--------and concert a few
Mr3. Rachel Hewitson and daugh•
the past week had as guests Rev |
_____
David g Beacv, who spent his va_
. I'ler. Miss Caroline Hewitson. of DorAllard M. Clark and Mrs. Clark of
Mrs Frank Fields was hostess to c-nister, Mass., are guests of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Pearl and Miss cation ir, Moncton, N. B„ has reBrookline. Mass., and Charles L." I Lorraine Kelley of Marlboro. Mass., turned home, accompanied by his :h" Chummy Club Tuesday evening, Mr5 R H Baraam, cliver street
Whittier and Edward Merrill both o‘ and Mrs. J. V. Flinn, Jr. of South- family which has been in Moncton. with bridge honors falling to Mrs. ____ _________________________
New York. Many reservations have I
wbo came because of the Illness (Mrs Beach's former homei for sev- R- D- Savllle and Mrs. Flora Fernald.
nf tVtza
1
_____
been made ffor
the knlnneo
balance nf
of thic
this of Mrs.
William T. Flint, have re- i eral weeks.
_____
Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Brooks have
season.
! turned.
_____
. Col. and Mrs. Basil H. Stinson were bad as guests this week Rev. and Mrs.
Mrs. W. C. Anderson while visit
Mrs. F A. Tirrell Jr. gave a squab guests of relatives in Swan’s Lsland Paul Q
ing her brother in Wiscasset suffered : ££ ^^‘7* ^enh^ There! over the weekend. Mrs Stinson re tor of the Methodist Episcopal
Church in South Braintree. Mass.
an ill turn. She was brought home.i were 20 rovers
covets, her guests being maining until Thursday.
____
The two families enjoyed a motor
Sunday and is under the care of Dr. (
.
Alden and Mrs. Martha Kalloch of Camdtn couples.
Mr. and Mr.s. Irl Hooper have re- J tr'-P 10 Cadillac Mountain Thursday
Warren and is not yet able to recharity Club had luncheon j turned to Crescent Beach after enA jolly picnic supper party took
ceive callers.
I Thursday at Rockledge Inn.
joying several days' stay in Skowplace Wednesday night at the Burpee
------------i hegan.
cottage, Lucia Beach, with Mr. and
Annie Robbins. Mabel Bornheimer. * „
-----H W Huke, former president of
Mis. C. Alton Palmer as hosts. There
Ruth Orff and Eva Orff of Law- j the Rockland
Jnrkland
A
j
RockDort
Lime
corp..
Mrs.
Donald
P. Kelsey and son ----- -■--------- ;
„
k-iny
&
Rockport
Lime
Corp..
1
Mrs
rence were visitors in this city yester- J_ ‘rflurn^ to Tomngton. Conn . Donald are guests of Mrs. Margaret X"
GlSver
of
has_______ ..
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
K.
Glover
of
day
■ after being at The Thorndike for a , Smith, North Haven.
Charlotte. N. C . and Mrs. Dorothy
! Ml's Anna Coughlin is the guest B. Lawrence of Aurora. N. Y
Miss Joan Hunt, daughter of Mr. few days.
and Mrs. Chester Hunt is visiting
Mr and Mrs. R. E. Thurston have of relatives in Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Lilian S. Copping and Miss
hcr great grandmother, Mrs Ida as guest Mrs. Edward Whalen of New
- ■
Maltha Wight were among the at
Smith at Cushing.
Haven
Mrs. Harrison Dow has been tendants
at. the. Wednesday
_____
spending two weeks with her sister. ------_ _ . „„„ afterMr.s. Alfred Anderson, son Alfred
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell A. Hodgkin.- Mrs Frank Poland, at the Medomak
concert a ’
Camp.
and daughter Joanna, and Miss Mar and children Ruth and Wendell who Camps.
garet Lahey. of Perth Amboy, N. J
tests'of"Mr. and Mrs V.
C. Alton Palmer has been in Bos
who have been at Oak Grove Cabins J A Leach and Mr. and-----Mrs David 1 Mrs Rachel Sands and daughter. ton on business this week.
for several days return today Mrs G. Hodgkins for the
_______
week__
returned to Mrs. Dorothy Cavanaugh and daugh
Anderson is an aunt of Mrs. W. H \ymt,hrop Mass., yesterday.
ter Rae, of Beverly, Mass., returned
Rcv. and Mrs. C. E. Brooks whs
Wincapaw.
_ _ .
Thursday after being guests of Mr. have the month as a vacation period
,
J.u
J Mrs. Lillian McRae representing a and Mrs. R. H. Barham.
leave Monday to spend the greater
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike are
of
ladjes enterspending the month of August with
at bridge Thursday afternoon.
Miss Thelma Johnson is visiting portion of It in Norway. Mrs. Brooks'
Mrs. Hattie Davies at her cottage at
tables. Honors were won her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. lormer home. Mr. Brooks wil! supply
cn® Sunday in the Congregational
Ash Point.
by Mrs. E. E. Stoddard. Mrs. Lucia | Parker Wadsworth in Vinalhaven.
Church of that town.
Burpee and Mrs. G B. Davis,virginla
that at
-------Mrs. Pmilv
runny Hl«
nix Faber
raoer .rave
gave a
Emily
Hix
raoer
gave
aa ;, ,u„
,„ki„ „„<n<r in MLaa Virginia | A jolly birthday celebration was
Mrs. Albert E. Averill has returned
luncheon at her cottage at Crescent ,
Q L gt clair WQn con_
SQa,rdi-ng»iThU^d,!y from Bangor where she attended the
Beach Thursday, her guests, old time
pLer
°f htr nfPhC*' A’thUr W
friends, being Miss Mildred Gillette, |£Olatl0n pnze
Grant Davis, Elmer Lufkin, Richard
c
unniric.
Mrs Edward Wheaton of Newton,
Cary Bok has arrived from Merton. Karl. Buddy Chisholm, Kent Olover Snto on Thur^tav Aug 3 The
Highlands, Mass. Miss Charlotte
Buffum. Mrs. Russell Bartlett. Mrs. mether, Mrs. Mary Louise Curtis Bok
War,y
«•<.►
W H
r *>’ A Smith, pastor of the First
H. B. Burgess. Mrs. Rodney Weeks
car. with Mrs. Karl as chauf- UniveKaUst, church, and the cercof Birmingham, Mich, and Ash Point. at "Nimiha ” hcr summer home at Karl
feur,
the
boys
attended
the
regatta
at
___
Miss Madeline Bird. Mrs. Joseph | KCCKP°rt
da-vaa..
_ __
meny was attended by 60 relatives
Rockport. At 5 oclock adjournment and , friends of ,s.
,.,
the family. T1
The
Emery, Mrs. G. Milton Friese of
Dr. G. F Blood of Roslindale, was made to the Karl cottage at MePlainfield, N. J.. Mrs. Hervey Allen, Mass., has joined Mrs. Blood who is gunticoolj Lake where a birthday biide. the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb, and Mrs. Wil visiting her sister, Mrs . Helen G. collation had been prepared by James' F. P. Banks of Bangor, is a graduate
bert Snow of Middletown, Conn , and Perry, at Megunticook Lake.
mother, Mrs. Frank F Harding. /. of Eangor High School and FarmingSpruce Head.
hot dog roast was augmented by a ton Normal. Mr. Chandler, who Ls
Mrs Donald G . Cummings was birthday cake and other goodies.' the son of Mrs. Glennie (Brown)
Mrs. Ida Jones of Maryland and hostess to the T.&E. Club Thursday After full justice had been done to Chandler and the late Vernon
daughter. Miss Alta Jones, who
the supper, the crowd returned to thc Chandler both of Rockland Ls promt
teaches in Los Angeles, are guests of afternoon.
regatta and the hour of 11 had been nent in Masonic circles. Mrs. Averill
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Brault.
Miss Elizabeth Donohue, and James sounded before return home was was among those receiving at the re'ception following the ceremony.
Hooper of Philadelphia were recent made.
Mrs. Charlotte Jackson, ML'S Ade guests of Mr. and Mrs. Irl Hooper at
laide E. Cross, Mrs. Freeman S.
Young. Miss Ina Hunter of Provi Crescent Beach.
dence and Mrs. Earl Harbach of Ban
Prosperity Club was entertained
Now Playing
gor leave today for a motor trip
MONDAY
“FLYING
destined to cover the Gaspe Penin Wednesday evening by Mrs. Ochea
DEVILS”
TUESDAY
sula. They plan to reach Quebec to Sidensparke.-, with honors in bridge
with
night and to attend services at Ste. falling to Mrs. Ralph Lufkin and
Bruce Cabot
Anne de Beaupre tomorrow morning. Mrs. Barrett Cotton.
People have come to expect Chevrolet to
economy . . . Cushion-Balanced to blot out
The trip which will run pretty well up
Mrs.
Frank
Wheelock
of
Springlead
the
world
in
automobile
sales.
But
this
vibration
. . . full of snap and vigor—altogether
to 1600 miles will also take them
field. Mass, and South Cushing deyear Chevrolet has done even more than that. the most efficient engine in the low-price field.
through New Brunswick.
____
llghtfully entertained the Speech

A Magic Word

COMPLETE,,

,„FUNERALS

In a Magic

BI

Ring—

Advertise

Li

CH EVROLET

by the widest margin
in its history

Mrs. Ralph C Wentworth has re- I ?eade7 C'ub at dessert brid*e Thursturned from Boston where she spent1, day at her summer home. Gray
several days with her sister, Miss iHouse a century and a half old
structure overlooking Georges River,
Corinne White.
with its spacious fireplaces and fur
Mrs W. Seymour Cameron gave a nishlngs carrying out the idea of the
"shipwreck" party Thursday after period. A profusion of garden flow
noon, in honor of Mrs. C. L. Bailey of ers was used in the rooms. Mrs.
Frederick, Md., who is her guest. Wheelock was assisted in serving by
The invitations written on wrapping Miss Rachel Wilcox of Northampton.
paper and placed in empty ginger ale Mass., and Mrs. Phillips of Springbottles were delivered in person, thus field. There were . three tables of
intriguing her guests from the start. bridge and two of anagrams, honors
House decorations featured ship in the former going to Mrs. Charles
models, lobster buoys, ship's lights, G. Hewett, Mrs. Frank Butler and
ship's wheels and other parapher Miss Annie Frye, and in anagrams
nalia eloquent of the sea. Milk weed to Miss Jessie Achorn and Mrs. Frank
and cat-o-nine-tails formed the Hewett. The score cards, made by
decorative feature of the luncheon Mrs. Wheelock, were appropriately
table, and the menu reflected the sea decorated with twigs of pine and
and ships, such as crab meat salad. bayberry. Guests were Mrs. Mary
moss for dessert, etc. Bridge ' Veazie. Mrs. Frank Hewett, Mrs. J.
prizes went to Mrs. O. E. Wishman C. Hill, Mrs. Flora Lovejoy, Miss
and Mrs. John Haines McLoon. Clam Maude Marsh. Miss Annie Frye, Mrs.
shells were dumped Into a basket, and Susie Karl, Miss Hope Grcenhalgh.
when drawn the guest receiving the Mrs. Frank Butler, Mrs. Charles G.
mystic number received a special Hewett, Mrs F. F. Brown, Miss
prize—this went to Mrs. Fleming Coy Laura Sylvester, Miss Jessie Achorn.
of Evanston, Ill. Other guests were of Rockland, Miss Helen Carr, Mrs.
Mrs. Harry Pettapiece of Camdeti Abbie Montgomery, Mrs. Blanchard
and hcr guest, Miss Elsie Morse. Mrs. Orne and Mrs . Ralph Ayers, of
E. L. Scarlott, Mrs. Cleveland Sleep Thomaston. Mrs. Wheelock is teach
er, Jr., Mrs R. C. Perry, Mrs. WUbur er of lip reading In the public schools
F. Senter Jr.. Miss Eleanor Bird, and of Springfield. Her Maine visits are
Mrs. Donald Leach.

■

According to the latest available figures, Chev

rolet alone has sold almost as many cars this year

as all the rest of the low-price field combined!

more advancements .than we have space to

It must be

describe. And Chevrolet prices are as low as $445.

an all-round better buy. And that’s exactly
what Chevrolet offers you. Fisher bodies, with

has been proved sound and dependable by more

the new ventilation system and the strongest

owners than any other automobile you can buy.

and quietest body construction of the day—

CHEVROLET MOTOR CO., DETROIT, MICH.

can't be any argument about it.

love... 1 know all about it—1 couldn’t

(But what a heart-tearing smash-up in her
own life, when she comes face to face with
the wife of the man she loves.)
'

the Starterator, Simplified Free Wheeling, the
Octane Selector, long, parallel-mounted springs—

When a car looms above its field like that, there

“I’m the girl who writes books about

be fooled ...”

Then there’s Syncro-Mesh with Silent Second,

solid steel over a sturdy hardwood frame. *

A

valve-in-head six engine, unapproached for

Don't guess—buy from the leader. Get a car that

All pricta /. o. b. Flint, Mich. Special equipment extra, Love
delivered pricea and easy G. M. A. C. ferma.

alone It not enough.

/CHEVROLET^

“WHEN LADIES MEET”
A MetroGoldwyn
Picture!

with ANN HARDING
ROBERT MONTGOMERY
MYRNA LOY
ALIC’i BRADY

A

Continuous Saturday

MOTORS

VALUE

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

Matinees 2 pm. Ev’g, G.45-8.45

2.00 P. M. TO 10.30 P. M.

OEN ERAL

689 MAIN STREET

a source of great Joy to her.
t

ROCKLAND, MAINE

V
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Paqe Eight

Every-Other-Day

and ropes which were in splinters ' to Pasadena he had ridden 9840 miles
one mile long, as It passed over the ] Italian expedition of planes under
PITTS THE PAINTER
about them and on this raft a num In motorbusses — a record, possibly
streets. Band concerts, fireworks Oeneral Balbo pass by the island, reber of the crew drifted on the ocean. He painted street names on curbs,
and speeches by men of prominence ( turning from the World's Pair. By
• • • •
arranged for corner signs and made
in city and state led m paying tribute the time the last planes came in view Pasadena Paper Prints Yarn
Men died of thirst, others went the trip pay for itself—in fact he
to President Newell. Bath people in the first ones were out of sight.
About Him and Says He’s (crazy;
finally all that remained on returned to Pasadena with more
| no uncertain terms manifested their
Fred Morong and Earle Webster. I
I the raft were a Chinese steward and money in his pocket than he had
appreciation of what the award of government machinists, have been
From Rockland
___
I Pitts, a mere lad of 15 or 16 years when he left. Only a short time ago
two destroyers means to the city working on the engines In the whistle 1
Dire Head
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
The
affair
was
hastily
arranged
as
house
,
(The
following
article
from
thei
The Chinese had rare intelligence. he painted the light standards on
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The days news Irom
Keeper King writes: Thts light was
public
testimonial
to
President
Among
the
summer
visitors
here
1
Pasadena
Independent
has
been
sent
1
11 wa® he w“° £aved Pltts hie 8ft'cr Linda Vista avenue. Thc money he
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
made automatic June 27. I am stay- William S. Newell of the Bath Iron recently was one girl who asked for to us by a California friend; possibly Ithe
drinkin& water had been ex- made doing this he used to pay back
w hm un.Hb, .-pew »and (
Clinton Dalzell. She is one of his there are readers of this paper who i hausted. Every hour he would take the money he had borrowed to pay
[the fixtures aretaken
,3^,, bald M. Main and Treasurer L. Eu- cousins, and was disappointed when will recall the subject of the sketch !lhe lad and douse him In the ocean, the taxes on the North Los Robles
... _ , „ „ . „ „„government
retired
me ™
on a pension 1(gene Thebeau and their associates. ; told he was on Egg Rock.
cm,
reu
™
Ed ]
Th*. according to Pitts, allowed the property.
spection
with
Supt
O.
Eaton
and
,
T
.
____
,,
w.a
Cape Neddick
• • • •
iSi, out rrf^lfr to be ^aid on the for maklng 11 P08®16'6 for
clty
1 Mr' and Mrs J M Connors have
This 18 the
of an 81 year w’ater
soak ‘n‘° the
I*™**1
What a storm—what a night—what Asst. Supt. Thomas Sampson aboard
Things haven’t been going very
in
enjoy such prosperity as this contract been on a few days' leave at Booth- old man. a taxpayer in Pasadena thc P°res and the ravages of thirst.
We
were
pleased
to
meet
the
new
su
shelf after so many years in the serv- will assure, it for more thantwo bay Harbor. Miss Natalie Giles re- Within four minutes after he arrived intense thirst, were halted. It was good lately. The city has a great
an aftermath. The storm struck here
just after sunset and I never saw it perintendent. He outlined a few
years A placard was seen with the turned home with them after spend- in Pasadena at 4 p. m. 33 years ago 8 desperate remedy as the ocean was many light, standards which should
blow worse or rain harder. It was changes here that will probably be government has done for me. My motto "Bath will always buildgood
Ing a month on Seguin. he purchased the property he oc- lnfested with man-eating sharks, be painted but the economy pro
two daughters are visiting us. Mrs ships.''
terrible, and seemed to come fror» done this fall.
Keeper Urquhart and Asst. Lath- cupies at 1279 North Los Robles 1116 Chinese also doused his body, gram instituted has caused this work
My
niece
Gwendolyn
I
Leonard
of
Eleanor
Robbins
and
son
of
Manset
to be halted. It isn't good for the
all directions. It rained into the
rop went to Bath and Brunswick on avenue. The next morning he start- 1 fi8hting off the sharks.
Edna M Klng of Boston
Mrs. Osgood
and daughter VUda j Hiicinrcc
posts to become rusty but neverthe
wtibl, Wl"
iVllcxy cxxiitt ivi. iving vi
tvi .
°
Aiitz
house from Lilt*
the west,
the MJUUi
south luiu
and Bath... spent . a week's vacation with,1 i 1»J1Q MJss
ed building the house that still!
In
the
midst
of
the
storm
***
}hts
P®®^
month.
Miss
Leonard
Castine
putting
on
a
regatta
the
(
attended
church
at
Parker
Head
keeners
.
less, since the Linda Vista avenue
the north,
Tlie keepers are busy painting the stands on the property. Before eveFinally, after days of drifting—
the bell in tlie tower started ring graduated frotn the Morse High 26th. Outboard motore will be the (Sunday, afterward sailing to Dix barn. They have moved one hen ning he had a roof on it. and slep; Pitts cannot recall Just how many job. there hasn't been any of this
School
in
June,
an
honor
student.
drawing card. The best of wishes to Island.
ing—the vibration had started the
house under the bank and there is there that night. For 33 years he dAys — an English tea-clipper res- work for Pitts and the light bill was
pressing. So Pitts applied for per
Keeper and Mrs. Osgood made a another one to be moved.
clock work and it added to the weird Since she left we have been alone, all lighthouse keepers and The Couhas been paying taxes and never has ! cued them. For ^ome ten years
an
unusual
thing
at
this
time
of
the
rier-Gazette
irhort call on Mr. and Mrs. Smith of
ness of the situation. About the
The big electrical storm passed defaulted. Not even this year, and ! Pitts' knowledge of paints and var- mission to work out his light bill.
year.
• • • *
Squirrel Point Light Sunday.
height of the storm I thought I heard
over here Tuesday night of last week work has been rather meagre. But nish was used in the service of the I He was given three days' work. We
Two Bush Island
We art enjoying beans from our The lightning was flashing every we're getting ahead of our story. M government as an Inspector. He • found him, this taxpayer of 33 years.
a drip-drip of water. On bringing Aug. 1 lighthouse tender Hex car
the lamp into the sitting room it was ried Mr. Tracey and family to Boon
handling th^sho^l^ toe
Sam and Freddie Batty took Mrs 6ardcnwhere.
L. Pitts is the man He is an expert | painted the bottoms of virtually all,
discovered that water was leaking and took off 1st Asst. Howard Gray Smith, Carla. Helen and Tommy
^Ii,htV8°Od /o'*. daugl[rs V*
on paint. All his life he has been j the great racing yachts in the old ing the dirt out with the best of
and
family,
taking
them
to
Ports

through the ceiling onto the Daily
Smith blueberrying at Rackliff's and Ethel spent Saturday evening at
painting. He has painted most of i days when Lord Dunraven was rac- them, despite his 81 years. But
Petin Manan
Record on the table. Rushing up mouth. They spent that night as Island last Thursday.
1 Parker Head
the light standards in Pasadena at ing king before the late Sir Thomas doesn't it seem a pity that a man
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
R.
Austin,
Tender
Hibiscus
called
here
Aug.
3
stairs we found the water had forced
Mrs George Haggett and daugh- J The tragedy of Sunday -on thc and landed yearly supplies while Supt. one time or another.
I Lipton occupied the throne. After of those years, who has never de
electrical
contractor
of
York
Village.
its way through the storm windows
ter Wilhelmina of Groton, Conn Damariscotta River when the family George Eaton and Mr. Sampson in
wards when the great battleships of faulted in his taxes in 33 years,
Next
morning
before
taking
a
bus
• which I had not removed >, through
spent the weekend with her sister of Richard Rice of East Boothbay
the United States government were should have to be compelled to dig
the other window and halfway across for the first part of their Journey Mrs. Fred Batty. William Wilcox of were drowned, brought much sadness spected the station.
home they called us up and said
Miss Beulah Beal has returned to qu'u'the'proper"'thing fo? a boy" to * »* Panted it *as B1W® wh° ang‘- in a ditch in order to secure funds
the floor.
Groton also spent the weekend here to this home, as our oldest daughter
follow the sea Everybody did. And ne€red the J°b- He k"ew baln * 85 to pay his light bill? There must be
We started in mopping up water goodbye We were very sorry to see This was Mr. Wilcox' first sail in a was a member with Mrs. Rice of the her home after spending the past young
Pitts at. the supposedly tender
othar ™an k«ew (th«m ‘n tho“ something wrong with our system
month with Keeper Fagonde's family
and putting old pieces of quilts, etc., them go, one more of our lighthouse power boat.
, Eastern Star and Junior Bridge Ciub.
Roscoe Fletcher, second assistant age of 12 vears ran away from home
,ys He Invented paints. He could somewhere.
around under windows to catch the friends returned to simple citizens.
Miss Florence Batty is visiting her and a neighbor and friend of both, and family spent the weekend in and shipped before the mast. His
a g?°d J0*5 from 8 P0?1 one
rest of the water. The art square in We are glad tiieir home is in McKin- aunt Mrs. George Haggett at Groton. Our sympathy goes out to the par- Eastport and Lubec last week.
flrst experience took him all the way j in®tant his eye was uP°n llih/ sitting room w« wt"halhra"y‘
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mak“ one more f8mUy of
i ents of Mr. and Mrs. Rice at East
Conn
Franklin Perkins has returned to around the world. Since then he
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across and as the floor is varnished fn_£'lds llvmg there.
(Booth ba v.
his home in Milo after being here has been around the world 13 times. I Three years ago Pitts started out
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a
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we had to take the rug up and put
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Perkins Island
with his aunt Mrs. Roscoe Fletcher for On his second trip the ship was on a motorbus trip across the counit on the lawn till morning The din from Capt. Bob Carfeson of Kittery.
Seeuin
the past three weeks
caught in a typhoon in the Indian try. He carried his paint brush and
Waldoboro, Me.
Mrs. G«good and Ethel were in
ing room was the only room in the The winter's news was talked over as
Fred Morong. district machinist Ocean. The typhoon split the ship pot with him. He traveled across Artistic Memorials in Stone |
house where we did not have to mop this was
_ .his first
, . visit
, . to us this sum- Bath Friday evening and attended . Supt. Eaton and Asst Supt. Samp
and his helper Earle Webster, left wide open. The crew of 38 hastily the continent and up ind down the
water.
After getting the house
Bob wl®hes w * remembered the largest parade held since the firs; son inspected this station July 24
laa-u
' constructed rafts out of the spars (Atlantic Coast. Before he returned
We nad tlie pleasure of seeing the here Aug. 9 for Portland.
cleaned up some we went into the to Keeper and Mrs Staples at Burnt Armistice Day. and say it was at least
runway and the flood there was worst Island Light. He remembers many
of all I took the water up from the pleasant visits with them.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester H Burnham
light tower floor with a dustpan and
filled a pail half full before we start of North Andover were dinner guests
ed mopping the remainder. The of the Nubble folks recently. Mr
beards on the sides of the runway Burnham spent the afternoon fishing
were pulled out in places and the and Mrs. Burnham discussing quilts,
joinings strained. I hope we do not etc., with Mrs. Coleman and Miss
have another of those electrical Leonard. Mr. Burnham was high
liner for the day A few days previ
storms this season.
ously tney had been down and taken
• • • »
Miss Leonard and Mrs. Coleman on
The following morning just as I a shopping trip to the village.
was leaving the tower after putting Our total of visitors through the
out I saw the lobster smack Edward light for July was nine more than
J owned by E. Jameson & Son of last year. We had exactly 200 during
Portsmouth coming from the east July.
• • • •
ward and as she always salutes the
.'tation I went outside to return the
Portland Head
salute, and noticed she was coming
Roderick Gardner of Cape Eliza
very close to the Island. In a few
seconds she had run ashore on the beth visited Robert Sterling Jr. Mon
cast side of our Island and just out-(daY
side our pantry windows. The capMr. and Mrs. W. W. Oriffin called
tain halloed to me to telephone the on Mrs Thayer Sterling Wednesday
company that they were sinking, and Quite a few visitors at the light the
to send a boat to get the lobsters if 1P8^ week, but not the large number ,
they could be saved. We called and that came in past years
in about 20 minutes t he boat had Mr and Mrs Wa'ter Sterling of
sunk so only her sail was above water Peaks Island called on R. T. Sterling
and a bit of her bow. By that time and family Wednesday.
the owners were on the Point and
Mr and Mrs. Clyde Grant, recent
then things began to happen. Boats guests of the Hilts have returned to
came from all directions and people White Head where Mr Grant is em
ployed at the U. S. C. G station.
also.
All aboard and away they went
The Edward J. was loaded with
9000 pounds^ of lobsters. She went Tuesday headed for Gorham and the
ashore at high water and at low tide. fair. Robert Sterling Jr and party. .
or as soon as men were able to stand |J°hn Robinson. Roderick '.ardner
on her deck, the company had boats aRd Richard Dow The boys report
and men there to get the lobsters I8 8reat time They even made a picout. Thc lobsters were dipped out n*c
h. carrying along a lunch. A
and put in dories which took them to few drops of rain when they started
launches that were waiting, and then in the morning, but followed by clear
the launches took them to Ports skies made a perfect day for the
mouth. About 6000 pounds were boys.
Mrs. Hilt. Mrs. Sterling and Mrs
raved. A hole had been punched in
the bottom of the compartment and Dow were treated to a motor ride
the other lobsters escaped through it. Monday afternoon which took them
After tne lobsters were dipped out to Poland Spring. The day was idea!
all things that could be moved were for the ride.
Mr. and Mrs. W C. Dow and sons
removed from her. including the
rcales, sails anchor, etc. and carried Byron and Richard visited the Ster
to a waiting launch
Then large lings Sunday afternoon and evening.
drums wtre tied around her sides and Mrs. Sterling was hostess and an
to hcr masts, the engine room was Italian lunch was served at 6 o'clock.
the party.
filled with the drums and the hatches There were 11 in
• • • •
battened down with plank. They
Deer Island Thoroughfare
were unable to put any in the hold
but there were 21 drums tied about
Our new superintendent, Mr Eaton,
her. During this time life boat No. with Mr. Sampson inspected this
1854 in command of First Mate How station Aug. 4.
ard L. Fenderson was standing by. A
Nice large mackerel have been
YDOL is fighting for your gaso
hawser was put aboard the Edward quite plentiful all around us lately
J and the coast guard boat tried to and we have great sport catching
line business!... A hard fight!
pull her off. At 3.50 standard she them.
easily slid off the rocks into deep wa Our friends the Buxtons come over
... A clean fight!... A winning
ter and floated amid the cheers of the to see us quite often in their boat the
fight!
tired men. The coast guard boat Ruth Malissa, bringing with them a
towed her to the flats at Cape Ned party of friends.
dick river and it was found that she
There isn't much going on at pres
We believe its unique lubricating
had several holes in her but could ent, only catching mackerel and get
feature will give you the smoothest
be repaired, so next morning she was ting berries for winter.
•• • •
towed to York Harbor. As she passed
motor you ever drove... and save
the Nubble the coast guard boat
Great Duck Island
saluted with the whistle and all
The cruiser Indianapolis was off
you many carbon bills... But that’s
hands waved their hats. The captain the station doing range practice re
and engineer were aboard the Ed cently.
for you to decide!
ward J.
The Italian air fleet passed over
the station July 26 at 2 p m. on its
We believe Triple “X” TYDOL is by
The cause of the accident was that return to Italy.
while Engineer C. E. Simmons was
far the most powerful and the high
Rev. Mr Foxx of Cranberry Island
preparing breakfast (it was about with a group of boys camped at the
est anti-knock gasoline you can
4 45 a. nu the captain who had charge northend one night this week.
of the wheel dozed off and did not
Thomas Webster is at the station
buy at regular gas price . . . But
awake until she struck. After she doing repair work.
struck they got her a little nearer
There aje quite a few yachts out
that’s for you to decide!
shore and put dow’n an anchor, and around here now.
after collecting their clothes manned
Mr. and Mrs. William Lockhart
But we know thatTriple “X” TYDOL
the pumps until obliged to leave her have returned from their vacation,
Capt. S. G. Bums did not get any spending it with Keeper and Mrs
is the first gasoline to offer extra
more sleep. He was a very busy man Frank Faulkingham at Baker Island
Light.
for the rest of the day.
power, extra anti-knock and extra
Cnief Bos'ii Mate Dunn of the
Miss Myrtle Faulkingham is visit
lubricating service ... at no extra
Isles of Shoals Station came down ing her sister Mrs. Lockhart.
during the day to assist First Mate
cost!
Fenderson, and with Mr Simmons
Baker Island
called at the light.
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Faulkingham j
That’s the Triple “X” TYDOL story
During the day the men were kept have returned to their home at j
in drinking water by Daniel Donnell Jonesport after a honeymoon with
... Prove it to your own profit and
Jr., son of Capt Daniel Donnell of his parents.
York Harbor. In spare moments he
Keeper Faulkingham and family '
pleasure in your own car.
manned one of the dories and was are at the station after 15 days' leave
the envy of a covy of city boys that spent with relatives at Jonesport.
lined the rocks of the Nubble. Every
Mr. and Mrs. William Lockhart
Tide Water Oil Sales Corporation
YOUR
TODAY
PROVE
visitor exhausted his film supply tak are spending a few days at Baker
27 Main St., South Portland
ing pictures of the wreck.
Island.
During the forenoon I discovered
Mrs. Guptill and two children have
the damage done to the station prop had the pleasure of a week at this
erty by the storm was not confined station and liked here very much
to water within the buildings. Light
All were pleased last week when a
ning had struck the oil house and cow and calf were landed by Keeper
ripped the lightning arrestor and Faulkingham and William Lockhart.
saddle boards off. It had not dam
It surely sounds good to hear the
aged the house however, and it has band playing on board the cruiser
new saddle boards on today. It also while laying between Little Duck and
took the hen house door off and up Baker Islands.
set thc chicken coop, took a screen
We were pleased to see the Nash I
off the tower window, tore the new Island news and hope they continue [
awning material that covers the | writing,
hammock and did a great deal of
Mr. Guptill, Mr and Mrs. Willard :
damage to the flower beds
Carver and two children of Jonesport
Today, Aug. 3. the tender Ilex de were dinner guests of Keeper Faulk- '
livered our coal so I will be busy for ingham and wife last Sunday.
Miss Myrtle Faulkingham is spend
the next week: just now it is getting
well wet down bv the rain that is ing a vacation with her sister at
Great Duck Island.
falling, making it. better for me

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

J the weather is good. I would like
J to know how many are on here this
summer, but too numerous to count,
Little Lucille picked raspberries for
dinner and they sure tasted good, thr
first ones this year.
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lubricates

as it drives

The first Lubricating Hi-test Gaso
line. It lubricates as it drives

The Most Powerful Gasoline ever
sold at regular gas price

The Highest Anti-Knock Gasoline
ever sold at regular gas price

July 22 tlie Ilex called here on in-

Summer visitors come daily when (

Three extra-cosi features

at no extra cost

